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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The History of the Church, of the propagation of the 
Christian Faith, and what the Doctrine was that was 
then received, and how it was practised, promoted and 
defended, and how it was corrupted. invaded and persecuted, 
is of so great use to posterity, that next to the 
Scripture and the illumination of Gbds Spilit, I 
remember nothing more needful to be known. 
1. The Problem of the Dissertation 
It is the purpose of this study to describe the 
developing thought of Richard Baxter on the subject of 
church cooperation .. and church union, as revealed in the 
great mass of his published writings and memoirs. His 
thoughts and actions in this connection will be traced 
from his early efforts at cooperation and intercommunion 
J.. Richard Baxter, Church-His-tor of the Government 
yfBishape (London; Thomas Simmons, 1680 , unpaged preface, 
p·~ 2]. ·:rn the above, and in .all succeeding footnotes, 
the titles of seventeenth century works will appear in 
shortened form. In all cases where such listings are 
available, the present author has used the short titJ.es 
adapted in the following publication: DonaJ.d Wing. (ed.), 
Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England. Scotland, 
Ireland, Wales, and British America and of English Books · 
Printed in Other Countries 1641-J. 00 (New York: Columbia 
Univers.ity Press, 1945 • Frequently portions of the 
seventeenth century materials are unpaged. This is 
true of the preface of the work cited above. In such 
cases we will enclose the page references in square 
brackets to indicate that the page numbering does not 
appear·but has been ascertained by actually counting 
the pages. 
l 
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during the Commonwealth and Protectorate, through his fir-
teen years of ultimately futile negotiations with Prel-
atist and Independent leaders looking to organic church 
union--i. e. a comprehension--to the massive production 
of hie pen on the subject of unity and nonconformity 
in the closing twelve years of hi.s life • In the process 
of this study, four things at least will appear 
1. A careful historical survey of a major aspect of the 
life and thought of perhaps the outstanding English 
churchman of his day. 
2. The reasons which this devotee of church union gave 
for his own noncontormi ty and that of hi.s party. 
3. The changes in Anglican usage he considered to be 
desirable in order to accomplish a comprehension of 
his party within the established church. 
4. The changes in Anglican usage he found to be the 
minimum acceptable to achieve such a comprehension--
as that m'inimum is revealed in the give and take of 
the lengthy negotiations looking to church union. 
2 1 
2. Previous Research in the Field 
Richard Baxter created no large :following and founded 
no new church. Consequ.ently l;le has had no vocal spiritual 
progeny to analyze, interpret, and popularize his work, 
as had John Wesley. Nevertheless there is a conBiderable 
shelf of Baxteriana, and that shelf ha~ had to be extended 
within the past thirty-five years to include a note\vorthy 
volume of modern work. 
First we should speak of the biographies. Baxter 
himself wrote an autobiography, Which is one o:f the out-
standing document~ of his age. It was edited and published 
by Matthe~1 Sylvester, an associate of Baxter's, some five 
years after the latter's death.1 A radically condensed 
version of this work shortly appeared which also included 
some additional materials bringi~g the narrative up to 
date.2 Unfortunately both of these editions of the 
Baxterian materials omitted certain portions of the 
original. A modern scholar has therefore edited the 
documents of the Religuiae Baxterianae, and restored 
1. Richard Bax:ter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, edited 
by Matthe\.J Sylvester (London: T. Parkhurst and Associates, 
1696). . 
2. Edmund Caiamy, An Abridgement of Mr. Baxter's 
History of His Life and Times. With an Account of the 
Ministers, etc. Who Were E acted After the Restauration 
of King Charles II~. Lond.on: John Lawrence and Associates, 
1713). The Abridgement comprises volume one of this 
four volume work. 
3 
the significant deletions from the earlier editions.l 
There are three major secondary biographies. The first 
is by William Orme. 2 Orme, who also edited and published 
a part of Baxter' a wri tinge in some twenty-four volumes, 
. -
is conscious of Baxter's interest in church union, but 
he makes no detailed examination of the latter's thought 
and activity in that. field. A second biography by 
John Davies is primarily concerned with Baxter's life as 
. ~ pre~cher.3 When he mentions Baxter's concern for church 
union, it is in passing. 
The greatest modern student of Baxter's life is 
Frederick J. Po\'licke.. Dr. Powicke' s two voiumes4 
together make up the best biography we have. :Or. 
Powicke's work is,· of course, a balanced biography, not 
a ~onograph on Baxter's endeavors toward church union. 
His work makes lengthy reference to Baxter's concern 
in this matter. But.there is no attempt to describe 
1. Joseph M. L. Thomas (ed.), The Autobiography of 
Richard Baxter (London~ J. M. Dent and Sons, 1925). 
2. William Or.me, The Lite and Times of the Reverend 
Richard Baxter: With a Critical Examination of His Writings 
(Roston; Crocker and Brewster, 1831). . · 
· 3. John H. Davies, The Life of Richard Baxter of 
Kidderminster. Preacher and Prisoner (London: W •. Kent and 
Oo., 1887). 
4. A Life of the Reverend 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Oo., 
Baxter Under the Cross 1662-16 
Ltd., 1927 • 
4 
the many books Baxter wrote on the subject, nor does he 
trace the course of the. conferences Baxter had with other 
Christians looking to a comprehension. 
5 
There have also been a number of books and theses written 
on one aspect or another of Baxter's thought. Thus we 
have Dr. Martin's study of :Puritanism, With particular 
-
attention to Baxter's place therein.l We have a st1.1dy of 
Baxter 1 s mysticism2 and an evaluation of his Doctrine 
of the.Church.3 A Master•s thesis written at Union Theological 
Seminary. attempts to discuss Baxter 1 s conceptions of the 
· ,polity both of church and state.4 
The work which most nearly approaches .the subject 
of this study is a book prepared as a Fh. D. dissertation 
for the University of London, and later published.5 
1. Hugh Martin, Puritanism and Richard Baxter 
(London: Student Christian Movement Press, 1954). 
2. A. R. Ladell, Richard Baxter Puritan and Mystic 
(London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1925). 
3. Donald G. Miller nA Critical .Appraisal of Richard 
Baxter's Views of the Church and Their Applicability to 
Contemporary Church Problemstl (Unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, New York University, 1935). 
4. Alexander G. MacAlpine, u·Ecclesiastical and Civil 
Polity ;l.n the Writings of Richard~Baxter" (Unpublished 
S. T. M. thesis, Union Theological'Seminary, 1934). 
5. Irvonwy MOrgan, The Nonconformity of Richard Baxter 
(London; Epworth Press, 1946). 
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It is a discussion of' Baxter's theology and particularly 
his d.octrines of the Church, the Ministry, the Sacraments, 
and Church Government. Mr ~ Morgan is primarily interested 
in demonstrating Baxter's place in the development of 
Nonconformist thought. There is no attempt to describe the 
controversial literature or the many conferences ~iherein 
Baxter's position was evolved. It is ·Baxter the Nonconformist 
who primarily concerns him, not Baxter the proponent of' 
Church reunion. 
The periodical literature which deals directly with 
Baxter's concern v1ith this subject is interesting if not 
extensive. Dr. Geoffrey Nuttall, as a result of his 
studies in Dr. William's Library, London,has written 
two articles which tell a part of our sto~y. One of them 
describes the membership of ,tqe Worcestershire 
Association:l The other. is a study of some correspondence 
between Baxter and John Durie in 1652 which reveals Bax-
ter's early activit~ in the 'church union movement .2 
Ano~her periodical article deals incidentally with Baxter 
as the author describes ·and discusses the national church 
. 1 .. Geoffrey F .. Nuttall, "The Worcester Association: 
Its Membership" Journal of Ecclesiastical History, . · 
1(1950/51), 197-205. 
2. Geoffrey F. Nuttall, nl?resbyterians and Independents: 
Some Movemente f'or Unity 300 Years Agon Journal of.the Pres-
byterian Historical So.ciety of ·England, 10(1952), 4-14. 
which might have appeared had there bean no Restoration.l 
Still another author has tried to draw some conclusions 
for the modern ecumerical movement from Baxter's 
writings.2 However it must be said that Mr. Derham 
admits his reading from Baxter has been scanty. One feels 
that he is drawing ammunition from Baxter for a contem-
porary struggle :rather than trying to discover what Baxtar•s 
program was for the seventeenth century. 
It will be seen from the above that there has been 
a not inconsiderable interest in Baxter in recent 
years. These authors often refer to Baxter by some such 
honorific as nthe apostle of church union." However, to 
the best of the present author's knowledge, oo ooe has ~·done 
a careful descriptive study of just what it is that 
qualifies Baxter for such a title. 
7 
1. Clyde L. Grose, uTrands Toward Religious Integration 
on the Eve of 1660 11 Church History, 10(1941), 52-59· 
2. ~ Morgao Derham, nRichard Baxter and the Oecu-
menical Movement" Evangelical Quarterly, 23(1951), 
96-115. . 
3. The Sources of the Study 
The sources of the study are primarily the writings 
of' Richard Baxter arid. certain of his contemporaries. 
At Baxter's trial in 1685~ Judge Jeffries is reputed 
to have said to him, "Thou hast \'lri tten books enough to 
load a cart."l This may not be strictly true, but even 
the most sympathetic scholar cannot but be struck by the 
quantit'y of his work. Dr. Orme estimates t.hat a standard 
octavo edition' of his works would run in excess of 
sixty volumes of ov~r 500 pages each.2 Baxter 
wrote on a great number of subjects, publishing about 
one·hundred and fifty different titles during his 
lifetime. Better than a. third o.f these titles had 
to do with the problem of church cooperation or 
reunion. These works provide the major portion of 
the source material on which this study is based. 
In quoting from these works, and in citing their titles 
and publication data, the present author has made a 
l. Thomas Babington Macaulay, 'rhe History of' England 
from the Accession of James II (New York: John vi. Lovell, 
n. d • ) , I, 444 • · 
2. Orme, Life of Baxter, II, 328 •. In this footnote 
a shortened title has been used, and no publication data 
has been given. · F.Ull title and publication information 
was given in the first footnote ·entry of this book. Similar 
procedure will be followed in all succeeding footnotes, 
where the it..Eiin has been previously_ cited in full. 
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concerted effort· to reproduce the archaic spelling 
exactly. Of these works only one is unavailable in 
this country". That one is a minor work, as one may 
gather from descriptions of it in Baxter's auto-
biography and Dr. Orme's biography, so the preeent author 
does not think its omission is a serious defeet in 
the dissertation. 1 
There is an enormous number of works written by 
Baxter's contemporaries on the subject of reunion, 
toleration and comprehension. The present author has 
not tried to read all of them. However, the major 
\'larks written by Baxter's leading opponents have been 
consulted in order to discover their ideas and include 
their opinions of Baxter·• s "?lork. 
There is also a small body of letters written by 
'· 
Baxter or written to him and preserved in Dr. William's 
Library in London. Our knowledge of these letters is 
second-hand, for they have not been published. However, 
in his biography and elsewhere Dr. Powicke has published 
numerous extracts from the letters when they explain some 
otherwise unknown facet of Baxter's work. Dr. Nuttall 
9 
has also provided us with some material from these letters.2 
1. Infra, p. 69 • 
.. 
2. Nuttall, '~Presbyterians and Independents 1 11 
pp. 4-14. 
The present author feels certain that if there were any 
revolutionary revelations in these letters one or another 
of the scholars who have worked with them in the past would 
have indicated as much in his writings. Consequently our 
inability to consult this collection personally is.not felt 
to be a serious defect in this study. 
10 
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4. The Method of the Dissertation· 
The method of the dissertation is historical and 
descriptive. The author has not sought to prove a point but 
has endeavored. to describe the development of a leading 
churchman's thought and his activity in the area of church 
cooperation and reunion. The author has read Baxter's 
works on this subject and those of a number of his 
contemporaries. Following the guidance of the Autobio-
graphy, and.of the modern scholars noted above, the author 
has tried Po prepare a connected chronologicaLnarrative 
showing Baxter's early activity on behalf of' church cooper-
ation and intercommunion, his .frequent conferences \'ii th 
this or that l~ader of the parties who differed from 
him's elf, and his many writings on the subject of 
church reunion. This work has been ca.rried on in the 
light of the author's general knowledge of Restoration 
and Protectorate England and under the guidance of some 
of the best authorities on that period of history. 
5. Baxter 1 s. Lif'e to 1647 · 
Richard Baxter was born in Rowton, Shropshire on 
November 13, 1615. His father, who had been something or 
.. 
a wastrel, is said to have reformed soon after his son's 
birth. The family had been members of the Church of 
England for generations, but Baxter's father was often 
called ttPuritan" because of his practice of frequent 
prayer and Bible reading after his conversion. The 
father brought about the conversion of his son in 1630. 
The boy attended Dennington School in Wroxeter, where he 
made rapid progress. However when it came time to go to 
the University, ·Baxter's dreams were frustrated. He 
was sent to Ludlow Castle nearby for tutoring under the 
resident chaplain. There he had access to a fine library, 
but he always regretted missing the University experience. 
A short term as apprentice page at Whitehall disgusted him, 
and ill health was given as a pretext for returning ~ome 
for four years of study and reading under his father's 
direction. 
Problems of Conformity and Nonconformity seem ~at 
to have excited him much before his own ordination. When 
the question ltias raised, the only Nonconformist he knew 
was a rather inadequate_neighbor, whose lack of scholar-
Ship did not recommend his cause. Thus in 1638 he sub-
mitted to ordination at the hands of the Bishop of 
J.2 
Worcester, though he admits, 
I had never once read over the Book of Ordination, which 
tias one to which I \'las to -Subscribe; nor half read over 
the Book of Homilies, nor exactly weighed the Book 
of Common Prayer, nor was I of sufficient understanding 
to determine confidently in some Controverted points 
in the 39 Articles.l 
There is no positive evidence that Baxter ever received 
more than deacon's ordination. Nevertheless he freely 
celebrated the sacrament of Holy Communion in his own con-
gregation at Kidderminster. Moreover there is no evidence 
that, when he was offered a Bishopric, further ordination 
was suggested as a condition of that appointment. His 
orders were evidently generally recognized as legitimate, 
for the present author has found no example of an attack 
upon him on the grounds of insufficieDt ordinatioD. In 
his later life, Baxter became the object of assaults from 
every quarter, so that the lack of attack on his orders 
would seem to be evidence that his contemporaries did not 
consider them inadequate. 
After ordination he became schoolmaster for about 
eighteen months in Usher. There he first came into contact 
with the better sort of Nonconformist and first came to 
read the literature of Nonconformity. Careful study at 
this time led him to reject many of\ :the traditional 
grounds for Nonconformity, such as the use ·Of the ring 
13 
in marriage, kneeling at communion, and the like. 
However he did come to the conclus.ion that in three practices 
he would himself have to be a Nonconformist. He felt he 
had to reject the .use of the. sign of the cross in Baptism, 
the use of the subscription phrase required in ordination,l 
and the "promiscuous givingtttof t'he Lord's Supper to all 
who are not formally excommunicate,· even. though they be 
living a life of open scanqal. Had Baxter.come to 
these conclusions before 1638 he would not have been able 
to qualify for ordination~ 
I:rf 1640 Baxter was appointed assistant at Bridgnorth .. 
While he was there the notorious 0 Etcetera Oath" was 
recommended by the Convocation .. 2 The oath was not approved 
by Parliament. However it led Baxter to a careful study 
of contemporary Anglican church polity. As a result of 
this study, though he remained a believer in Episcopacy, 
he conceived certain strong reservations about its form, 
as practiced in the Church of England. Baxter points 
the par ad ox as follows : 
1. The objectionable phrase ~eads "there~is 
nothing in the three books contrary to the Word of God.n. 
Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, I, 14. 
2. The objectionable phrase in this oath is contained 
in the follo~;~ing excerpt: ~nor will I ever give.·~]!/ consent 
to alter the government of_ this church by archbishops, 
bishops,. deaPts, and archdeacons, etc .. , as it stands now 
established. Henry Gee and William J. HarMy, Documents 
Illustrative of English Church History (London: Macmillan, 
1921). 
14 
And thus the Et Cetera Oath~ which was imposed on us 
for the unalterable subjecting of us to Diocesans, was 
a chief means to alienate me and many others from it. 
For now our drowsie mindlesness of that subject was 
shaken off by theirviolence; and we that thought it 
best to follow our business and live in quietness and 
let the Bishops alone, were roused by the terrors or1 an oath to look about us and understand what we did. 
In April 1641 Baxter went to Kidderminster as 
lecturer. The vicar there was evidently very inadequate. 
The vicar allowed Baxter .sixty pounds a year from the 
income of the parish, and thus guaranteed his own tenure. 
Baxter had been in Kidder.minster about fifteen months 
when the issue between King and Parliament became so 
severe that everyone in public life was forced to choose 
sides. Baxter was a supporter of Parliament. This was 
not because he was anti-King, but because he was pro-
King and Parliament. His sentiments made him unpo9ular 
in Kidderminster. Indeed so critical did the issue become 
that in July of 1642 he was persuaded to leave the town 
for his safety's sake. 
Baxter spent the next few years at various occupations. 
For some time he was preaching in Coventry. Then the 
growth of the sects in the army led him to join Crom-
well's forces as a chaplain in July of 1645 to counter-
act the sectarian influence there. It was at this time 
that he took the oath of the Solemn League and Covenant, 
1. J3a:kt:~r.", · Religuiae Baxterianae, I, 16. 
15 
.ari action which he repented later.l The closing months of 
his military service were 2argely inactive, as his health 
failed him and long·months of convalescence were necessary. 
During his convalescence in the Spring of 1647 
he received a petition from the Kidderminster congre-
gation. The old vicar had been expelled after a trial 
by the County Committee appointed for that purpose. 
Baxter w~s .asked to come as vicar, but he refused to 
return as anything more than lecturer, the office he 
had held before. On this agreement he returned in the 
Summer of 1647. However the Trustees went to the County 
Committee and secretly secured Baxter's appointment 
as vicar in place of Mr. Dance. Strange as it seems, 
Baxter YiJas not a\vare of this appointment until some 
four years later. Thus he wae vicar, though he didn't 
know it, when he began his second ministry at Kidder-
minster in 1647. 
1. Infra, p. 292. 
. ., 
.. 
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CHAPTER II 
IRENIC ENDEAVORS UNDER COMMONWEALTH AND PROTECTORATE 
All of them [the contending·parties] had so much truth 
in common among tliem, as would have made these Kingdoms 
happy, if it had been unanimously and sobeily reduced 
to practice by prudent and charitable Men. 
The situation which greeted Baxter in Kidderminster 
required a lot of pastoral work in bis own parish. But it 
( 
was not long before he began to move out into a larger 
area of activity. In the later years of the Commonwealth 
and under the Protectorate the religious diversity of 
England was most ·marked; and Baxter realized the desirabil-
ity of increased cooperation between the various parties. 
He therefore spent much of his time 1 particularly from 
1652-1660, in seeking ways and means whereby the various 
parties might live together peaceably. This endeavor 
was carried on in three areas. Locally he organized 
the Worcestersbire Association in 1652. On the inter-
national scene, he was in correspondence with the famous 
John Durie, discussing \'lhat type of cooperation with foreign 
churches was practical and desirable. On the national 
scene he was involved in cor•respondence, and more important, 
----~-----....:....-------~---- ~~- ··---· ------
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in :race-to-face consultations with leaders of other 
. parties in .an attempt to discover areas. of agreement. 
We shall now turn to a more detailed examination of each 
o:f' these endeavors. 
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1. The Worcestershire Association 
Baxter t.ells us that for many years "[I] 
-
contented myself to wish and ___ .m:u for peace. nl 
However it soon became clear to him that little progress 
was being made in this direction, and so he turned to 
direct action. The natural place to begin was at home, 
eo he called a meeting of the ministers of Worcester-
shire,. some time in 1652. The immediate occasion of the 
meeting seems to have b~en disciplinary problems. ·The 
practices of the churches of the territory were so varied 
as to confuse the laity. The man who had been expelled 
from one church might find himself welcomed in another. 
The Association came into be~ng·as a means of reducing 
their dlS@~plinary practices to a common form. Baxter 
was directed to prepare a document to consist of 
so much of the Church Order and Discipline,.as the 
Episcopal, Presbyterian, and Independant are agreed 
in, as belonging to the pastors of each particular 
church.2 . 
This do.cument was printed the following year, under 
the title Christian Concord .. '' 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 146. 
2. Ibid,,II, 148. 
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3. (Richard Baxte~], Christian Concord (London: Underhill 
and Tyton; 1653). In the above, and in all succeeding 
nbtes where the.autbor's name appears in square brackets, 
the writer's name does-not appear in the book, but there 
is wide scholarly agreement in attributing the work 
to the man noted. 
The intent of this agreement should be clearly under-
stood, for Baxter makes is most explicit. "our business 
is not now ••• to reconcile differences in judgement: 
• • • but to practice unan!mously so much as we are 
agreed in. 111 The agreement set forth binds the ministers 
-. 
to respect each other and not to let party conflicts or 
differences come between them or hide the great areas 
in which they are agreed. A procedure for the· adminis-
tration of.disci'pl1ne is set up. Anyol?e living in sin 
is to be admonished by minister and people together 
"with tender love, and yet with great seriousnesse." 2 
Should the admonished o'ne.prove unrepentant, a hearing is 
to be arranged where,,if convicted, the sinner is to 
be "!admn'Lshed with authori ty. 11 3 If' convenient the agreement 
favors the presenc~ of the local magistrates, that they 
may add their disapproval to that of the ch.urch. 4 
Should the sinner still prove recalcitrant, provision 
is made for a public rebuke from the pulpit. Baxter admits 
1. Ibid.' p. 9. 
2 # Ibid • J p •. 2. 
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4. ~., p. 3. This is an unusual provision because 
Baxter usually -opposed the~.intervention of the civil power 
u i tit in Church discipline. Pres;umably it would not be .conven en 
to have an unsympathetic magistrate sit. In any case there 
is no suggestion here that the civil power should punish 
those guilty of ecclesiastical offenses. 
this is extreme and recommends it only when absolutely 
necessary. But should the object of discipline be 
yet unmoved, they proceed ultimately to the exclusion from 
the Communion. Moreover the equivalent of social ostracism 
is also to be employed; for the people are to be instructed 
in thE;:ir daily life to 11 avoid all familiarity vii th him 
•.•• further than natural and civil relations binde us.nl 
Should someone ih the.congr'egation continue friendly rel-
ations with.the excommunicate, he too is to be subject to 
excommunication; but such an extreme action would be 
called for only in most extraordinary cases, and only 
after consultation with the other ministers of the 
Association.2 
NaturalJ,.y enough· this discipline was expected to 
be unwelcome in some churches, pa.rticularly ones in which 
discipline had been lax. Thus the Association provides 
for an assent by t~e people of a given·church both to this 
discipline as exercised by their pastors, an~ to the 
11fundamentals Essential to the Chri~tian Faith. n3 
The terms of this consent are sufficiently interesting to 
justify their inclusion i'n full. 
1. Ibid • ' p. 4. 
2. Ibid • ' p. 6. 
3. Ibid. ' p • 7 . 
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I Do·:;consent to be a Member of' the particular Church 
of Christ at 1 whereof 
Teacher [sic] and Overseer and t-o-.,....s-u-=-b-m~i,_t--,-to Teaching 
and Ministeriall Guidance and Oversight, according to 
God •s Word, and to hold 0Qmmun1on with that Church in . 
publick Worshipping of God 1 and to submit to the 
Brotherly admonition of fellow Members, that so we 
may be built up in .Knowledge 1 and Holiness and may the 
better maintain our Obedience to Christ, and the Welfare 
of this Society~ and hereby may the more Please 
and Glorifie God.l 
T-he Profession of Faith 'lrlhich is also required is the 
Apostle's Creed, expanded and amplified·by certain 
passages from the Scripture. This profession of faith 
and this consent are to be made in public. before the whole 
congregation by every member of the congregation. Evi-
dently fearful that the winnowing might be pretty severe, 
they also provide that two or more.cleansed parishes may 
be united should such seem desirable to the Association. 
One cannot but feel, in the perusal of this agreement, 
'that discipline has gotten pretty rigid. Baxter recognizes 
this in tacitly admitting that not everyone will submit. 
But perhaps the situation in England in 1652 justified, 
indeed neceseitated,heroic.measures if' discipline were to 
be retained in the local churches. 
Agreement on disciplinary procedures was not the 
only subject of concern to Baxter as he prepared the agree-
ment of' the Association. Regular meetings of the ministers 
1. ~., unpaged prefatory Profession, [p. 4]. 
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of the County were set up. Five sub-associations were to 
meet monthly at Worcester, Evesham, Upton, K:idderminster 
and Broomsgrove. Every quarter a meeting of delegates 
from each of the five sub-associations was to meet at 
Worcester. All the Ministers 11 of Piety" in the County 
were to be invited to join. At a normal meeting there 
t-vould be a public lecture, followed by a disputation 
for the edification of the ministers attending. Time 
would be allotted for the discussion of any problems 
of worship or discipline not covered by the Agreement, 
and anw disagreements on doctrine might be fre~ly 
debated at the meetings. 
The Association a~so served as a court of appeal. 
A church unsatisfied with its pastor might come to the 
Association with its reasons, and expect to find a fair 
hearing. Moreover, each minister was required to announce 
the names of all excommunicates from his church, that they 
might not be freely accepted elsewhere; and the ministers 
also agreed t,o announce f:he names of new members, to discover 
whether any knew of reasons why they should. not be a:d-
mi tted. In a church with only one minister, cases 
of excommunication were usually brought to the Association, 
either on appeal, or before final decision was made.l 
1. ~., PP· 9-13. 
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The document closes with a guarantee not to forsake 
the Agreement or the Association without giving good 
reasons to the other members. Even more· important perhaps, 
its final clause makes a promise to the state. 
We resolve in none of our meetings to go beyond the 
bounds of our Calling, in medling with Secular or 
State affairs, nor to do any thing injurious to the 
Common rlea±th; but maintain all just obedience to 
Authority. · 
It will be seen from the above that the Association 
does not fit into any neat pigeon-hole of church 
organization. Orme says of it, nit was not strictly 
Episcopal, Presbyterian, or Inde~endent.n2 His point 
is well taken. It is clearly not E_piscopal, for there 
is no acknowledged super-iority among the ministers; 
except as Baxter's natural superiority of intellect and 
ability made him a leader. Neither is it Presbyterian 
however, for the Association itself has no authority over 
the local church. It is a e:on saciatlon for mutual benefit, 
not a presbytery. The group probably comes· closest to 
the modern Congregational Church in its organization; 
but it differed from the. Seventeenth Century Independents 
in recognizing the right of the ministers to act inde-
pendently of their people and in recognizing the 
parochial boundaries and accepting the aid of the 
l. Ibid.' p. 13. 
2. Orme, Life of Baxter, II, 156. 
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magistrate in some or the activities they pursued 
together. 
The movement g~ew rapidly. Dr. Nuttall's researches 
reveal that eighteen members originally signed the Agree-
ment, and in all some sev~nty-two were connected with 
it at one time or anothe~~l The Association provided ror 
a discipline which would be lax enough to hold the laity 
and yet severe enough to satispy the coneciences of the 
clergy and enable them to administer the sacraments. 
The Association remained active until the Restoration, 
and occasional publications show their activity. 
In 1655 an agreement was reached on methods of properly 
catechizing the m~mbership.2 Some years later, Baxter 
carried on a correspondence with John Durie on ecumenical 
relatione. This also was done at· the behest of and in 
behalf of the Association.~ 
The make-up of the Association is interesting. 
Baxter tells us where he found most of his support. 
The greatest advantage which I found for Concord and 
Pacification ~as among a great number of Ministers 
and People who had addicted themselves to no .Sect or 
Party at all; though the Vulgar called them ,bf. 
1. Nuttall, 11The Worcester Association,•~ pp. 197-203. 
2. (Richard Baxter], The Agreement of Divers Ministers 
of Christ in the County of Worcester (London: Nevil 
Simmons , 1656) • 
3. Infra,pp. 28-31. 
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the name of presbyterians: And the truth is, as far as 
I could discove~, this was the Case of the greatest 
nuaber of the godly Ministers and People throughout 
England.· · . 
The very considerable diversity of views on church govern-
ment which were represented in the Association is made 
clear when one traces the lives of the men known to be 
Association members through the early years of the 
( 
Restoration. Dr. Nuttall reports that of the total of 
seventy-two Who were at one time or another in the 
Association, eleven conformed at once in 1662. Si;x: 
others were first ejected and then conformed later. 
Thirty-one were ejected permanently. Presumably the others, 
whom we cannot trace, .either conformed or had passed 
away in the interim. Under the King's indulgence 
in 1672 seventeen of the original severity-two were 
licensed.· Ten of them were licensed as Presbyterians, 
four as Congregationalists, one as a Baptist, and 
two, including Baxter, ~lithout any sectarian connection.2 
llith this . experience of cooperation among men of widely 
divergent principles in.the background, the troubles of' 
the Restoration and post-Restoration period must have 
been doubly hard for Baxter to bear. 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 146. 
2. Nuttall, "The Worcester Association, u p. 204· 
2(5 
The Worcestershire Association covered only one 
county, but there were soon other associations. Baxter 
reports that there was one in Cumberland, which originated 
independently of his own, and at about the same time. 1 
Others soon heard of what Baxter and the workers in 
Cumberland were doing, and the.movement spread rapidly. 
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The book Christian Concord2 encouraged many other associations 
to form. The. best list the. present author has been 
able to discover lists some sixteen counties which 
had active associations as the Restoration approached.3 
aetween these various associations there was continuous 
correspondence and advice. Baxter was looked to as the 
father of the movement, and he remained one of its 
moving spirits. 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 162. 
2. Supra, p • 19 • 
3. William A. Sh'aw, ~..::.=i=s_,.t7-rr~>:=--=-=-=""r~~=-===;:o-<......._ 
During the Civil War's ·and Under the 
Iongmans Green, 1900), II, 440-456 .. 
""1 
2. The Durie Correspondence 
Perhaps the most interesting of Baxter's comments 
. . 
on church reunion withthe churches beyond the seas is 
found in a long letter aadressed to the Reverend John 
Durie. : Mt:r. Durie was a Scotsman, but hE? :t;tPent, ntuch o.t_~,his 
life on the Continent. ln 1628, while he was serving as 
minister to a company of English m~rchants; ·in Prussia, 
a privy councillor to Gustavus Adolphus encouraged him to 
endeavor a reunion between.· Lutheran. and Calvinist churches. 
vle may suspect that political motives lay bef1ind the Coun-
cillor's plea, for his Iti.ng was ·shortly to become the 
champion of Protestantism in the Thirty Years War. But 
Durie started then an endeavor which kept him busy the 
rest of his life. Before the Civil War he 
found Bishops Ussher and Davenant quite sympathetic to 
his plans. He was himself at the Westminster Assembly.· 
His zeal for reunion carried him through a voluminous 
correspondence and almost end:tes.s travel. It was he 
who addressed a letter to the Worcestershire Association 
to get their opinion of his endeavors, and their recom-
mendations as to what should· be done and what might 
be expected to be accomplished. 
Baxter called a meeting of the Association 
at Worcester August 6, 1658, and following that meeting, 
he prepared a letter to Durie which was shortly published. 
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To the present author's knowledge it is the only entire work 
which he addressed to this subject. Usually Baxter was 
so involved with a:f'fairs in England that he had little 
time for concern about the larger area of ecumenical 
activity. 
For the Association, Baxter expresses the heartiest 
encouragement of the work which Durie is doing. However 
he also makes it clear.that he thinks actual organic 
union is :not a. possibility. He then proceeds to lay down 
a program for future act.ivity, wqrthy to be a modern 
ecumenical platform. 
Our work is in these three particulars. First, to 
bring the true Churches of Christ to understand each 
other to·be true Churches. Secondly, to Procure that 
internall Charity which true Christians should have 
to one another. Thirdly, to procure that externall 
manifestation of this Charity which is their duty, or 
so much at least as is necessary to our common safet~ 
and the Propagation of that truth _which all profess. 
Baxter then addresses himself to each of these three 
endeavors. In order to bring all churches to recognize 
each other as Christian Churches, what is needed is a 
~profession of Christianity, not nullified by contra-
dictory professions or practioes~2 · This does not mean 
another creed however. There is only one thing in which 
1. (Richard Baxter], The Judgement and Advice of 
the Assembly· (London: T. Underhill and F. Tyton, 1658), 
p. 4. ' 
2. Ibid. 
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all are united and that is the Holy Scriptures, as the rule 
of faith and practice. Says B~xter: 
The remedy for Heresie is not to impose another Rule _ 
of Faith then Scripture, (as if there were insufficient 
and -we could mend it) bu.t to. exercise Church Government 
carefully, and if any b~ proved to teach any Doctrine 
contrary to the Scripture, that Magistrates and that 
Pastors do their parts to correct such and restrain them.l 
He holds that the ancient creeds are good to use, for they 
are fully in line with Scripture. However he sees clearly 
than any new creed, which one might attempt to impose 
on such diverse national bodies, would only create new 
discord. Therefore the Scriptures, particularly the 
Lordts Prayer and the Decalogue, should be the test. 
Every church which professes these should be recognized 
as a true church by every other church of like profession. 
When referring to his second desideratum--i.e. 
mutual charity among Ghurches--~axter calls it a "work of 
gr~ce, n2 which ultimately God alone can give. Ho\vever men 
may be persuaded to such charity. Hence it is important 
that those who hold the persuasive power, the pastors, be 
most carefully chosen that they be gracious and sanctified 
men. 
He is clear as to what external manifestations of 
charity should be expected and are most desirable. He 
l. Ibid:.' p .. 5. 
~~~--'------- ---------- --------------~-~------- ----- ------------
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suggests three such. First he would recommend intercommunion 
of those living in the same towns, whose churches are in 
essential agreement, though they have different peripheral 
beliefs. Second, he urges that no ceremony or doctrine 
be enforced on any party so long as dissent from that 
ceremony or doctrine is not inconsistent with the peace 
and welfare of the church and the .nation. Finally he 
recommends that the churches of the various nations 
do cheerfully acknowledg one another for the true 
Churches of Christ, and profess Christian love to one 
another, and a·readiness to assist eich other 
to their power, in the common cause. 
I 
When he comes to conEider immediate steps for 
the establishm,ent of .such cooperation, however, Baxter is 
perhaps too naive. He recommends that the most peaceable 
churches begin by preparing a Confession of their faith, 
in Scripture-phrase as far as po~sible. The most important 
part of this statement would deal with the sufficiency of 
Scripture and its infallibility. They would then submit 
this profession to other churches, together with·a profession 
of brotherhood and communion \'i;l. th the other churches. If 
the receivin~ church agrees with the profession, it may 
reciprocate by affirming the same profession. Or should 
they not fully agree, they would submit their objections to 
the first party. He seems to have expected that by a 
1. Ibid. 
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give and take over a period of time a common profession 
could be procured.l 
Ba:X:tet- himself prepared'such a confession of faith 
in the same year that, he wrote to Durie. 2 In this con-
fession the "Word o:f God, 11 revealed in Scripture and the 
Law of nature, as that nwordn is understood through the 
function of uRea son and Ulumination," is seen to be the 
rule of faith and the law of the church. The affirmation 
of this fact is asserted to be.the major grounds of a 
Universal Concord.3 Other grounds for concord are found 
in submission to the njust commands of Magietrates,n in 
the view of the ministerial office as persuasive, and in 
a regular practice of consultation with brother ministers, 
•
1doing as much of our work as we can by their Advice 
and in a way of Concord." ·A further groundof unity.is an 
affirmation that nothing is- to be required as a n:eces~ary 
duty which cannot be shown to be the practice of the 
Ancient Churches.4 
1. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
2~ Richard Baxter, Universal Concord (London: Nevil 
Simmons, 1660). Though not published until early 1660, Mat.;. 
thews, probably the best authority on Baxter's bibliography, 
says that the work was completed in November 1658. A. G. 
Matthews, The Works of Richard Baxter (London: Wyman and 
Sons, 1933), p. 18. · 
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3. Baxte~, Universal Concord, unpaged, Par. I, pta. 1-3. 
4. Ibid., Par. I, pta. 4-7. 
The profession becomes more and more complex 
as it proceeds and incorporates much of Baxter•s 
disciplinary program as a principle of universal 
concord. 1 Though the idea of this profession sounds 
very good, there is no indication that Baxterts 
profession was ever submitted to any other church. 
And it must be said that any such confession sent to 
e. foreign church in the fifties of the Sevent.eenth 
Century would almost inevitably have become a matter 
of international political concern. It would thus 
have become subject to a multitude of non-theological 
pressures which might more likely have created further 
division than peace. 
1. Ibid., Par. 3. 
~==-- -----·-------------------- -
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3. Irenic. Endeavors on the National Scene 
Through the closing years of the Commonwealth, Baxter 
became m·ore and more a national figure. As his fame grew 
he had opportunity. to speak out on many subjects, and to 
confer with leaders of other parties, with a view to peace-
ful relations. He first appears on the national scene 
in this connection as the author of a petition ~ddressed 
to Parliament in 1652 from the people of \vorcestershire. 
The excesses of the Sectarians in the early days of the 
Commonwealth led many to fear that they would utterly 
destroy all sound churches. Thus Baxter wrote a petition 
which was presented November 22 .. 1652 by John Bridges 
and 'fhoma.s>Foley.i.l The mai.n purpose of the petition 
was to reques~ Parliament to be particularly careful to 
uphold godly miniEters and maintain public support of 
the churches. But they also peti'tioned 
that you will be pleased speedily to imploy your inmost 
wisdom and power for the healing of them [church 
divisions]: And to that end would call together some 
of the most godly, prudent, peaceable Divines of each 
party, that differs in points of' Ohurch-Government, 
and lay upon them your Commands and Adjuration, that 
they cease· not amicable consulting and seeking Go·d, 
till they have found out a meet way for ~ccomodation 
and unity, and acquainted you therewith .. 
1. [Richard Baxter], The Humble Petition (London: 
Francis Tyton and Thomas Underhill, 1652). 
2 • Ibid • 1 p • 7 • 
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The petition was received in Parliament and ordered 
printed •. It was signed by some 6,000 men, but in spite 
of this formidable support, there was considerable 
opposition. This opposition came lArgely from those who 
opposed establishment of any church whatsoever. Indeed 
their opposition became so violent that Baxter produced 
a defense of the pet_i tion •1 The desired conference was 
not forthcoming, and the dissolution of the Parliament 
presumably resulted in the liirqpping of any plans for the 
Commons to call such a meeting. --. 
At the same time Baxter was in correspondence with 
John Durie, whom we have already mete Durie was in 
I.ondon in 1653 and 1654, and he had considerable influ-
ence with the Protector. The Baxter-Durie correspondence 
is not available in ~' but Geoffrey Nuttall has 
reproduced a part of it from the manuscripts of the 
Dr. William's Library in London.2 In this correspondence 
Baxter suggested on May 4, 1652, that a committee of 
four or five representatives from each of the major 
parties might r.ender good service3 if it were summoned 
by the Magistrate. Durie was personally much inclined to 
l·· Richard Baxter, The Wo'rcester-shire l?eti tion to 
the Parliament (London: Thomas.Underhill and Francis Tyton, 
1653). 
2. Nuttall, 11 Presbyterians and Independents~~ pp. 4-14" 
3. Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
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to ~avor the plan, but he ~ound.little support in Parlia-
ment. '.ghere~orehe queried Baxter about the possibilities 
o~ the Ministers' mee~ing on their own initiative. Baxter 
o~ course pointed to his own Association, already some six 
months old when he replied to Durie on February 5, 1653. 
By April o~ 1654 we find Durie writing Baxter about a 
meeting of five Independent and ~ive- Presbyterian 
clergymen, deputed by their parties to discuss cooperation. 
Unfortunately Durie shortiy departed ~or the Continent 
on one :·of his periodic trips, and neither he nor any 
o~ the other delegates has left us a record of wha~ if 
anythins they accomplished, or even i~ they ever met 
again. Nuttall suggests that act'ually they may not have 
continued to meet as a group, .for· seven o~ the ten dele-
gates were shortly mee~ing regularly as members o~ the 
BOard o.f Commissioners ~or the Approbation of Preachers--
l i.e. the "Triers.n 
1. Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
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1. Baxter's Conferences \vith Various Parties 
(1) Committee on the ~Fundamentals of Reli~ion" 
The new Parliament, while debating the Instrument of 
Government in the Fall of 1654, came upon Article thirty-
seven. In that article it is guaranteed that all who 
profess faith in God by Jesus Christ should be protected 
in their religion. -This raised the question, what are 
the fundamentals which all m~Jst affirm in order to be 
tolerated? At Cromwell's urging Parliament appointed a 
comm:).ttee which was in turn to nominate certain divines 
to prepare a list of the "Fundamentals of Religion." 
One member of the Parliamentary committee was Lord 
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Broghill,- who first asked Bishop Ussher of Armagh to serve. 
When that worthy refused, Broghill turned to Baxter, and sum-
moned him from Kidderminster to take part in the work 
of the committee. 
Baxter tells us there were eleven others besides 
himself on the committee--Meers. Marchal, Reyner, Nye, 
Sydrach, Sympson, Vines, Manton, Jacomb, Cheynell, Good-
win, and Owen.1·· He was.at odds with the leaders of the 
committee almost from the first. Baxter•s desire was to 
make the statement ju~t as broad as possible so that 
the greatest number might be included. He urged a simple 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 197 • 
• 
,_. 
form to be used for public profession of faith, which would 
be na Form of Words which is neither obscure by too much 
Conciseness, nor Tedious and Tautological by a needless 
Multiplication of Words."1 In line with this he suggested 
the following profession: 
In General I do believe all that is contained in the 
Sacred Canonical Scriptures, and particularly I believe 
all that is ex);?licitly contained in the Anci-ent Creed 
(the Apostles'J, and·I desire all that is contained 
in the Lord•s .Prayer, and I resolve upon Obedience 
to the Ten Commandment.s, and whatever else l can learn 
of the Will of G6d.2 
This was not.nearly specific enough for Dr. Owen, 
and one or two of the others on the committee. Instead 
thep turned out a creed of some sixteen articles.3 
It is only fair to Baxter to say that there was nothing 
in these sixteen articles which he would not have agreed to. 
But there was a lot of mate·rial which is at least arguable. 
Baxter saw that such provisions would only create debate 
and division. Nuttall suggests that another source of 
Baxter's lack of enthusiasm for what Dr. Owen and his 
fellows turned out is that the document they produced 
l11as actually an earlier partisan list, which had been 
published in 1652, and which r,;as identified with the 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 198 
2. IQg. 
3. The f'ull text of' their work is to be found in 
Daniel Neal, The History of' the Puritans, Edited and 
enlarged by Joshua Toulmin (Boston: Charles Ewer, 1817), 
IV, 122-124. 
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Independent party. He may well have felt the Independents 
were now trying to force it on him, and he ~ould have 
none of it.1 In any case all their labors were in 
vain for the Parliament which had summoned them 
was dismissed very shortly and never considered their 
recommendations. 
1. Nuttall, .. Presbyterians and Independents," 
p. 14. 
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(2) Negotiations with Episcopal·Men 
-
Baxter v~as willing to grant a kind of' Episcopacy. He 
believed that the New Testament showed clearly that some 
of' the Apostles exercised superiority over fixed bishops 
or pastors. Even though the Apostolic office died out, 
Baxter admitted there .was no reason to deny that such 
governing officers should continue to the present. 1 
However, having granted the legitimacy of bishops, Baxter 
has not given over the field to them. For there was much 
in the practice of the diocesan episcopacy in England 
before the Civil llars to which l:).e objected. 
His argument is that ancient bishops, like Ignatius, 
had but one church to supervise. But the modern diocesan 
has such a large territory that it is impossible for him 
to exercise true discipline over it all. The pastor on 
the s:pot should have full disciplinary povJer,. but he 
has been demoted to a mere teacher. As a result the laity 
run riot, because it is a ~hysical impossibility for the 
bishop rightly to administer diecipline.2 Baxter's other 
criticisms--that they persecuted their enemies, 
that they permitted unfit, ignorant and drunken 11Readersn 
to be pastors, that there was too much zeal for mere 
f'ormali ty at the expense of true godliness--\';ere generally 1 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 140. 
2. Ibid., II, 141-142. 
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as Baxter realized, deteriorations of what was in prin-
ciple a good system. But on the m~tter of diaOipline, Bax-
ter felt there Jtias a real weakness in· the Diocesan 
organization. 
During the middle fifties Baxter had two convers-
ations with leading Anglican bishops, of the more moderate 
sort. Since it was these conversations which convinced 
him that peace was possible, and later led him to his 
long search for means to a comprehension 1 we should speak 
of them in some detail. 
Most important was. his meeting with Archbishop 
Ussher, of Armagh, in 1654. James Ussher was a noted 
scholar of Trinity College, Dublin. He was Professor of 
Divinity there when he was raised to the Episcopacy in 
1621. Four years later he was translated to Armagh, as 
primate of Ireland. After 1640 he never returned to 
his see, and he lived the closing years of his life in 
London. There he w~s well treated by Cromwell~ and we 
have already noted that Lord Broghill tried to get 
the Bishop to take part in the discussion on the 
"Fundamentals of Religion" before he called on Baxter. 
Ussher refused Broghill 1s appointm~nt, as he had refuse~ 
to sit in the Westminster Assembly', But he was not averse 
to discussing concord with Baxter. 
So it was that Baxter came to know the Archbishop 
in 1654, and he had a whole series of conversations with 
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him. Baxter reports that the Archbishop recognized 
Presbyterian ordination as valid and also granted 11 that 
Synods· are not properly for Government, but for Agreement 
among the Pastors .. ·~ 1 Ussher also introduced Baxter to 
one of his· own \'iri tinge, the Reduction of Episcopacy Unto 
the Form of Synodical Government. 2 This plan for church 
government was a compromise plan proposed by the Arch-
bishop to the House of Lords in 1641. It was an attempt 
to find a middle way between the Laudian Prelatiets and 
the Presbyterians. Baxter siezed upon the Reduction, and 
we will m~ke freqtient references to it hereafter. 
The purpose of the .,..:ork is. to .develop a system of 
interrelated synods 't>lhich would control the church without 
destroying local discipline. It is frankly modelled on 
the Scottish system. Thus in every parish the pastor or 
pastors together with the Churchwardens are to meet weekly 
to·take notice of all who live scandalously, that they 
might reprove them. This is the equivalent of the 
Scottish "session." Suffrae;an Bishops are to be set up 
in every rural Deanery of every Diocese. Ussher saw 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 206. 
2. This important, though brief, work is available in 
a number of editions. A copy of it is included in Baxter, 
Reliauiae Baxterianae, II, 239-240. It also appears under 
a different title--James Ussher, Episcopal and Presbyterial. 
Government Con joyned (wndon: n. p., · 1679). · 
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them as parallel to the primitive Ohorepis.oopoi, These 
Sufrragans are to assembl~ monthly all the rectors and 
pastors of the area an9 determine all brought before them 
by majority vote. To this monthly synod the local rector 
may bring any who are i~penitent and unreformed. This 
synod may proceed to excommunication if there is no 
proper penitence. The synod shall also serve as a place 
to which criticism of local pastors may be brought. This 
synod is equivalent to :the Scottish Presbytery .. 
The next level is the diocesan synod, to be held 
once or t1r1ice yearly. All the Suffragans are to attend 
with their pastors, or a select group of them. The 
Diocesan Bishop will decide all things at this synod, 
but only with the consent of the Suffragans and the 
pastors attending. Here things of great moment 
are to be heard, and the orders of the monthly synods are 
to be revised and their appeals heard. This is the 
equivalent of the Scottish Provincial Synod. 
The top level is the Provincial Synod which would 
consist of all the bishops and ~uffragens and elected 
delegates from each diocese. The Primate would be 
moderator of tbis synod and all would be done with the 
consent of the assembly. It would meet triennially 
at the same time as Pahliament. And on occasion the two 
provinces might unite to form a National Council, where 
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where all appeals would find ultimate decision. This 
Council is the equivalent of the Scottish National 
Assembly. 
That such a plan should appeal to Baxter is natural. 
By its provisions .tl:ie Bishop ceases to be an absolute dic-
tator and becomes merely the presiding officer of the synod • 
. The disciplinary problem is solved by making the local 
pastor the administrator of ·all disciplinary problems, 
and by setting up a local organization to deal with such 
problems, with a carefully defined ·process of appeal. 
When we compare the synod under a Suffragan to Baxterts 
own Association, we are struck by the many similarities. 
The titles are different, but the functions are the same. 
Other negotiations with the Episcopal party were 
carried on in a c·o rrespondence with Ralph Brownrigg, 
Bishop of Exeter •. Shortly after his talks with Ussher, 
Baxter heard Brownrigg was a reasonable man and approached 
him with an eye to concord. Baxter said that the Bishop's 
concessions were such ae "would have united us all if such 
terms had been granted when. the King came in .nl In effect 
there is nothing new in the agreement between the Bishop 
of Exeter and Baxter. He granted pretty much what Ussher 
suggested in his Reduction. However Baxter found Brownrigg 
took· the prerogatives of the Bishop somewhat more seriously 
1,. Baxter, !teliauiae. Baxterianae, II, 172. 
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than the Primate of Ireland. Indeed he broke off hie 
correspondence with the Bishop for this reason. In 
later years he blamed himself for not pursuing the matter 
farther if for no other reason than "that I might have had 
more of hie[Brownrigg's] Confessions to te~tify against 
unpeaceable Men. ttl 
In hie discussions with the Episcopal men, one 
problem was raised again and again. We have noted that 
Uesher approved of Presbyterial ordination. In this he 
was far more liberal than many of his day. The problems 
of ordination were already a sticking point in any nego-
tiations with the Prelatists. Baxter's own orders, 
as we have noted, 2 were quite adequate even in the Bishop's 
eyes. However a great many of the party of which he was 
the leader had been ordained during the years since 1643 
when there were no Bishops available to ordain them, and 
Baxter felt called upon to defend their orders. 
The book in which he attempted to do this was 
published in 1657.3 In defense of Presbyterian orders, he . 
cites the opinions of ea~lier pre-Laudian bishops. He 
argues that the Presbyters have always had the power to 
l• Ibid • 
. 2. Supra, pp. 12-13. 
3. ·Richard Baxter·, A Second Sheet for the Ministrv 
(london: Nevil Simmons, 1657). ' 
-- ordain, but were merely restrained from the exercise of 
'that povier by human laws over the centuries. These 
primitive Presbyters were actually Bishops of their own 
churches. And since they had the right to ordain, that 
right must still inhere in the office .1 He goes even 
further however in arguing that it is not the laying ai of 
hands which confers the office. Ordination is only a human 
recognition of what GOd has already done, for it is the 
Deity who calls a. man and giv~e him his povjers. Thus 
nit is only Christ and not the Ordainers, People Q.I:. Magis-
I ' 
trates that give .Ql! gur Office and Pgwer. . . .. the 
. . . 2 
Ordainers do instrumentally invest us in it." Nor 
does he hesitate to draw the naturally corollary from this • 
. 
Clearly if the Bishops refused to ordain one so prepared 
and qualified by God, then the latter would have to do 
his office without ordination; and ordination would be 
unnecessary. The legitimacy of the ministry of Baxter 
and his followers is eminently proved by the fruits of 
their labors. When God blesses their work in the 
propagation of the faith, He demonstrates that they a:re 
true ministers.2 
~. Ibid., P• 14. 
2 • Ibid. ' p • 15 • 
3. Ibid. 
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(3) Negotiations with Independents 
When it came to dealing with the Independent party, 
Baxter again found things which he approved in their 
teaching, and things which he rejected. He agreed with 
their insistance that government and discipline are concerns 
of the local church.. He also agreed with them that 
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synods meet, not to govern local pastors,. but to bring about 
their concord •1 Howev·er, he found ·~uch to disapp.rove of 
in their practice as we.ll •. Most serious of their. failings, 
in his eyes, seems to have been their exclusiveness. He 
attacked their rejection of synods, their rsfusal of 
communion to Christians of other churches, and their end-
less tendency to divi:sl.ori and yet further subdivision. 
He also felt that they didn't take their ministers 
seriously enough~ To him it seemed as bad for the 
people to replace the paetor as church governor as for the 
Bishop to do so under the diocesan or prelatical plan. 
He painted aut that they limited their ministers to one 
flock, though he noted with approval the New England 
Synod's recent abandonment of this practice. He pointed 
to their practice of ordination by the laity as proof 
that they didn 1 t have a high enough concept of the min-
istry. Even worse in his eyes was the recognition of lay 
elders who preach and have a large part in the governance 
1~ Baxter, Reliquia·e Baxterianae, II, 140~ 
and ~ orship of the Church. He feels they do t h ing s which 
no unord ai ned man has a right to do. 1 
In spite of the rather severe differences noted, 
Baxter undertook nE gotiat i o ns with Independent leaders 
during the s e trou b led years of t h e Protectorate. On e of 
t h e se meeting s we h a v e already di e cu e sed --i~ . e. in the 
"Committee on t he Fundam enta ls of Reli g i o n •11 The 
second cont a ct wa s some ti me l ater . It was f ir s t 
ma de by cor respo nd ence and then c a rried on in fa ce to 
face conv e rsation s . He h a d met Mr. ·Phili p Nye in 1654; 
an d in their di s c uss ions to gether over a period o f s ome 
months a reas o f disa 8 re emen t wer e di s co ver·ed . Notably 
th e 9ro b leme o f o rdin~ti on and t he Ind e p e nd ent pra ct i ce 
o f raiding the mem bers h i p of p a r i sh churches c am e un der 
di f0 cu s sion.2 In t h i s di E" cus si on Ba xter· ~>; as not long 
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i n runnin g i nto th e ma in b a rrier to any productive discu s si on 
wit h t h e Independent s--the fact t h r t t he re ~ as no one who 
could n e go tia t e or s peak f o r a ll. The convers a tions 
we r e not pa r ticular ly succ e s sf u l . 
~ 'e should a l s o con s i d er here a book o f Baxte r' s 
wh ich wa E no t p ub l i e h ed until ma n y year s lat e r. For while 
h e wa , c a rryin g on theee n egotia ti on s in 1655, he wrote 
a pa p er aime d a t co mpro mi s in g the differen ce s bet ·een 
1. Ibid., II, 143-144. 
2. Ibid., II, 188-193. 
the MOderate Independents and the Presbyterians. It may 
have circulated privately at the time, but it was not 
published until the very year of Baxter's deatht when it 
was coupled with.another writing and published to encourage 
the newly organized Association of the Nonconformist 
Ministers of London. 1 The document harmonizes several 
apparently divergent ideas and offers compromise on five 
actual differences,. .Baxter's spirit of moderation appears 
I 
in this attempt at harmony, and.the later importance of 
the document in question seems to justify dealing with 
each suggeeted.adUustment in more detail. 
The first and hardest issue revolves about ordination. 
The Presbyterian party insists that other presbyters must 
take part. The Independents insist that the ordination 
is valid even in the absence of other ordained men, 
though other presbyters may take part if desired. 
Baxter suggests that 11mayn give 'liay to 11must 11 --1. e· .. 
that the Independents see to it that other presbyters are 
always present at an ordination, for the sake o:f peace.2 
A second area, of con:flict appears when he discusses 
the relation of a particular local church to a synod. The 
Presbyterians would permit considerable control of local 
churches by the synod. The Independents stand firmly 
1. Richard Baxter, Church Concord (London: Thomas 
Parkhurst, 1691). Infra pp. 273-279. 
2 • Ibid • ' p • 24. 
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for autonomous local churches. Baxter agrees \'lith the 
Independents that a particular church may exercise all 
government and worship in itself, and so far as its local 
affairs are concerned should be independent. HOwever, he 
suggests that synods are legitimate for the communion of 
churches with" each other. Thus they should be obeyed 
.where things relating to other churches are concerned •1 
The third area of difficulty is symbolized by the 
practice of lay preaching. Here Baxter is willing to 
give a little more ground. He admits that the laity 
have been given their talents to be used to the glory of 
God and for the profit of their fellows. He therefore 
justifies their preaching so long as they remain orderly 
and in thorough subordination to their pastors. 
His fear is that a lot of untrained and controlled 
laymen might cause further division of the ehurches .. 2 
In his fourth suggested adjustment he tries to make 
inroads on Independent exclusiveness by his de.finition · 
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of a church. ·For Baxter, a church is present in every 
parish which has people professing Christianity and gathered 
regularly together for the worship of God.3 This is 
aimed at Independent pretension that only their a~m 
1.. Ibid. , p • 57. 
2. Ibid., pp. 38-40. 
3. Ibid., pp. 40-42. 
~ 
meetings are churches. Yet it leaves room for inter-
pretation as to just who is "professing Christ;tanityn or 
what a proper nworship of God 11 may be. 
In his fif~h re~ommendation B~xter turns to the 
disciplinary practice which made the Independents so 
unpopular with all defenders of the parish system. With 
their claim to maintain a high morality and a better or 
purer fellowship, they continually drew men out of the 
parish congregations. This seemed to be no better than 
uthievery of soulsn to the parish leaders. Baxter 
tries to establish a no-raiding compact. He recommends 
a procedure whereby a man may leave the parish church 
if he wishes, but only after giving _both notice to the 
parish of his intent and details ofhis reasons for 
leaving. Then he must give the parish opportunity to 
correct the abuses which drive him away before actually 
breaking off relations. Baxter believed that if no .>'one 
left his parish except for good reasons stated, .it would 
tend to reanimate the parishes themselves and would 
possibly make withdrawal unnecessary. 1 
· One cannot but feel that the above attempt to 
compromise the matters in confllct between Presbyterian 
and Independent requires somewhat more adjustment from 
the Independent than from the Presbyterian. The fourth 
1. Ibid • , p • 58 • 
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and fifth pro poenls strike a t the heart of t he exclusivism 
vihich cha ract er ized Independency. Indeed if the fifth 
s uggestion were to have i ts fully desired eff ect, the 
Independent churche s wo uld cea se to exi s t . Re co gnizi ng 
a synod, as in the second recomme ndat ion, wo uld have been 
a big step for many Independent cong regoti ons i n the 
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Engl and of the Commom·iea 1 th. The pro 1:--'o "'a l on ordj_ ne t ion seem ~ 
to be a fair one, a nd that whi ch a p9roves of l ay pr ea c hing 
i s a real conces s ion fro m the Pres byterian pa rty. 
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(4) Negotiations with the Anabaptists 
Baxter also believed that peace with the Anabaptists 
was both desirable and possible. In all likel~:hood, this 
was further than most other Protestants of the day would 
have gone. But during the Protectorate of Richard Oromviell~ 
i.e. 1658-1659, Baxter undertook correspondence with several 
Anabaptist leaders of L:mdon; and he had ~very high hopes 
for success .1 In his lett~rs he distinguished four groups 
of 
1. 
2 .. 
3. 
Anabaptists. 
Those who insist on rebaptizing only 
Those who insist on rebaptizing and -separation from 
other churches as welL. 
Those l'lho insist on rebaptizing and separation, and 
reruse to recognize anyone of differing views as truly 
Ohristian churches, though they do not attempt to destroy 
other churches. 
4 .. Those who. insist on rebaptizing and separation, and not 
only hold all other churches to be false, but seek 
to destroy all other·churches too. 2 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 180-186. 
Baxter calls them Anabaptists. ActuaJly they have little 
in common with the Muenster type of ••,AtJ.abaptist!,1 They 
were generally peaceable English Baptists, and as such 
they were a part of the Establishment under Cromwell. 
2 ~·~ .. ~Ibid., II, 181. 
Having made these distinctio~, he proceeded to make 
a proposal to the Anabaptist leaders of _london:. particularly 
to MBsrs. Lamb and Allen. To the first group of Ana-
baptists he offered full membership in the churches of 
his party.;. They would be left free to seek rebaptism and 
to express their dissent from the practice of the church 
in infant baptism. But in every other way they would be 
full members of the local parish churches. To the second 
group, who refuse communion with the parish churches, he 
offered unfeigned brotherly love. He urged that they 
recognize each other ae Churches of Christ, and seek 
always to strengthen each the other. To the third group, 
who cannot recognize the parish congregations as churches, 
he also offered love a·nd friendship. But he went further 
and asked that they agree to recognize each other as 
individually Members of Christ and the Church Universal. 
The fourth group of Anabaptists are themselves so exclusive 
and unpeaceable, that obviously.no concord with them can 
be reached .. 1 
In this connection we should also note a book 
published in the same year as his correspondence with the 
Anabaptist .leaders. Baxter had ·always favored an adult 
reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant, but it seems 
a ign i:"_i'..iCatlt: that he should pick this moment to publish 
a long work on the subject.l For after a considerable 
discussion of the purpose of Conf~~mation, he turns to 
the idea that Confirmation, if properly used, could 
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be a means to Church Union. He points out that all of the 
major parties--Anglican, Presbyterian, Papist, and Independent--
. . 
favor adult confirmation or profession of faith before 
a man is regarded as a church member in full standing. 
The Anabaptists of course insist there should be no baptism 
at all until the age of discretion. Baxter argues that a 
greater emphasis on the rite would bring the other churches 
closer to the Anabaptist position. This does not mean 
that he favors adult baptism, but he does favor maintaining 
the purity of the Church as a band of professing Christians,. 
which adult baptism tends to encourage in the Anabaptist 
communions. Such a purified church might indeed attnact 
some of the Anabaptists to return to the fold. But:1· 
more important, it would encourage ~abaptist churches to 
recognize other churches as true Churches of God, when the 
latter removed the unworthy from their numbers.2 This 
book provides an interesting example of Baxter's use 
1. Richard Baxter, Confirmation and Restauration, 
(!Dndon: Nevil Simmons, 1658)_. 
2. Ibid., pp. 206-233-
-----· ------~-------~------- --~~----------···-------·---------~-----·· ---- ···- ----- --·-- -------- ------
of an already extant organization or institution to 
accomplish his own ends of pacification. 
Baxter's peaceful overtures greatly impressed at 
least one of the Anabaptist leaders, who joined himself 
to Baxter•s party. HOwever Cromwell's fall, the King's 
return, and the subsequent excitement, broke o:f'f' the con-
sultations. Fbllowing.the Restoration it was counted, as 
Baxter comments, almost· a crime to smile at an Anabaptist. 1 
The present author knows of no other extensive negotiations 
with the party after the Restoration. Why this would be 
so is easy to understand. During the Pr~tectorate Baxter 
and the Baptists were both of the Establishment. Following 
1662 they were-both persecuted Nonconformists. Ba~ter 
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then gave the major part of his attention to the restoration 
of peace with the Episcopal majority, and associe.tions or 
negotiations with the Anabaptists would only have served 
to embara·ss him and his partY as they sought a. Comprehension 
within the Church of England. 
~ 1. Baxter, Reliquiae ~a.xterianae, II, 181. 
11. Baxter•s Writings on the 
Eve of the Restoration 
Several boo~s, of which one is of major interest 
to us, came from Baxter•s pen during the two years immed-
iately before the Restoration. They were written with an 
eye to the troubles exciting the Ghurch of England at the 
moment. But they dealt with.issues of Church and State, 
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the legitimacy of a liturgyt ceremonies and things indiffer-
ent, church gov.ernment, and \vays to achieve con.cord. In 
them a good part of the position which Baxter and his party 
were to take at Savoy and ~fterwards was worked out. 
We therefore turn now to a consideration,-- of these 
writings published in i659 and early 1660. 
By all odds the IJ]ost important is the Five Dispu-
-tations ·or Church GOvernment and Worship)~· The first 
three of the disputations deal with eP,urch government 
and ordination. The· last two deal with ceremonies and 
a liturgy. His discussion of the legitimacy of ?resbyterian 
ordination is essentially the same that was·.: found 1n 
his Second Sheet for the Ministry.~ Again we hear that 
the ordainer does not give the power, but is only an in-
strument which recognizes what God already has done.3 
1• Richard Baxter, Five Disputations (l.Dndon: Nevil 
Simmons , 1659) • 
2. Supra, p. 45. 
3. Baxter, Five Disputations, p. 146. 
Thus ordination is never necessary, strictly speaking. 
However Baxt.er is careful to assert that the ceremony 
is most desireable to effect good church government, and 
that normally no.;..mte would be a minister without some 
ord1nation.1 
In the disputations on. the Episcopacy, i.e. the 
third and first, we find the best expression of Baxter's 
attitude towarlis bishops. He embarks upon a bitter 
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attack on the·new kind of prelate.2 He argues that they 
differ radically from the old kind of bishop.3 This 
difference he· shows in many particulars. Notable exam.ples 
might be suggested. The old agreed with the Puritans in 
doctrine, basing their thought on the Articles, the Homilies, 
and the Synod of Dart. The new are Arm~nian, and they 
reject Dart. The old renounced the Pope as anti-Christ. 
The new hold him to be the nl?rincipium unitatis" of the 
Catholic Church. The old held Episcopacy as better than 
Presbyterian church government. The new hold Episcopacy 
to be the only legitimate form of church government. 
The old thought Presbyteriap ordination valid, though 
irregular. The new deny its legitimacy altogethero 
1. Ibid.' pp. 252-270. 
2. Men like Laud, Heylin, Bramhall, Hammond, etc. 
3. Men like Jewell, Abbott, Ussher, Hall, Davenant, 
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The old had open communion with paetorfi! and churches which 
had :no prelates~ The new separate from all such communions. 1 
Having shown thei.r difference from the older bishops 
he levels his guns at the new Prelatical Episcopacy. 
As we might expect, his major criticism of it is that it 
fails in the all important t:iork of church discipline. He 
prepares a long list of' the duties imposed on a bishop by 
the New Testament. The list includes being a public teacher, 
giving personal oversight to his :flock, confirming the 
baptized, admonishing the unruly, caring for the poor, visiting 
the sick, baptizing, consecrating the assemblies, adminis-
t~ring the l.ord • s Supper, ~ ... 2 He concludes that it is 
manif'estly impossible for a bishop with'hundreds of churches 
under him to carry out·these functlons. When they try to 
do so, discipline deteriorates; and the churchdecays while 
the lazy and the wicked prosper. To make matters worse 
the bishops turn over most of their functions as judges 
of ecclesiastical cases to lay chancellors. This puts 
church discipline in lay hands. ·Moreover, the courts 
are so crowded and slow that effective discipline is 
impossible. As the church becomes impure, the sects 
break off to found congregations where greater purity 
~. The above contrasts are summarized from Baxter, 
F.ive Disputations, Preface to the First Dispute, pp. 7-8. 
2. ~., pp. 22-27. 
will be maintained. Thus he reasons that the Diocesan 
Prelatical Episcopacy is productive of so many evils that 
it should never be reEtored. This does not mean that he 
is opposed to all Episcopacy however. Indeed there are 
many kinds of ti~shops which he is perfectly willing to 
accept, and_still others he would tolerate in order to 
obtain peace. He names five types of bishop which are 
desirable, and should be welcomed. 
1. The bishop who is sole pastor of one particular church. 
2. The bishop who is president over a number of elders 
serving one part+cular parish. 
3. The bishop ltlo is standing president of a "classis 11 
witho.ut negative voice. 
4 .. The bishop who is president of a Province wi-thout 
negative voice.l 
f).. The bishop without:·.fixed diocese, who serves as did 
the Apostles, preaching up and down the country_ gathering 
' 
new churches·and giving general.oversight to old ones. 
Four other types of bishop, Baxter would put up with 
in order to get peace, though he did not wholeheartedly 
approve of them. 
1. The bishop 'Viho is president of a number of elders in a 
given church or parish, with nesative voice. 
1. The bishops in 2, 3, and 4 above are in effect 
only presiding officers. 
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2. The bishop of a lo6Al church with absolute government 
over its elder-curates, bu·t who recognizes. that 1:,he 
curates are likewise co-governors with him of the 
flock. 
3. The bishop Who is president of a 11 clas'sj:E'1 with negative 
voice.l 
4. A diocesan who has absolute rule over all his presbyters 
but leaves them to rule their people. 
Four other types of bishops he finds to be utterly un-
acceptable. 
1. ~e bishops who have curates under them in a local 
church who yet themselves keep to themselveE the sole 
government of both curates .and people. 
2• The diocesane who assume the sole government of many 
parish churches. 
3. The.Archbishops, Metropolitans, Primates, and Patriarchs 
. . 
who ·not only moderate synods but also have either the 
government of all the cle~gy ana chief government of the 
people or a negati~e voice in all. 
4. The bishops who are subjected to the rule of the Bishop 
of Rom.e. 2 
1. Baxter was very hesitant about this type, but 
resolved to·grant it in order to get peace. 
2. The above is the present writers classification 
ana summation of a list in Baxter, F1ve Disputations, 
pp. 16-21. 
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• 
Baxter comes out strongly in his closing sections for 
!. liturgy. In characteristic form he lists a series of 
reasons why a liturgy is lawful. One of these grounds 
shows an interesting adoption of the Lutheran attitude 
towards the Bible instead of the Calvinist. nThat which 
is not directly or consequentially forbidden by God, re-
maineth lawful: A stitnted liturgy is not directly or 
consequentially forbidden by Gbd .nl Other proofs. of 
the legitimacy of a liturgy follow as he points out the 
practice of the Jews in using the Psalks, and Christ's 
own use of the Psalms. Christ eeJ_so set an example of set 
forms by having his disciples "sing an hymn 11 and by ~eaching 
them a form of his own--the I.crd's Prayer. Moreover the 
ancient practice of the Church since Scripture times 
makes it clear that. liturgies and set forms are 
legitimate .2 
However if a. liturgy is to bring concord, not division, 
it must not require·a.py doubtful, questionable, or un-
necessary things. Thus it should not strictly regulate 
such things as time, placei gesture, vesture, and the like. 
The local pastor must have the option of varying most 
1. Baxter,Jtive Disputations. p. 359. The word 
11 stintedn used above has become obsolete. It was used 
in the religious controversies of the seventeenth century 
to characterize a. set liturgical form as opposed to free 
prayer • 
• 
• 
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parts of the liturgy, even omitting soma parte·1,f..:..it~.· 
seems desirable in the particular case.l As to the Book of 
Common Prayer itself, he has no objection to it on the 
grounds that itis a set form. He reports that he has 
used it, and would do so again, though there is much in 
it which he thinks needs improvement.2 The thing which is 
not lawful is the strict enforcing of any liturgy in all 
its parts •• 
To prescribe a Form of Prayer • • • and to lay a 
Necessity on it as to the thing it self, ••• 
and to punish, silence, suspena, excommunicate, or 
reproach as Schismaticks tbe able, gooly, peaceable 1 
Minister or People, that (justly or unjustly) dare 
not use it, is so great a sin, th&t no Godly Minister 
shoulo desire or attempt it, nor any godly Magistrate 
suffer it.~ . 
It is this latter sin which Oha:t>les II and the Prelates 
of England committed after the Restoration. aaxter's 
position is thus st~ted in 1659, two years before the 
Savoy Conference 
The last of the five disputations deals with the 
subject of ceremonies. Baxter has no doubt that it is 
legitimate for men to institute ceremonies to be used. 
Man may determine of mooes and circumstances of 
worship, Necessary and Commanoed !li genere, but not 
determined by God in specie. But to make new 
1. Ibid., pp. 380-381. 
2 • Ibi'd. ' p. 422. 
3· Ibid., p. 373. 
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worship-ordinances, or institute Sacraments, or 
Sacramental signs, or anything else for which in 
genere he hath no commission, this is silpply unlawful.l 
Many things are thus left to human determination, 
and legi.t'imately so. Thus we may regulate the place of 
the public assembly, the times of the meetings, the "uten-
silsn to be used in l'iorship., the language of the readings, 
the tunes and meter of the psalms, as well as the readings 
for the day, the text for the sermon, the symbols we use 
in worship, the gestures of worship such as kneeling, the 
proper clothing for church, and the methode of choosing 
and ordaining a cleric.2 All of these must be arranged 
if we are to obey God's general commands to worship. 
The details have not been commanded by God. Hence it 
is legitimate that men should determine .them. These 
then ar>e the things nindifferent;n of which B~xter and 
others speak so often. By this phrase he does not mean 
that it makes no difference whether these things are done 
at all. They must all be done.. But it is indifferent 
whether they be done in this \>Jay or that. Therefore 
such things should not be compe~led, but should be left 
to the minister on the spot to determine according to the 
demands of the occasion. For, argues Baxter, 
1. Ibid • , p • 422 • 
2. Ibid. , pp. 400-406. 
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if God have left us at Liberty, by not commanding or 
forbidding then man should not take that Iaberty from . 
us without great cause, and without some Accidental good 
that is like to come by depriving us of that liberty, 
and the Good must be greater then the Accidental evill.l 
Having said that such things should not be rigidly 
set, Baxter goes on to deal with the issue raised when 
the magistrate does set up such regulations and imposes 
them on all. He concludes that as long as the thing 
. reguired is only an inconvenience--i.e. the thing 
itself is lawful but not the beet that ~ight be--
' . 
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the minister ~hould obey for the sake of peace in the Church. 
The only exception to this rule is when obeying would 
destroy the very end for which the command is 
established. He cites an example as follows: 
Order and Decency are the pretended· ends of the Imposed 
Ceremonies; and the right worshiping of God and the 
good of m~n•s souls are said to be the greater and 
remoter ends, and tQ.e gloryof God the ultimate end.2 
Now suppose one is ordered to read the service wearing 
a surplice--a thing lawful in itself--in Edinburgh 
Cathedral. One would be justified in refusing to obey, 
since one knows that such an act would incite a riot Which 
would destroy the very Order and Decency which are the 
ends of the imposed ceremonies. 
l. Ibid., p. 439. 
2. Ibid., p. 458. 
On the other hand, should the governors seek 
to regulate something which is none of their business to 
regulate--1 •. e. things already regulated in specie by God--
then the minister must passively resist or disobey.l 
Thus the authorities have no right to add to the Ten 
Commandments, to write new phrases into the Lord's 
Prayer, to. omit or add to the Scripture, or to 
set up new church officers. Nor may they alter any 
"substantial ordinance of worship •.•• nor ••• add 
any substantial part of holy discipline, 11 nor may they 
add any ne\'1 sacrament or thine; having the nature, if 
not the name, of a sacrament.2 Baxter fully realized 
that refusal to obey was likely to lead to silencing. 
In a contemporary work he states his position on this 
point as well. 
If Magietrates forbid Ministers to preach or exercise 
the rest of their office in their dominions, they are 
to be obeyed, in case that other competent persons 
are provided for the Work, that the Church receive 
no dangerous detriment by 1t.3 
Having made his bed Baxter had to lie in it after the 
Act of Uniformity. Wherever we find him preaching 
after that date, his justification is that the Establishment 
1. Ibid., p. 423. 
2. Ibid., pp. 408-409. 
3. Richard Baxter, A Holy Commom,ealth (London T. 
Underhill, 1659), p. 304. 
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is failing to provide 11 other competent personstt to do 
the work. 
Having set up these general principles Baxter 
proceeds to each of the protested ceremonies and inves-
tigates it to se.e whether. one may la\vfully use it, if 
ordered to do so. Th~ surplice, kneeling at the 
sacrament, the use of the ring in marriage, the 
name and use of the altar, and the keeping of holy 
days and Saint's days all receive his approval. It is 
not that he recommends them or thinks they should be 
imposed. But he thinks they all may be legally done; 
and so the ministers should observe them if ordered to, 
in order to keep the peace.l 
. Only when he comes to discues the use of 
the sign of the cross in Baptism does he come to 
something which he thinks cannot be lavifully done. The 
use of the "mystical sign" seems to him to be something 
quite different from the others. Where the aforementioned 
ceremonies were but mieregulations of som~thing which men 
have the right to regulate, this is the creation of a new 
sacrament, something totally beyond the right of men to do. 
This is not the meer circumstance of a Duty, but a 
substantial human ordinance of worship: nor is it 
necessary in genera that man ordain any such symbolical 
Mystical si~ns for God's worshipl And therefore it. is a 
1. Baxter, Five Disoutations, pp. 411-417. 
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matter totally exempt from humane power •••• 
There is no command to man in Scripture de genera 
f;o .institute any such thing. And therefore in the case 
of Circumstantials I shall usually .. . • • obey the 
Magistrate, even where he doth mistake, because it is 
his own work, though he misdae it: But here his action 
is like that of a judge !.,Q; aliena faro, in ana ther 
court, where he hayh no power, and therefore his 
judgement is null. 
We have spent considerable time an this book because 
it lies behind the reasoning which we will trace in the 
next chapter an the negotiations with the King and the 
Bishops. The book is foresighted in the extreme. As he 
discusses the Bishop, the liturgy, ordination, and the 
controverted ceremonies, he is dealing with the very 
issues which will became crucial. in England once the 
Restoration is accomplished. His position is character-
iStically a middle one. He is willing to have certain 
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kind.s -of bishops, g_ litu~gy, and even most of tbe ceremonies • 
. Baxter himse:tf comments that it vias fortunate he had these 
things settled in his own mind and publicly· stated a 
year before the King returned, far 11if I had said as much 
then (after the Restoration] I had been judged but a 
temporizer. "2 
The book also seems to have had a moderating 
influence on many of Baxter's contemporaries. Doubtless it 
l. Ibid. ' p. 418 .. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, I, 118. 
led many to support the Restoration, for Baxter'& statements 
here make it clear that he would be willing to put up 
even with the old prayer .book if necessary. It is thi.s 
which leads Powicke to comment, 
If', after 1660, it [T-he Book of Common Prayer] had been 
restored simply in its old form without those additions 
or alterations intended to irritate, and an oath which 
bound qim to accept ~ animo every detail of its 
contents, it is certain he would have remained in 
the Church.l. 
Two other works must be mentioned in passing in 
this connection. Both were published in the early months 
of 1660 before the Restarat1on:.2 Baxter himself tells us 
that the two·works are directed 
for catholicism against all sects, to show the sin, and 
folly, and mischief, of all sects that would approp~iate 
the church to themselves, and trouble the world with 
the question, Which of these parties is the church? 
as if they knew not that the catholink church is that 
whole which containeth all the parts, though some are 
more pure. and some less.3 · 
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The True Catholick is a plea for church concord addressed 
to all parties, for the true catholic is he who is of 
no party. Thus he decries all tendency to identify the 
1. Powicke, Life of Richard Baxter, p. 268. 
2. Richard Baxter, The True Catholick (london: T. 
Underhill, 1660), and Richard Baxter, Catholick Unity (London: 
T~. Underhill, 1660). ~he present author has been unable 
to consult the second of these t'IIO. works. It is not avail-
ab~.a;J.in:~:~ New York, Boston; or Washington. It is apparently 
a relatively minor work and is quite short. Its omission 
is not felt to be a major defect to the dissertation. 
3.:~. Baxter.,, Reliqui:'ae BaXteriana·.e-,,I:·:,t 112.;.. 
Church with one special forl1l of church government::L or 
the particular viords of a given creed.a Non-th~ological 
factors such as the rivalries of princes and nations are 
also to blame for such splits.3 Still others are encouraged 
to separate and draw away from the true catholicism by 
the New Testament texts which call for withdrawal from 
4 the wor1!1 and speak of the few who wi 11 be saved. Even 
more dangerous are those who expect too much. Baxter 
does not expect perfect concord to be found upon the earth. 
~his is the glory that 1 s proper to the life to come. n5 
For perfect concord can come only \-Jhen we are perfectly· 
holy, perfectly united to Christ and suffused with perfect 
light and knowledg·e. The true catholic will, then, 
not be led astray by any of the side-tracks to sect-
arianism, but will unite with all others of like mind on 
this earth. 
1. Eaxter, The True Catholick; p. 162. 
2. Ibid.' p. 166 
~ 
3. Ibid., p. 190 
4. Ibid.' p .. 203 
5. Ibid., p. 147. 
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4. Summary and Transition 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that the 
religious situation in the late years of the Protectorate 
was rapidly changing• The Scottish Covenanting Presby-
terians had been discredited. The Laudian· Bishops were 
dying off. Even the S'ects ~1.ere in decline~ In this 
s;ttuation, moderate leaders of. each major party tended to 
move together and seek means of religious integration. It 
is this fact which leads Dr. Grose to suggest that had 
this movement not been disrupted by the Restoration 
it might well have p'roduced 
a somewhat Elizabethan establishment, invigorated by 
some Calvinistic Puritanism and tempered consider-
ably by the Independent ideas of the Congreg-
ationalists .1 . 
.This type of integration is· precisely what Baxter 
had in mind. His Worcestershire Association is a good 
example of the process in action. Moreover his negotiations 
with Ussher, Brownrigg, 0\>Jen, Nye, and Durie all exemplify 
his concern for greater concord ·among the religious 
movements of the labd. The aim is not organic 
union, nor yet reduction of all differences of opirtion 
to one view. What he is after is concord and a united 
approach by men of widely different sentiments and 
opinions. 
l. Grose, nTrends Toward Religious Integration on 
the Eve of 1660, 11 p. 56. 
The Restoration will change the issue, for the Bishops 
and the old ecclesiastical str·.ucture returned with the 
King. Now Baxter; encouraged by his contacts with moderates 
like Ussher, must turn his .very considerable energies to 
the "Obmprehensfon.Controversy" properly so called. He· 
was to s9end th~ rest of his life attempting to work out 
terms. whereby the .major part of the Dissenters might be 
"comprehendedn, within the Establishment. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PURITAN AND THE KING~ 1660-1662 
If you discover error to an injudicious 
Man, he ~eeleth into the contrary Error, 
and it is hard to stop him in the middle 
way .1 . 
1. Baxter and the Restoration· 
We have seen enough in the preceding chapter to 
realize the trl'!th of Dr •. Jordan 1 e statement, that by 
1660 "the theory of religious toleration stood substan-
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stially complete. n Thus 'Vihen the tumults and risings \'ihich 
followed the fall of the younger Cromwell excited plane 
for the triumphant return of the King, Baxter and his 
pa:r_ty anticipated that peaceful settlement of outstanding 
diff.erences would be easy. He had had most encouraging 
negotiations with Ussher, and he had found further reason 
for hope in a series of conversations with S;ir Ralph Clare, 
who represented Bishop Hammond. Thus he 'VJas convinced 
that a restored Episcopacy would replace the lords 
Bishop with mere synodical presiding officers.3 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, I, 118. 
2. Wilbur K. Jordan, The Development of Religious 
Toleration in En~land (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 
1932-1940), IV, . 68. 
3. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 207-208. 
He felt sure that no goo_d ministers would be replaced and 
no poor ones reappointed, and that the local discipline 
would be maintained. Only against the background of this 
assurance and faith can we understand his whole-hearted 
support of the Restoration. 
For the Restoration was not accomplished by a great 
popular revulsion against all Puritanism, as a now pre-
valant conception would have it. The Puritans themselves 
' . 
had much to do with the return of the Stuart dynasty. 
It was a Puritan Parliament which summoned Charles II 
from the Continent. Undoubtedly the unpopular attempt 
of the preceding decade to enforce Puritan morality on 
the whole community was a contributing cause of the ease 
of the return. But even more important, in all like-
lihood, were the affection and emotion felt for a royal 
martyr now safely dead and his sins forgotten; the 
unpopular character of the military despotism; and the 
desperate need to find a secure basis for law and 
order, \<ihich WO':Jld avoid anarchy now that Crom'\rJell 1 s 
firm hand was gone from the helm of the state.1 
Baxter had himself been in correspondence for some 
three years with the Earl of Lauderdale. This notorious 
supporter of the King was imprisoned at Windsor. The early 
1. Martin, Puritanism and Richar,c3 Baxter, pp. 47-48. 
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Lauderdale letters which we have, dating from October 1657 
until the Restoration, do not sound many political under-
tones.l However it is clear that Lauderdale had a high 
opinion of the pastor of Kidder-minster, and he may have 
intended to encourage Baxter to join the moderate royalist 
party even at this early date. B¥ March 1660 Lauderdale 
had been set free, and in his letter of March 20, he 
made guarded reference to the possibility of a restoration 
and suggested that Baxter's support would be welcome. 
In effect he begged Baxter not to make his final judge-
ment until they had had a chance to confer. Significantly 
he encouraged Baxter in his hopes for religious peace and 
accomodation. 
Blessed b~ the Lord I see better hopes in this--
that our God will yet preserve you till you become 
a mo~e_usefull instrument iti setling peace in the 
Churches of Great Brittaine.2 
He ·suggested coming to Kidderminster to consult 
with Baxter. But instead Baxter came up to London, 
April 13. He met both Lauderdale and the future 
Secretary o~ State,_William Morrice. At Lauderdale's 
1. These letters have been published by Powicke. 
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Frederick J. Po\r;icke, 11 meven Letters of John, Second 
Earl of Lauderdale (a First Duke), 1616-168.2, to the Rev. 
Richard Baxter (1615-1691) tt Bulletin of John Ry1ands Library, 
7(1922-1923), 73-105 •. 
2. Frederick J. Po\vicke, 11Another Lauderdale Letter 11 
Bulletin of John Rylands Library, 10(1926), 529. 
.sUggestion Baxter·was also a recipient of a letter from 
Monsieur Gaches, the French Protestant pastor of Charenton, 
assuring him and the others of the Puritan party of the 
King's sincere Protestant sympathies.l At the same time 
:Baxter became acquainted with Charles' recent Declaration 
from Breda. Dated April 4, this document granted full 
pardon to all who claimed it within forty days, and made 
·the following pro~ieion for the pacification· of the Church. 
Because the passion and: uhcharitabl.eness. of ·:,the: .. times 
have·produced several opinions in religion, by which 
men are engaged in parties and· animosities against 
each other (which, when they shall hereafter unite 
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in a freedom of conversation, will be composed or bett~r 
understood) we do declare a liberty to tender consciences, 
and that no man shall be disquieted or called in 
question for differences of opinioh in matter of 
religion, which do not disturb the peace of the 
kingdom; and that we shall be ready to consent to such 
an· Act or Parliament as, upon mature deliberation, shall 
be ofr~red to us, for the rull granting that 1ndul-
genc~e. 
In the light of· these informations Baxter was 
prevailed upon to address the Parliament on April 30, 
1660. Hie sermon was published widely under the title 
A Sermon of Repentance·' The text was rrom Ezekiel-- 11Then 
1. Thomas, Autobiographyof Richard Baxter, pp. 142-
143. This is 'a refe:t:'ence to a passage i.n the original 
manuscript or the Reliquiae :aaxterianae omitted by 
Sylvester and Calamy but restored by Thomas. · 
2. Gee and Hardy, Documents, p. 587. 
3. Richard Baxter, A Sermon of Re}entance, (london: 
Francis Tyton and James Unde~hill, 1660 • 
shall ye remember your own evil ways, and your doings 
that were not good, and shall loathe yourselves in your own 
sight, for your iniquities,, and for your abominations. nl 
It is an interesting document from several points of view, 
but for our purposes ws are concerned only with his 
expectations and advice on the subject of church 
reunion. Baxter comments: 
The termee on which the differing parties most consider-
able among us, may safely, easily and suddenly unite, 
are very obvious; and our concord a very easie thing, 
if the prudent and moderate might be the guides, and 
selfish interests and passion did not set us at a 
further die~ance then our principles have done~2 
He then prooeede to make four requests for the party he 
represents, believing that if these four were granted 
peace would be' easy and· the new union strong and 
vigorous. The first is simply that "Holiness" may be 
encouraged. The second is a plea that the hardworking 
and diligent ministers might be encouraged and not inter-
fered with by the temporal power. The third is typically 
Baxterian, a plea that discipline may be maintained. 
He suggests that ministers be no more regulated or hindered 
from the proper doing of their duties than Doctors are 
from theirs. In his final request he sounds the note 
Which we are to hear repeatedJ..y on '.'things indifferent~" 
1. Ezekiel 36:31. 
2. Baxter, Sermon of Repentance, p. 41. 
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We earnestly request that Scripture sufficiency ~ the 
test of . ..QQ!: Religion, and only Universal l.Bw of Christ 
may be maintained: and that nothing unnecessarx·may be 
imposed M necessary, nor the Churches Unitl' laid on 
that which will not bear it,_~ never did. 
On the day following Baxter's sermon before 
Parliament, after hearing the King's Declaration read before 
them, the Parliament voted to recall the Stuart dynasty 
to the throne. It is doubtless too much to say that 
Baxter convinced the Parliament and so brought about 
the Restoration. Many had already made up their minds. 
But he unquestionably set worried minds at rest on the 
religious issue. Thomas is probably justified in saying 
the following: 
It is no exaggeration to say that if he [Baxter] 
had thrown his whole ·weight passionately-against the· 
Restoration it would never have taken place at all, or 
only after a ~urther long and more terrible outbreak 
of civil \'lar. 
In the sermon, Baxte~ had referred to his easy 
agreement with Ussher as an example of how this peace 
might be accomplished. Almost at once he was waited upon 
by certain of the more moderate Episcopal men--Dr. Gauden 
and Dr. Bernard. Baxter was joined by Manton in these 
conversations, .and they had little difficulty in coming 
to agreement. Eleven years later B~xter recalled this 
1. Ibid., PP• 42-4~. 
2. Thomas, Autobiography of Richard Baxter, p. 288. 
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j 
incident and reportJd that he said the following to them .. 
i 
That I found lit~le or nothing in the d!octrinal part 
of the Common pr$.yer Book, which was not. sound, having 
but as favourabl~ an exposition as good mens writing 
usually have.l i 
i 
I 
HOwever the good sptrit of this meeting was shattered 
' . 
shortly the~eafter,'when Dr. Gauden published the 
statement with the surprising omission of one phrase--
, 
1. e. 11 the doctrinal part. 112 It was but the first of 
a number of disillusioning experiences .. 
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We must pause for a moment now to speak of terminology. 
In succeeding pass~ges we shall speak often of Baxter 
I 
as the leader of tti~ 11 Presbyteriantt party. In this we 
! 
follow the term1no1ogy. of the day. But it is most mis-
i. 
leading, as Baxterjhimself·recognized. He noted that in these 
! 
years anyone who j9ined neither a sect nor the Prelatists 
. I 3 
was henceforth call-ed 11 PI'19sbyter1an.u In part. this seems 
! 
to have been an attempt. to tar the English moderates with 
a Scottish brand ot pitch. In part it is a reflection 
i 
of a real lack of ~nderstanding of what the party stood 
. i 
for. In part 1 t i
1
S just another example of the confusion 
I 
of terminology whi 1ch characterizes all of Puritan history. 
I 
I 
: 
We shall use the t.erm "Presbyteriann herein, applying it 
I 
1. Richard :a.axter, A Defence of the Principles of LDve 
(London: Nevil. Sinlmons, 1671), p. 29. Italics. mine. 
· 2. Ibid. 
3. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 278. 
to Baxter simply b~cause there seems to be no better term 
' 
to adopt.. Hol-1ever
1 
we must understand that the Baxter-
lana are u)!:?reebyteriansn who believe in bishops and a 
i 
11 turgy •. ·They ar~ ":Presbyterians" who exclude lay elders 
from church offic~s and from oversight of the flock. 
And they are "Presbyterians•~ who will have no tyranny of 
presbytery or synqd over the local pastor or local church; 
nor will they mak~ the magistrate their executioner 1 
demanding arrest and punishment for all excommunicates.1 
This moderating p~rty included such influential men as 
. ! 
the Earl of Manch~ster, presently Lord Chamberlain of 
England, the Eart of Anglesey, and !Drd Hollis among 
many others. 
It was with a view to the pacification of this party 
that Baxter was ~ppointed Chaplain in Ordinary to the 
Xing on June 25, ! 1660 .. 2 It was doubt lee a a signal 
recognition of Presbyterian fortitude and assistance 
i 
I 
in the late Restpration. HOwever only four of the 
dozen or so Puritan preachers so appointed ever preached 
before the King,; and there was no stipend attached to the 
! 
position. A mor;e considerable offer came.in late 1660 
when Baxter :was !offered the see of Hereford. Calamy and 
I 
1. Ibid., II, 142-143, 278. 
2. Ibid .. , II, 229. 
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Reynolds too were1 offered Bishoprics .1 This offer came 
after the issuina of the King's Declaration--of which more 
later--and before the meeting of the Savoy Conference. 
Reynolds acceptect;. ·but Oalamy and Bax·ter, after some hesi-
tation and soul-:~earching, refused until such time as the 
future estate 6f1the Church should be determined in 
detail. By the time that dete.rmination had been 
completed, the offer was of course no longer open;, even., 
I 
had Baxt~r been ~illing to be a biShop of the prelatical 
sort. 
Unfortunat~ly at the same time that these examples 
of royal favor w~re appearing, the Restoration of the 
il 
Prelatists was progressing apace. ·If there were some 
moderates in the: Episcopal party, there were many who 
were anything bu1t moderate. They came back in as if the 
past nineteen y~ars had never happened.at all. Grose 
notes that estaqlished churches don't make very rapid 
progress forward in any case •. Reestablished ones are 
' 
even more likelj' to be behind the times, since they 
begin at the le~el characteristic of the time of 
the disestablishement.2 Thus it was that the sequestration 
of pulpits began almost before the King landed.. These took 
1. Ibid., ~I, 281. 
2. Clyde t.. Grose, nThe Religion of Restoration 
Englandn Church: History, 6(1937), 224 .. 
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: 
'. 
place as the men who had held the livings before the wars 
I 
returned from the'continent to make their claim. In each I . 
I 
case the present .liolder had to leave, though many times 
the old ministers iviere far less competent than the men 
; 
they were now replacing. The exact number of those de-
prived in this ma:qner is hard to. determine.l In any case 
it was a very con~ide!'able number, and 1 t went on in the 
entire country in [spite of the King'~ promises that a better 
i 
minister would not\ be replaced by a. lesser ma.n. 
1 
Even Baxter :himself lost his living. Rev. Dance, 
under \'lhom Baxter 'had served a.s Lecturer~ 1641-1642, 
returned from hie travels and resumed the pastorate at 
Kidderminster. The utmost efforts of the Earl of Manchester 
' 
did not succeed in: dislodging him, nor was a petition of 
' I 
some 1600-1800 of Baxter's parishioners given consideration. 
: 
The nelf1Y appointee. Bishop of .Worcester, Dr. Morley, 
insisted that no p~ace could be found .for Mr. Dance, and 
. i 
so Baxter must givb way. 2 
Failing to r~gain Kidderminster, Baxter petitioned 
the Archbishop of Canterbury under the X1ng 1 s Declaration 
l. Bate suggests that about 450 had lost their pulpits 
between May 1660 and St. Bartholomew's Day~ 1662. Frank 
Bate, The Declaration of Indul ence 16 2 (London: Archi-
bald Constable Go,:l908, Appendix II, p. v. Dr. Matthews 
on the o'ther hand ~ists the number as 695. A. G. Mat'hhews, 
Calamy Revised (Ox:ford; Clarendon, 1934), pp. xii-xiii. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 288-300. 
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of October ~660,~ anq he was duly licensed to preach by 
the Bishop of l.Dndon.- The license was granted on b.is 
written promise not to preach against the doctrine or 
' 
ceremonies establishad by law.2 Under this license he 
preached virtually every Sunday in a church in Fleet 
Street, for which he received some maintenance. On 
weekdays he 'preached":a lecture in Milk Street for forty 
pounds per annum.3 
1. Infra, pp,. 94-101. 
2. Baxter~ Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 302. 
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3. Thomas, Autobiog~aphy of Richard Baxter, pp. 159-160 • 
. I 
2. The First Address and Proposals 
The meeting at which Baxter was inducted ae Chap-
lain to the King also gave him a chance to approach 
several influential people and discuss .the most 
desirable modus operandi in the coming ecclesiastical 
discussions. Shortly thereafter lord Broghill assured 
him that the King was favorable to such a project. 
Baxter, Ash, Calamy and Reynolds were summoned to an 
audience with the King. The audience took place in 
the Lord Chamberlain's home, and Baxter· says of it: 
We exercised more boldness at first, than afterwards 
would have been born •••• -·r presumed_ to speak to him 
[the King] of the Concernments of Religion, and how far 
we were from desiring the continuance of any Factions 
or parties within the Church and how much a happy 
Union would conduct to the good of the Land and to 
his Majesty• s Satisfaction • _ •• and whereas there 
were differences • • • about some Ceremonies or 
Discipline of the Church, we humbly craved his 
Majesty'~ favor for the ending of those Di;fferences.l 
It will be noted that it is discipline and ceremonies which 
are here cited as the causes of dissension. Doctrine is 
not mentioned, nor \.Yill 1 t b.~ in the future. Baxter 
fi]:'ltlly believed that most of the Bishops were. Arminians. 
However the doctri~al question was settled in his mind 
by the Articles -of Religion. So long as the Bishops 
did not try to change these Articles, though they might 
~. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 230. 
Italics the present authoi's. 
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variously interpret them, Baxter and his party would not 
raise the doctrinal issue.1 
Addressing the King, Baxter and his fellows assured 
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the monarc~ that peace might be had rather easily by granting 
three things: 
·By making only things Necessary to be the Terms of 
Union. • • .And by the true Exercise of Church 
Discipline against Sin •••• And not casting2out the Faithful ministers that must exercise it. 
The King seems to have been most gracious and to have given 
them a wholly free audience. He promised them that 
he would do all in his power to bring about pacification. 
He assured them that it was furthest from his plans that 
either party should have to go the whole way to peace. 
He urged that ~oth abate somewhat, that they might meet 
in the middle. They were all deeply moved by this ex-
pression of the King's tender care for their consciences, 
and Baxter. reports that Mr. ASh broke down and wept as 
they went on their way.rejoicing.3 
The sincerity of _CharlE?s in this meeting and in 
the subsequent negotiations is certainly open to 
question. \"lith the full benefit of hindsight, Baxter 
could say the following some thi~ty years later: 
1. Ibid., II, 265. 
2. Ibid., II, 231. 
3. Ibid., II, 231. 
Mr. Ca~amy and !motioned a treaty with the Prelatists 
for Union and Concord, with which the Earl of Man-
chester and the Lord Orery (Broghill] acquainted the 
King: ,which he pres.ently. aceepted as an oppp'ltuni ty to 
quiet men till his Absoluteness was settled. 
Baxter became very bitter towards the King who seemed 
to him to "play the hypocrite very suocessfully. 112 
Probably Baxter is a bit too harsh on the King. 
Charles was no idealist, and the main motive of his life 
after 'the Restoration seems to have been a desire not to 
set out on.his travels again. The religious discord of 
the day certainly contributed to the shakiness of his 
throne, and therefore we may safely assume that he 
sincerely wanted religious pacification. When it became 
clear that the throne 'lias strong enough to dispense with 
the support of the Presbyterian minority, Charles did not 
hesitate to dispense with that support, by giving assent 
to the Act of Uniformity. Dr. Grose puts it well when 
he says, 11 Having few religious beliefs of his own, he 
could without sacrifice be tolerant of others. n3 The 
King was prepared to be tolerant if that best served his 
political purposes or intolerant should the latter appear 
the more profitable course. 
l. Richard Baxter, Against the Revolt to a Foreign 
Jurisdiction· (London: Thomas Parkhurst, 1691), p. 318. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 37. 
3. Grose, nThe Religion of Restoration England," 
p. 229. 
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The hesitance about the King's word is, however, 
the product of hindsight. In 1660 Baxter and the others 
took him to mean just what he had said. They therefore 
went. from their meeting with him to prepare a statement 
of their principles and concessions. The King asked them 
to do this, at the same ~ime.promising to have the 
Bishops try their hands.at a simil~r document. Baxter, 
C!alamy, Reynolds, and Worth were the major authors of 
this "First Address and Proposals" which was submitted 
together with Ussher's Reduction of Episcooacy as their 
platform •1 
When they returned these proposals to the King, 
they found that the Bishops had made no proposals whatever, 
in spite of what the King had promised them. Neal tells 
us that the reason was that the Ohancellor, the Earl 
of Clarendon, had advised them that they were in pos-
session of the laws of the land. Therefore they had 
no need to make any proposals of their own but had only 
to answer those made by the Puritans.2 
Both the "First l?roposal.s~, and the Bishops reply 
thereto are printed in full in.the Religuiae Baxterianaei3 
1. Baxter, Reliquia.e Baxterianae, II, 233. On the 
Reduction of Episcopacy se~ supra pp. 42-44. 
2. Neal, History of the Puritans, IV, 318. 
p. Baxter, Reliauiae Baxterianae, II, 233-247. 
However to make clear the .contrasting positions and the 
areas of disagreement, the present author has condensed 
and paraphrased each side's position and placed them in 
parallel columns below. 
PREAMELE 
Baxterian Party~, 
11 There is a firm gen-
eral Agreement between our 
Brethren and us in the Doc-
trinal Truths of the Re-
formed Religion,. and in 
the substantial parts of 
Divine Worship."· . 
We request four gen-
eral assurances~ each of 
which will overcome some 
abuse of the pre-Civil 
War Church of England. · 
1. Small meetings of the 
serious not to be dis-
couraged but encouraged. 
2. GOod and Godly ministers 
only to be appointed. 
3. Communion to be closed 
to all who will not 
publicly profess their 
:f'aith, or \'iho 11 ve in 
open sin. · 
4. The Sabbath to be kept 
:f'ree of all "unnecessary 
Divertisements.nl 
1. 1l219-., II, 233. · 
Prelatist Party 
If' this is true, then 
there is no reason for the 
Puritan party to thus 
separate themselves and 
demand concession. 
In each of these :rour 
~ases, there is specific 
legislation already providing 
for what is demanded. Thus 
we do not see that any further 
security can be given, 
than is already provided. 
by the law of the realm. ·2 
2. Ibid., II, 242. This answer of course begs the 
issue, since what the Puritans seek is a new spirit among 
the Bishops not mere legislative enactments. 
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ON CHURCH GOVERNMENT 
Baxterian Party 
w·.e favor the type of 
Bishopric of the "Ancient 
and J?rimitive Presidency 
as it was balanced and 
managed [by] due com-
mixtion of Presbyters 
therewith.u 
We particularly pro-
test the following: 
1. The excessive size of 
the dioceses in which it 
is impossible fo~ the 
Bishop to exercise true 
personal oversight of the 
flock. 
Prelatist Part;v, 
The Episcopacy of 
England is the true pure 
Primitive Episcopacy, which 
itself consisted of far 
more than a mere presi-
dency, I:Pr was it ever 
balanced by any commixtion 
of elders. Such elders 
·may advise, but only as 
subordinates. Government 
is by one person in the 
nation, the family, and 
the Army., and should be 
so in the Church as well. 
These protests are 
without validity. 
1. No diocese is too great. 
The Bishop needs to 
oversee the pastors 
who oversee the in-
dividual souls in each 
parish, and that is 
all that is needed. 
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2. The appointment of lay chan- 2. We are willing to 
cellars who administer disci? .... :;remove any who may be 
pline in the Episcopal proved to be unrighteous.l 
courts, though they are not 
ordained men and often not 
even righteous men 
3. The view which holds the 
Bishopric to be a separate 
order in which inheres the 
sol.e power of ordination. 
4. The arbitrary suspensions and 
other disciplinary actions 
undertaken by_ Bishops without 
trial. 
a. Presbyters always assist 
at ordinations, though 
this .is not necessary. 
4.Any who may be aggrieved 
are free to take the 
matter to court.2 
1. Here the Bishops seem to make a concessio.n. 
However it is not a big one. Of course a court should 
have righteous judges. On the major issue, laymen as 
judges in ecclesiastical cases, they concede nothing. 
2. It is true that such recourse was open. However 
the pursuit of a case through the ecclesiastical courts 
took so long and cost so m~ch that it was a practical 
impossibility for the average ministe~ 
AB correctives we 
urge the following_: 
1. The adoption of Uasher's 
Reduction of Episcopacy 
Unto the Form of Synodical 
Government. 
These "correctives"are 
unacceptable because: 
1. Certain of Ussher's 
la_ter writings make it 
clear that he didn't 
really mean what he said, 
because he does not 
mention the Reduction 
in these writings. We 
urge that it was only 
a momentary lapse from 
which he later repented. 
In any case the Reduction 
is probably derogatory 
1 to the royal authority. 
Suf'f: 2~ we~· cannot grant away 2. The free election of the 
fragans or- the Chorepis-
copoi by the synods over 
which they wili preeide.2 
3. The development of small 
associations and synods on 
a local basis. 
4. The abandonment of the oath 
of Episcopal obedience as a 
pre-condition to ordination. 
5. The enactment of new regul-
ations to see to it that the 
Bishops rule only by can~n 
law and not arbitrarily. 
the authority to appoint 
Bishops Which is ves
3
ted 
by law in the King. 
3. We don't like the word 
nAssociationn and in 
any case such bodies 
would have to be firmly 
under the control of 
King and Bishop lest 
they·become hotbeds of 
sedition. 
4. We reject this as de-
structive of .. all church 
government. 
5 .. Bishops should rule by 
law, but no new law is 
needed to require it.5 
1. The momentary lapse must have been a long one. 
Ussher gave the Reduction to Baxter in 1654, thirteen years 
after it was written, and two years before his death. 
2. They ask more than they ever had before, but no 
more than was :·granted by almost every church on the 
continent in that time. 
3. The answer is evasive. The question is,would the 
Bishops be willing to approve such elections? 
4. Ibid., II, 233-234. 
5. Ibid., II, 243-244. 
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ON LITURGY AND CEREMONIES 
Baxterian Party 
A form of liturgy is 
legitimate and so are cere-
monies.. However we urge the 
following: · 
1. T~e liturgy must be conformed 
to the Bible, be well written 
and must not be too rigidly 
imposed. Ministers should 
not .be limited to it alone, 
for extempore prayer too is 
legitimate. 
Prelatist Party 
We are glad to see 
that you do approve of a 
liturgy. 
1 .The.:Book.:.'of:~Common Prayer 
is-conformed to the Rible 
and is well-written. It 
is not too rigidly im-
posed, for any less 
rigidity would make it 
ineffective. EXtempore 
prayer is not forbidden, 
but not all men are able 
to do it well. 
2. T4ere should be a commission 2. 
of both sides to revise the 
liturgy. 
We are willing to dis-
cuss any parts of it, 
though we do not as 
yet see any reason for 
a revision. 
,-3. The fact that these 
things are mutable is 
no reason to start · 
mutations. To do as is 
asked would cause more 
trouble than it would 
ease, for:t't:.wauld outrage 
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3. The ceremonies are essen..,.·. 
tially mutable, and things 
indifferent. Thus we should 
not be so legalistic as to 
cause offense to a weak 
brother. The following cere-
monies which many find to be 
utterly offensive should thus 
be made optional, apd no,··one 
should be silenced for his 
refusal to practice any of .. 
them .. 
.many Who are accustomed to 
these practices to see them 
omitted. We will dis-
i. Kneeling at the Supper; 
ii. Celebration of Saint's 
days; iii. Use of the Sur-
plice; iv .. Use of Sign of 
the Cross in Baptism; v~ · 
Bowing at other names than 
that of Christ; vi. All 
other arbitrary impositions.l 
1. Ibid .. , II,-234-236. 
-~cuss the ~atter~ "But 
why they th~t oonfess 
that in the /~dgement of 
all'the things here 
mentioned are not to be 
valUed with the Peace 
of the Church, should yet 
after they are established 
by Law, disturb the Peace 
of the Church·about2them, we Understand not. 1~ . 
2. Ibid., II, 244~247. Quotation on p. 247. 
,. 
One could spend a lot of time critlc'izing the ~shopst 
reply. The '~First Address and Proposals" had been a 
relatively peaceable document, whose demands on the whole 
seem not to have been excessive. The Bishops, on the other 
hand, showed no inclination to compromise anywhere. 
They agreed to talk about the liturgr and ceremonies, but 
their language indiQates that they have no sympathy whatever 
with the Puritan's claims,. The general attitude is one 
of carping criticism and of what seems, at-times, a 
malicious determination to misunderstand the Puritans. 
Thus their opening .attack on the Preamble and their closing 
I 
passage on the peace of the Church, cited above, both are 
rather self-conscious rationalizations and misunder-
standings of what the Puritans have said. The Puritans 
are saying nThese things you admit to be_indif:ferent. 
Some of our party-find them objectionable. Cannot you 
allow variance in these indifferent matters?'' The 
·~ 
Prelates' answer is that i:f these thipgs are "indifferent n 
the Puritans should accept them rather than upset the 
peace of the Church. 
As one might expect Baxter sat himself' down and wrote 
a reply to the Bil.shops which fairly blisters the paper· 
on which it is written.· The sweet reasonableness of the 
nFirst Proposals 11 disappears entirely. It is three times 
as long, at least ten times as technical and perhaps 
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an hundred times as vitriolic. It was recognized by 
Baxter 1 s :fello\•is that the publication o:f this broadside 
would produce only increased bittern~ss, and he was 
persuaded not to release it.l 
1. The text is to be :found in Ibid., II, 248-249. 
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3. The Royal Declaration 
. I:r the Bishops' response to the· nFirst Address and 
PropoE?als" had been disappointing, the King's was something 
else again. He had personally received it from the hands 
of the Puritan leaders, and when it was read he rejoiced 
that they agreed to na liturgy" and the "essence o:r 
Episcopacy. 11 Thereto re when the Bishops' reply \'las so 
negative, the Puritans were emboldened to petition the 
King to stop the proceedings whereby they were being de-
prived o:r their pulpits. They-suggested a declaration 
which would stop all court action? against them until 
such time as agreement was reached. Until the:p they re-
quested that they be freed from the oaths o:r canonical 
obedience, and the subscriptions to the liturgy and 
ceremonies. By this means they hoped to stop the removal 
o:r good ministers in :favor o:r scandalous ones, until 
principles for peace could be agreed on.l 
Charles had such a declaration prepared, and on 
September 5 he submitted a copy o:r it to the Puritans. 
Baxter read it, and he :felt it was a move in the 
right direction. However there were not yet enough 
concessions in it :for him to approve ~holeheartedly. 
The Declaration was in eight articles as :follows: 
1. Baxter, _Reliauiae Baxterianae, II, 241. 
1. Righteous 'bishops are to be appointed in each diocese. 
2. In large dioceses, suffragans are to be appointed 
as well. 
3. No bishop may ordain or censure without the advice of 
. 
the presbyters, and no Chancellor is to exercise 
spiritual jurisdiction. 
4. The Deans and Chapters are to advise the Bl·shops on 
all matters. These Chapters are to meet at least every 
quarter and are to assist in ordination. 
5. The Bishops are to confirm only when they have received 
the information and advice of the local presbyter. 
6. No arbitrary episcopal powers are to be tolerated. 
1. A Commission is to be established, with representatives 
of each party, to re~orm the liturgy. 
8. A national synod is to be called.--i .e. Convocation--
to decide on the controverted ceremonies. However 
in the meantime, the' following practices are to be 
optional. 
i• The sign of the Cross in Baptism. ·The layman 
has the right to change churches if the practice of 
his own parish priest doesn't please him in this 
matter. 
ii. Bowing at the name of Jesus. 
iii. The surplice. 
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iv. All oaths, including the oath of Episcopal obed-
ience, except the oaths of Allegiance and 
Supremacy. 1 
The King concludes the Declaration in the following words. 
In a wor-d we do again renew wha~ we have formerly 
said in our Declaration from Breda, for the liberty 
of tender Consciences, that no man shall be disquieted 
or called in question for Difference of Opinions in 
Matters of Reli~ion, which do not disturb the Peace 
of the Kingdom. • · 
Baxter· and hie f'ello\'18 welcomed the Declaration, but 
they felt it did not go. far enough. For inetance 1 no 
subordinate synods were provided for, and there was no· 
guarantee that a bishop would take the advice of his pres-
byters when they gave it. MOreover, there were 
other ceremonies which ought to have been made optional 
such as kneeling. Baxter prepared a rather detailed 
description of what they thought should be changed; 
but at the urging of the Earl of Manchester, it was 
repressed as too extreme.3 
A new form was therefore prepared which took each 
of the eight paragraphs'a:nd suggested changes. Items 
one, two and six were not changed in any important manner. 
Items three and five were changed to require the 11consent" 
of the presbyters as well as their "a.d.v:tce~' ... ;before a 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, IIt 256-264. 
2. Ibid., II, 265. 
3:. The text is printed in Ibid., II, 265-274. 
bishop might proceed to ordination, censure, or confir-
mation.. The advisory board to the bishops, established 
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in item four, was en~arged to include elected representatives 
of the clergy of the diocese as well as the Deans and 
Chapter. Item seven was unchanged except for a provision 
requiring equal rep):'esentation from both partiee. In 
item eight they added to the list of optional ceremonies 
the following: kneeling at communion, celebration of holy 
days, ordination oaths, reordination of presbyterially 
ordained men, and the re~ding of the parts of the 
Thirty-nine Articles dealing with ~hurch government and 
ceremonies .1 
On October 22, 1660 the King summoned a conference 
on the Declaration. Attending for the Puritans were 
Reynolds, C.alamy, Ash, Manton, Wallace, Spurstow and 
Baxter. For the Prelatists the Bishops of Iondon, 
Worcester, Salisbury, Durham, and Coventry together with 
' 
Dr. Gauden and Dr. Barwick attended.. The debate 
soon became acrimonious. The main things to which the 
' Prelatists \'lere unwilling to agree was the addition 
of the word 11 consentn in articles three and five, because 
of the implied~ negative voice it gave the presbyters over 
t~eir bishops. Eventually after a long afternoon 
of argument, the Bishops of Salisbury and Worcester, 
1. ~., II, 275-276. 
·, 
together with Reynolds and Calamy~ were deputed to put 
down in writing what had been agreed. 
Another event of lasting importance occurred 
at this meeting. Towards the end of the day they heard 
a petition from the Independents that 11 others also be 
permitted to meet for Religious Worship, so be it, they 
do it not to the disturbance of the Peace. ttl The r,equeet 
sounds innocuous enough, but it seems to have struck 
the parties on both sides dumb. Both immediately saw 
that so free a grant of toleration would leave even the 
Papists and Socinians free. Everyone ~ae emba~assed, 
though :no·one.said anything for a bit, as they all 
hesitated to take on themselves the odium of rejecting 
the appeal. Finally Baxter spoke out. He urged the utmost 
.. 
lenience for tolerable parties, but refused to make a 
general toleration a part·of his requests of the King. 
The Independents never rorgave him.2 Powicke regards 
this as a turning point. For he believes that this speech 
which rejected the Papist~ did more to cool the King's 
zeal for a good and fair settlement than anything else. 
Thus Baxter played into the Bishops •- hands by taking. 
a stand which even the Bishops favored.3 
1. Ibid., II, 277 • 
. 2. Ibid. 
3. Powicke, Li:f'e of Baxter, p. 195. 
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The coolness \'lith which the King had received his 
closing state.!Ilent, and the confusion of the debates 
contributed to a real depression when Baxter left the 
conf·erence room that day. He was sure all was lost. 
However a few days later when the Declaration was 
officially issued, he found that almost all the changes 
they desired had been-effected •. The desired "consent" 
was not allowed at the conci~iar level or in matters of 
ordination. HOwever it did provide that none should be 
confirmed without the local pastor's consent. 
nThe pastoral persuasive power 11 was reserved to the pastor. 
The Declaration was still not all that he \.,;anted, for 
there were no lesser synods provided for. The lesser 
bishops were not elected, nor had the question of ordin-
ation been resolved. However a machinery for needed reform 
\'las established in the proposed commission to meet on the 
liturgy. He resolved.to support the plan, and'he hastened 
to the office of the L:Jrd Chancellor to express his 
thanks.l 
The Parliament seems at first to have been delighted 
with the Xing's Declarat'ion. They waited upon him on 
November 9 to officially give him. their thanks for it.2 
1 .. Baxter, Religuiae Baxteriana&, II, 279. 
2. Neal, History of the Puritans, IV, 334. 
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However when they proposed to enact the Declaration into 
law, thus giving it permanent effect, the crown discouraged 
the move. Carter says that it might have passed had not 
Clarendon vigorously opposed it on the grounds that a 
peaceful solution would be forthcoming in the conference 
which had been summoned, eo that legislation would be 
unnecessary.! 
The Declaration is thus to be seen as a clever means 
to an end. It accomplished peace temporarily by pacifying 
the Nonconformists. Yet it conceded nothing pe.rmanently, 
for the ultimate .decision was put off to a legitimate 
Parliament and Cbnvocation. With the benefit of hindsight 
Baxter himself came to view it so. 
While the Diocesan Doctors were at Breda, they little 
dreamt that their way to their highest Grandeur was so 
fairt and therefore, ••• then they would have been 
glad of the Terms of the Declaration of Breda; and • • • 
when they came in itwas necessary that they should 
proceed safely, and feel whether the Ground were solid 
under them before they proceeded to their structure: 
: ~ • There.was the Army .... to be disbanded; and 
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how knew they what Parliament would do? Or that there 
would be none to cob.test against them i·n the Convocation? 
Hbw could they know these things beforehand? Therefore 
it was necessary that moderate·things should· be proposed 
and promised; and no way was so fit as by a Declaration, 
which being no Law is a temporary thing, giving place 
to Laws: And it was needful that the Calling of a 
' Synod \'iere delayed, till the Presbyter-ians were partly 
cast out, and a way to keep out the rest secured. 
1. C. s. Carter, The English Church in the Seven-
teenth Century (London: Longmans Green, 1909), p. 55. 
And if when all these things were done, the former 
Promises were ••• like an Almanack out of Date, and 
if Sever-ities were doubled in comparison of what they 
were before the Wars, no man can wandel that well 
understood the Persons and the Causes. 
These are the words of a bitter and disillusioned man, 
writing five years after the event, but we cannot but 
feel that there is some truth in them. 
The effects of the King 1 s Decla~etion, however, 
were good for the moment at least. It was after the 
Declarat-ion that a b~shopric was offered to Baxter2 
as well as to Calamy and Reynolds. Likewise it was 
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under the provisions of the Declaration that Baxter himself 
was licensed to preach.3 It set a precedent to which 
the later Nonconformists could appeal with good effect, 
for it is the closest that Baxter and his followers 
ever came to comprehension within the Church of England. 
It gave them an extra year or more of peace by suspending 
the old laws, and thus enabled them to present their 
position freely and with full publicity. But these are 
all by-products of the major stated aim of the Declar-
ation--the just establishment of a peaceful united 
Church. As a means to this end, the Declaration failed 
miserably. 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 287-288 .. 
2. Supra, pp. 80-81. 
3 • Supra, p • 8 3 • 
4. ·The Savoy Conference 
On March 25, 1661, the Xing issued a call for the 
proposed Conference, and directed the Commissioners 
to meet during the succeeding four months at the 
Bishop of London's lodgings in the Savoy Hospital. 
Their purpose, according to the royal Declaration, was 
to take into-your serious and grave considerations 
the several directions and rules, forms of prayer, and 
things in the said Book of Common Prayer contained, and 
to advise and consult upon and about the same, and the 
several .objections and exceptions which shall now be 
raised against the same. And if occasion be, to make 
such reasonable and necessary alteration, corrections, 
and amendments therein as by and between you • • • 
shall be agreed upon to be needful or expedient for 
the giving satisfaction to-tender consciences and the 
restoring and contin~ance of peace and unity 1n the 
churches under our protection and government • 
. ·
Appointed on each side were twelve Commissioners 
and nine Assistants who would sit in the absence of one 
of the principals. On the Prelatist side were the 
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Bishops of London (Sheldon), Durham (Cosine), Rochester 
(King), Chichester (Barlow), Salisbury (Hinchman), Wor-
cester (Morley), Lincoln (Sanderson), Peterburgh (Lany), 
Chester (\valton),- Carlisle (Sterne), and Exeter (Gauden). 
These bishops together with the Archbishop of York (Frewen), 
made up the dozen Commissioners. Assisting them were 
Doctors Earles, Heylin, Racket, Barwick, Gunning, Pierson, 
1. Gee and Hardy, Documents, pp. 590-591 
Italics the present author's. 
Pierce, Sparrow, and Mr. Thorndike.l Baxter comments that 
Earles, Heylin, and Barwick never came at all, while 
Hacket, Sparrow, and Thorndike rarely spoke. Sheldon 
and Frewen were present only twice each, among the 
Bishops; and Sanderson, though present, never spoke. 
The brunt, of the conference on the Prelatical side was 
carried'an the shoulders of Bishops MOrley and Cosine and 
Dr. Pierson and Dr. Gunning.2 
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The Puritan delegates were Tuckney, Conant, Spurstow, 
~nton, Wallis, Calamy, Baxter, Jackson, Case, Clark and 
Newman. One Bishop was also counted of their party, 
Reynolds of Norwich. Their assistants were X{prtan·~ 
Jacomb, Bates, Lightfoot, Collins, Drake, Rawlinson, 
Cooper, and Woodbridg~.3 Baxter tells us that he tried 
to get out of serving on the Commission. His experiences 
in meeting the Bishops since the Restoration led him to 
fear that the service "would prove troublesome to my 
self, and ungrateful to others .•t# HoweV'er, he was 
appointed. An examination of the names on the Puritan 
list indicates that none of them were of the Independent 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 303-304. 
2. Ibid., II, 364. 
3. Ibid., II, 303-304. 
4. Richard Baxter, The Mischiefs of Self-Ignorance 
(London: R. White and Fr. Tyton, 1662), unpaged pre:face, 
[p. 3] .. 
party, nor were there any extreme Presbyterians who favored 
the Scottish system. Baxter explains they were not nomi-
nated "because we knew that it would be but a hindrance 
to us, partly because their Persons were unacceptable, 
and partly because it might have delayed the Work." 1 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 380. 
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1. The Puritans Propose 
The first meeting of the Commission took place on 
April 6, 166~.1 Baxter and the Puritans came expecting 
open discussions leading to agreement. Instead they were 
in£ormed by the Bishops that as they, not the Prelates, 
had called for the Conference, they should present in 
writing all their exceptions, alterations, and ad.ditions. 
The Puritans withdrew and spent the next month in 
preparing the lists demanded.2 By this action Baxter 
and his fellows played into the hands of the Prelates. 
For they produced such a long list, with so many things 
on it which the Bishops did not like, that the latter could 
with apparent good reason reject the whoie on the grounds 
that nothing would satisfy the Puritans. 
Wise or not, they set out to do what was asked of 
them. Eleven of them undertook to prepare the Exceptions 
to the liturgy, leaving Baxter alone to prepare the 
additions which were to be proposed. Thus began two of' 
the busiest weeks in Baxter's career. In two weeks he 
pvoduced a collection of 11Alterations and Additions" 
t. Powicke, Life of Baxtev, p. 199. Procter and 
Fvere date it a week later. Francis Procter and w. H. 
Frere, A New His tor of the BOok of' ·c_ommon Pra er with 
a Rationale of its Offices.' tendon': ~Macmillan, 1914 , 
p., 170. 
2F.Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 305. 
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which even he admits amounted to a new liturgy.l Doubt-
lees he had to write it too fast, though it is of course 
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the fr~ition of years of meditation on~ and close acquaintance 
with, the Book of Common Prayer and the Directory of 
Worship. Hie library was in Kidder-minster, so he had 
at hand for use only the following sources--the Bible, 
a Concordance, the Directory of WorshiP, the Book of 
Common Prayer, and a work by Hammond L•Estrange.2 
He was quite aware that the result had shortcomings, and 
did not present it as a perfect work. His prefatory 
Petition for Peace makes it clear that he was willing 
to submit all to open discussion and to change any parte 
which were thought to be too long, or too tedious, if the 
substance of the alterations were allowed.3 
l. Ibid., II, 306~ 
2. Ibid. Hammond L'EStrange was a supporter of the 
King in the Civil Wars until 1643 or 1644.. Then he turned 
to support Parliament. Although never an ordained 
clergyman, he spent his life in theological study. 
In 1659 he published his master work, to which presumably, 
Baxter makes reference here. Hammond L1 Estrange, The 
Alli.a.n ce of Divine Offices (l.Dndon: Henry Broom, 1659). 
It is a vindication of the Bo'ok o£ Common Prayer by a 
comparison of all the liturgies used in the Scottish 
and English churches since the Reformation. · 
1. (Richard Baxter], A Petition for Peace (London: 
n. p., 1661), p. 22. Published without Baxter's consent 
or proof-reading, this book .contains the petition and the 
alterations which Baxter pr~posed. 
He endeavored to make the liturgy conform as closely 
as possible to Scriptural language, and the margin is 
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filled with references to the appropriate Biblical passages. 
How well one thinks he succeeded in his-endeavor is 
likely to depen~ on the spectacles with which one reads 
the liturgy. A high Anglican histDry of' the liturgy 
says ua less desultory performance.might have been expected 
from a mind so used to composition."l Others of t~e 
High Ghurch party were outraged that he· should even attempt 
to write such a thing. A sympathetic Baxterian echola~, 
on the Dther hand, comes to the conclusion that "Few 
better liturgies probably exist .n2 
Before we judge Baxter's.liturgy too harshly, we 
should recognize that he regarded it neither as a sub-
stitute for the Book of Common Praver in toto,· nor as 
an absolute requirement. He presented it as supplementary 
to the earlier liturgy. He expected that it would be· 
"left to the Ministers choice to use the one or the other, 
according to His Majesties gracious declaration con-
cerning Ecclesiastical Affairs~ *'3 ·:,:·Thus he expected 
that the King's Declaration ·would continue to apply, 
. 1. Procter and Frere, History of Common Praver. 
p. 190., _note. · 
2 .. Orme, Life &f' Baxter, II, _305. 
3. Baxter, A Petition for Peace, p. 23. 
and that there would be great freedom in the use of 
the new materials. 
Hie liturgy was accepted with almost no changes by 
the rest of the Puritans. BUt when he re.turned to their 
conference, he found them barely started on the preparation 
of the rtExceptions" to the Bbok of C.ommon Prayer. Thus 
he had a major part in those preparations as well. 
Powicke holds that ttin fact, 'the exceptions,' also, "t>iere 
left to him."1 His approach was not that of one who found 
the liturgy shot through with false d:octrine or idolatry, 
though there was much in it he would like to see changedo 
Rather, ui always took the Faults of the Common Prayer to 
be chiefly Disorder and Defectiveness: and so that it was 
a true Worship; though imperfect.n2 The "Exceptions" 
were designed to iron out those imperfections and make 
the Book of Common Prayer, together with the "Alterations 
ana Additions," a resource from which the local pastor 
could draw aid in preparing his service. 
The exceptions, in brief form, are the following: 
1. The liturgy 1 s prayers should consist of nothing which 
is doubtful, questioned, or challenged among the 
pious, learned, and orthodox. No 11 private fanciesn 
should appear therein. 
l. Powicke, Life of Baxter, p. 199 .. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 307. 
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2. It should be so composed as to gain the widest possible 
support. 
3. The responsals of clerk and people should be dropped in 
favor of one long reading to which all will listen. 
4 .. The Litany should be replaced by.one petitionary prayer 
of the minister •. 
5. Lent should not be countenanced as a religious fast. 
6 .. The keeping of Saint's days by vigils and special 
ser-Vices should not be required. 
7. Extempore prayer should be expressly permitted, and 
the minister should have the option of omitting parts 
of the liturgy to fit 'the service at hand. 
8. The King James Version of the Bible should be used 
throughout. 
9. The lessons from the Apocrypha should not be used in 
the place of a lesson from the canonical Scriptures. 
lO.The communion ritual should be used only on days when 
the communion is actually given. 
ll. .The vJOrd 11Ministern should replace the. words uJ?riest" 
and na.urate~ wherever they appear. Likewise the phrase 
-
"Lord 1 s Day" should replace "sunday." 
12.A purer version of the psalms should be prepared for 
singi:gg. 
13.All obsolete words should be brought up to date. 
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14. The reading of the Old Testament or the Acts as an 
nEpistle 11 should not be permitted. 
15. The language of the book which implies that all in 
the church are in a state of grace should be corrected 
in view of the fact that many in the church clearly 
?are~1n no such state. 
16. A revision o:f the order of the prayers should be 
undertaken and the Collects should be lengthened to 
:make them more fit :for edification. 
17. The prayers should be revised, since they are 
currently too general as to sins confessed, pet-
itions made and doctrines expressed. 
18. The following practices should be made optional. 
i. The use o:f the surplice. 
ii. The use of the sign of' the cross in Baptism. 
iii. Kneeling at the Oommunion.l 
This list of exceptions is followed by a line by 
line critique of the Bbok of. Common Prayer. Davies calls 
it "probably the most thorough examination of the Prayer 
1. There is little originality in these proposals. 
They have been made before. Speaking of them, Dr. Hutton 
says nThe objections show that the Puritan position had 
not materially altered from what it had been at the Hampton 
Court Conference." William H. Hutton, The English Church 
from the Accession o:f Charles I to the Death of Anne. 
(London: Macmillan, 1903), p. 186. An excellent discussion 
of Baxter's liturgy is found in Horton Davies, The 
Worship of the English Puritans (Westminst~r: Dacre Press, 
i94.8'), pp. 115-162. 
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Book ever undertaken. 11 1 We need not consider the changes 
in detail. Davies suggests they are of five general 
types: (1) changes towards a more exact correspondence 
with the Scriptur~s; (2) changes d$eigned to edify; 
(3) changes to promote the betterment of the laity; 
(4) variations to avoid repetition; (5) ·literal 
amendments. 2 
lll 
1. Davies, The 1'lorship of the English Puritans, p. 149 .. 
2. Ibid. 
ii. The Prelates Dispose 
Nearly a month elapsed in the preparation of these 
documents. During that month a new Parliament was 
elected, and with it a new Convocation. That Parliament 
hae often been described as "more royalist than the 
-
Xing, and more Anglican that the Bi:shops." '.Dhe Con-
ll2 
vocation elections were carefully rigged to exclude the 
Puritans. So when the Savoy meeting reassembled it was w.ith a 
very greatly strengthened Episcopal party. In the early 
days of the Restoration, there were those who had felt that 
a compromise would be expedient. Now most of the Bishops 
were convinced that the time for concession and adjust-
ment was past. Dr. Cardwell sees, though he does not 
deplore the reason for the failure which followed. 
The bishops were bow strong enough to employ the lan-
guage of authority. When they had examined the ex-
ceptions they gave their answers, not as if the matter 
were under joint discussion, but as if each question. 
were submitted to them for their decision.l 
The Bishops insisted that they were permitted by 
the Xin~'s decree to make only such changes as were 
. ' 
11necessaryu and 11 approved by both parties."2 Thus 
of the Conferences and 
Revision of the Book 
Year 16 0_!. 
2. Supra, p. 102. 
they repeatedly insisted that the Puritans must prove the 
changes they desired .were nnecessary" because the present 
J;>ractice was unlawful. Baxter fe~t many of the practices 
which they asked to have changed were in themselves law-
ful, but ·nnecessary" to be changed for the satisfaction 
of tender coneciences and for the pacification of the 
Church. 
Whilst I pleaded for ~heir liberty, and against the 
Imposing of unnecessary things, I.took not all the 
things in question for unlawful. to be done:'» wh~cli- . 
I thought unlawf~~ to be made necessary to our Communion 
~ Ministration. 
After a considerable delay the Bishops replied at 
great length to the '~exceptions. 11 It would b€l unprofitable 
to attempt a step-by-step evalu~tion of their answer~ 
Some concessions were made, but not one on a major point. 
They granted that the Epistles and Gospels might be used 
according to the King James Version, but evidently not 
the Psalms. They granted that nothing should be called an 
•!Epistle" which \vas not such. A misprint in the marriage 
service was corrected. These trivial matters, and four-
teen others of like importarice were granted.2 On none 
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1. Baxter, A Defence of the Principles of Love, I, 34. 
2. [Richard Baxter], An Accompt of all the Pro-
ceedin~s ef the Commissioners (London: n.p., 1661), II, 
129-130. This book was published without Baxter's 
approval or permission, but it contains the Bishop's 
reply together with Baxter's reply to the reply. 
of' the considerable matters alluded to i:h the "Exceptions" 
was the slightest concession made. They never even deigned 
to mention the ''Additions and Alterations. n The Bishops 
alleged many arguments for their position, of' which 
the strongest seems to be the following. 
We judge, that if' the ~turgie should be altered as 
is there required, not onely a multitud~, but the 
generality of the soberest and most loyal Ohildlen of' 
the Church of England would be justly offended •. 
Baxter wrote a long reply to the Bishops, but it accom-
plished nothing. 
1. Ibid., II, 13. 
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iii. The Degeneration of' the Conference 
The life of the .Conference was slipping rapidly 
away when Bishop Cosine came torward. with. a recommendation. 
He suggested that the Puritans distinguish between what 
changes they desired.because present practice was illegal, 
and what they desired because present practice was inex-
pedient. He further suggested that these.changes recom-
mended for expediency's sake should thenbe submitted to 
the Convocation for determination. The proposal was an 
obvious trap. It sought to get the Puritans warring 
with one another. Cosine knew that some, like Baxter, 
thought most of the practices protested to be lawful 
in themselves; while others thought differently. Moreover 
by proposing tha~ Convocation make final disposition of 
the proposals, he made sure that they would be rejected. 
Baxter neatly avoided the trap by 1:1s~:hlg several 
things as unlaw.ful. · In each of these the key word is 
"Compulsion.'~ Thus it is not the surplice that he asserts· 
is unlawful, but compulsion. to use the surplice. It is 
not kneeli~g, but compulsion to kneel.on pain of ex-
communication. And.· so he proceeds through the list 
or protested things--compulsion to pronounce all baptized 
infants to be regenerate; ·compulsion to use the sign of 
the cross in Baptism; compulsion to pronounce all of 
the deceased to be n Brethren whom God in mercy hath deliv-
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ered and taken to himself;" compulsion to give the 
Communion to the impenitent; and compulsion to absolve 
the unfit. 1 BY this means he retained the unity of his 
fellows and frustrated Oosins1 designs. 
Not until ten days before their commission was 
due to expire did they come to open disputations. 
Even then the majority of the members took no part. 
Baxter believed that hie opponents had not even read 
the documents he had submitted, "so that it seems 
before they knew what was in them they resolved to 
reject our Papers right.or wrong."2. The disputations 
centered on the question whether denying communion to all 
who do not kneel is sinful. The arguments, largely carried 
on by Baxter and Gunning, were long and extremely minute. 
Appeals were made to the Fathers, the Councils, the New 
Testament, and the Old Testament; and often 1 t seemed 
they were just wrangling over variant meanings of words. 
After the second day outsiders were admitt~d._ They 
attended as they would have ~ny other public enter-
tainment. The disputations, in short, were very scholar-
ly; but there was no meeting of minds. The contemporary, 
Gilbert Burnet reports the following: 
1 .. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 341-343. 
2 .. Ibid.", II, 335· 
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Baxter and he [Gunning] sp~nt some days in much lo-
gical arguing, ··to the diversio~ of the town, who thought 
they were a couple of fencers engaged in disputes, 
that could n1ver be brought to an end nor have any 
good effect. 
The weary disputes ate up the last of the time 
alotted by the royal commission. Baxter and Gunning were 
' inclined to carry on their disputes as private citizens, 
but Bishop Morley stopped that. In consultation with 
Morely, Baxter agreed that they woUld tell the Xing 
that wewere all agreed on the Ends for the Churches 
Welfare, Unity, and Peace, and his MajestJr~s-Hap­
piness, and Contentment~ but after all our-Debates, were 
disagreed on the means.~ 
One can only comment that they were agreed on this much 
four months previously, before the Conference was 
begun. 
When we ask why the Conference failed, we find 
a wide difference of opinion. The Anglicans tend to 
blame Baxter and his party. Procter and Frere comment: 
They [the Bishops] also knew that it was vain to 
assent to any real changes, for that, if they ·. : .. · 
granted all the proposals of the Ministers, and 
altered all the ceremonies and phrases objected to, 
the Prayer BOok would still be deemed an intolerable 
burden, so long as its use in any shape was to be 
constantly and vigorously enforced.3 
l. Gilbert Burnet, History of His Own Times ed. 
Earl of Dartmouth and Associates::~ (Oxford: University 
Press, 1833), I, 329. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 357. 
3. Procter and Frere, History of the Common Prayer, 
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Dr.Clar~ blames the failure wholly on Baxter. 
He had no sense of humor. He had never had training 
or experience in negotiating or in getting business 
through assemblies. Not a statesman, he was also not 
more charitable than the opponents he now metll. 
S.till another Anglican clergyman suggests that had 
agreement been reached,-the Church of England might 
have been more the Church of the whole English people 
but it would have been a different Church, less true 
to its Catl!l.olic tradi ti:m, less likely to be in the end 
a focus of Oecumenic~l reunion, and with a 
Calvinistic bias.2 · 
p. 189. This is a wholly gratuitous attack on the 
sincerity and honesty of Baxter and his party. The 
present author sees no reason to believe that such would 
have been the caseo . 
1. G. N. alark, T e·Later Stuarts 1660-1 14 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1934 , .p. 19. Dr. Clark may be right 
as to l3axter' s sense of humor, but is· certainly in error as 
far as his experience in negotiating and running assem-
blies is concerned. Baxter had conducted -numberless 
negotiations, and had directed the Worcester Association 
for eight years. The attack on Baxter's charitableness 
is no more justifi·ed. From what has been said above, it 
will be evid.ent prima facie that Baxter. approached the 
Conference in a far more charitable frame of mind than 
did the Bishops .. 
2. S. C. Carpenter The Church in England, 597-1688 
(london: J .. Murray, 19.64~, p. 437. That it would have 
been different seems hardly questionable. Carpenter's judgement is made in the expectation of noecumenical. 
reunion" with one of the so-called ncatholic~ churches, 
an expectation which seems to the present author to have 
little chance of realization. Rather it seems that a 
church with such an experience of practical reunion in 
its background as the comprehension of the Baxterian 
party would have ·afforded, would be that much more likely 
to be a center for future reunions. 
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Baxter of course blames it all on the Bishops. 
He says they were so strongly prejudiced againet him and 
his fellows as individuals that they did not listen to 
the arguments. Their memories or the past twenty 
years made them uncompromising. He blames their in-
transigency chiefly on a secret intent to unite with 
the Papists, which a large Puritan min·ori ty in the 
Church might hav.e frustrated. He realized that ·he 
was at times outspoken, and that this contributed to 
the unhappy outcome; but he justified himself as 
follows: 11 I thought that the Day and Cause commanded me 
.. 
those two.things which were objected against me as my 
Crimes, viz. speaking too boldly and too long. 1~1 
Probably the truth or the matter lies somewhere in 
bet~;een, though one suspects it is nearer to Baxter's 
idea than to those of the Anglicans cited above. Baxter 
was probably in error alleging Papistical designs as 
motivating any considerable number of the Prelates. But 
he was clearly correct when he assumed a great deal or 
bitterness in the P~elates' attitude towards the Puritans. 
It is quite likely that the Episcopal party, or at least 
most or that party, went to the meeting with no intention 
of making a compromise. The complexion of the new 
L. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 364. 
-··--·- --~-----~------~ -----------·------- __ _;__ ·~-:-·- - -· --· ----
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:Parliament and Convocation would only have strengthened 
them in this determination. 
One does not need to supply devious and underhanded 
motivations for this attitude. They might quite sincerely 
have felt that the Puritans were irreconcilable. Thus 
the argument would run as follows: if one is going to have 
division anyway, it is better to p~t the Dissenters outside 
the Church entirely, than to continue to have the Church 
divided against itself~ They may also have been quite 
sincere in their belief that to make the changes requested 
would have alienated more people from the Church than it 
would bring back in. These attitudes are reflected in 
the ~ft quoted remark of Bishop Sheldon, soon to be 
·Archbishop of Canterbury. Someone criticized him for 
making the "door t:·cro strait n that many had to leave the 
Church. He is said to have replied, "Not at all; had we 
kno"tom so many would have conformed, we \vould have made 
it straiter."1 
To put it bluntly the :Puritans were '·outmaneuvered 
at Savoy. The Prelates set things up so that they 
were in control. The Presbyterian party had to submit 
their proposals to the Bishops for decision. Then the 
:Prelates used the extensive nature of the concessions 
1.. Quoted in Carpenter, Church in England·, p .. 435. 
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asked ae a pretext to refuse to do anything at all. 
One is struck by the parallels between the Savoy Conference 
and the Colloquy of Poiesy in France. In both cases the 
crown summoned the theological leaders of both sides to 
a discussion of their differences. In oath cases the 
reformers who had expected open discussion found themselves 
tree. ted as petitioners. In both cases the Bishops set 
themselves up.as judges of the issue in which they 
were also contestants. In both cases the reformers 1 
pleas were rejected out of hand. Both meetings degen-
erated into interminable and profitless debate. Both 
conferences ended without important results. Both 
nations suffered incalculable injury because their 
religious leaders t>1ere unable to reach agreement. 
And curiously enough the failure in each case led to 
a national tragedy identified with St. Bartholomew's Day.1 
1. Infra, p. 129. 
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iv. Baxter Looks to .the Future 
During the discussions at Savoy, Baxter began to 
meditate on the ~uture~ He wrote a book in which he pre-
dicted what would be the outcome if peace were not made 
at Savoy. His friends convinced him that it should be 
withheld, lest it upset the negotiations; so it was not 
published until 1680.1 Its predictions are remarkable, 
when one-realizes they were written a whole year be~ore 
the expulsion. .He speaks of the Bishops 9 
The Powerful Worldly Cl.ergy, will think it their 
Interest, to devise some new Impositions, which they 
know the other cannot yield to • • • Whether they be 
Oaths, Subscriptions, Words, ~ Actions.2 
This is particularly inter-esting in the light of the 
subsequent oath of "assent and consent" contained in 
the Act of Uniformity.. He also clearly sees that many 
will not obey, and he anticipates a quarter century of' 
persecution. 
The Worldly part will take their advantage, and call 
them (the Dissenters] Disobedient, Stubborn, Proud, 
Schismatical, Self' opinioned disturbers of the publick 
Peace and Order • • • And· will endeavour to bring them 
to such Suffer;ngs,. as Men really Guilty of such 
Grimes deserve 
1. Richard Baxter, A M~ral Prognostication (:t,.ondon: 
Thomas Simmons, 1680). 
2. Ibid~, P• 13 
3. Ibid., pp. 13-14 
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As bad as this persecution is, he expects something 
even worse. For he foresees that the Bishops will not only 
repress the righteous, but will by their own actions 
bring,sects into being~ 
The 1vorldly Afflicting Clergy will multiply • • • 
downright Fanaticks and Sectaries that will run as 
far from them as they can, into contrary Extreams. 
For when they are once brought into a distast of the 
old Hive, the~· Beeer. will hardly gather into one new 
one; but will divide into several Swarms and Hivee.l 
He :rears thus that the result will be division among the 
Nonconformist clergy themselves. Some of them will be 
willing to have communion with the Conformist ministers, 
but others will withdraw altogether from the parish 
churches. Thus, 
the Ggdly and Peaceable Conformists, will get the Love 
of the Sober. ~ • • But they will be despised by the 
Sectaries, because they Conform; and they will be 
suspected by the Proud and Persecuting Clergy, as 
leaning to Dissenters .2 · .. 
Thus Baxter in 1661 looked forward and saw that the 
Church "VJould reap the whirlwind sown by failure at Savoy .. 
If then he was somewhat outspoken, or if he urged hie case 
fuo strongly, and so irritated those in authority, we 
may understand that his motives were of the best. The 
evil he sought to avoid was a serious one. 
1. IE1.Q_., p .. 16. 
2 .. Ibid .. ,. pp. 25~ 6. Page 25 is numbered 33. 
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5. The Convocation of 1661 
We have noted above that the Convocation had been 
summoned and elected during the course of the meeting of 
the Savoy Conference. Baxter believed that it was 
deliberately delayed to May of 1.661, for "had it been 
called when the Xing came in, the inf.eriour Clergy would 
have been against the Diocesan al;_ld Imposing way.nl 
By this Spring of 1661, many had been driven from their 
churches; and the question of the legitimacy_of Pres-
byterian ordination was used to prevent all those who were 
ordained during the interregnum from voting. Thus the 
Convocation was neatly .packed. In spite of this, Baxter 
and Calamy were elected by the ministers of the City of 
London, as their delegates. The Bishop of L:mdon, however, 
by a bit of canonical legerdemain managed to exclude them; 
so the C:ity of U>ndon had no clerks at Convocation.2 
The first session was held on May 29, 1661, but the 
Convocation marked time until the·.Savoy Conference expired. 
Even then they did not turn to the work of liturgy 
revision for some time. It was not until November 21 
that they began consideration of changes. Their \vork 
lasted but a single month, and in that time no less than 
1.. Baxte~, Reli_quiae Baxterianae. II, 333. 
2. Ibid., pp. 333~334. 
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six ~undred changes were approved.l The detail of the 
changes does not concern us here.2 A couple of illus-
trative examples will suffice for our purposes. In the 
-
Litany the petition ag~inst "seditionr1 was enlarged to 
-
include '.'rebellionn and t•schism. 11 In the Absolution 
the directing rubric was changed to rea_d "Priestn instead 
of uMinisteru and the word l~churchn replaced the word 
- .. 
~congregation" in a number of places.3 Thus the changes 
which were made were genera-lly in a high church, not a 
Puritan, direction. Cardwell comments: 
In this long enumeration there is no mention of any 
of those characteristic points which had been the 
subjects of strife ~nd division from the earliest 
days of Puritanism. 
1. Alfred Plummer, English Church History from the 
Death of Charles I to the Death of William III (Edinburgh: 
T •. and T. Clark 2 1907), p. 59. It seems paradoxical 
to the present writer.that the same authors who excoriate 
Baxter for preparing his revised liturgy in only two weeks 
go on to note with approval and enthusiasm ~hat the Con-
vocation took only· ona month to do its work. In that time 
they had to prepare, debate, and approve six hundred 
changes. If unseemly haste be charged to anyone, it would 
seem th·at Convocation deserves the charge more than 
Baxter. · 
2. A full discussion and list of the changes made 
may be found in the following two works: Cardwell, 
History of Common Prayer, pp. 380-386; Edward Cardwell, 
Svnodalia .. (Oxford: University· Pr·ess, 1842), II, 
631-691. 
3. Cardwell, History of Common Prayer, p. 381. 
4.· Ibid., p. 387. 
,---~~---·-·- -----------
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The recommendations of the Convocation were forwarded 
to Parliament December 2o, 1661. They were adopted with 
virtually no change as the basis for the Act of 
Uniformity of 1662. 
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6 .. After Savoy 
Following the close of the Savoy Conference Baxter 
went back to Kidderminster for a time to attempt to re-
gain his position there. Ih the ~inal report to the King 
he and his ~ellows petitioned Charles to continue his 
Declaration.· In July and August of 1661 Baxter had no 
reason to expect that this would not be done. So he 
approached Rev., Dance with successive offers to lecture, 
to become a curate, or to preach for nothing. When 
Dance refused even to let pim preach a farewell 
sermon, he realized that the vicar was acting on in- . 
structions from Bishop Morley. Finally discouraged he 
returned to London a:nd addressed a letter to his people 
explaining the reasons for his inability to minister 
to them,.l 
He continued to preach regularly in London, but now 
he had to put up with an increasing stream of villification 
and personal attack which was to increase with the years. 
As is so often the case of a man with moderate temper, he 
was the object of attack from both sides. The supporters 
of the Prelatists called him nPresbyteriann and accused 
him of sedition. He tell's us that he never preached in 
these months without having spies in the audience. 2 
1. The letter was included as a preface in the 
book The Mischiefs of Self Ignorance, published in 1662. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II~ 374. 
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At the same time the Independents and true Presbyterians 
also attacked him. The surreptitious printing of the pro-
ceedings of the Conference led them to believe that he had 
offered to grant.too m.uch to the Bishops. 
Of all these attacks perhaps the bitterest was that 
of RDger L 1Estrange. 1 After 1662 this worthy shortly 
became Licenser of the Press, so his opposition to 
Baxter was particularly seriouso Knowing of his hatred 
for the pastor from Kidderminster we understand why 
so few of Baxter's books were published in the next 
decade and a half. Baxter was a particularly tempting 
target because of his wide reputation for piety and 
moderation, and because he was the admitted leader 
of his party. Thus L'Estrange lashed out in 1661 against 
nthe relaps 1 d apostate~n2 His method is to attack the 
Petition for Peace, which had accompanied the Reformed 
Liturgy. In general his uargument 11 is an argument of 
personalities, in which he. seeks to destroy Baxter's 
case by villifying Baxter's character. Thus he 
addresses Baxter, 11Your Writings are like the Pestilence 
1. The brother of Hammond L'Estrange, Supra, p. 106, 
Roger maintained his royalist sympathies throughout the 
interregnum. As a King's officer he suffered a long 
imprisonment. To him the Dissenters seemed to have 
poor principles and worse tempers. 
2. Roger L'Estrange, The Relaps'd Apostate 
(London: Henry Brame, 1661). 
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that walketh £Y Night, and the Plague that destroyeth 
at Noon-day. ttl . He recalls all the suffering brought on loyaJ. 
Royalists by the Puritans. He identifies Baxter with the 
hated Scottish Presbyterians and implies that the men 
at Savoy were all secret King-haters. 
I will not trouble the Reader with any more. of these 
nauseous Alterations; ~heir whole Service is of a 
.Suit, and with much care Diversify'd from Ours, both 
in Stile, and order of it •••• I hope they will not 
say these Changes were matter of 0£~nscierice •••• 
~ ~ lli true ground ~·of this their Beastly 
dealing with His Majesty? Truly no other than the pure 
nature ~f the Animal:· A Presbyterian does not love 
~ Kine:. 
On May 19, 1662, the King gave consent to the Act 
. ' ~ . 
of Uniformity Which embodied the revised Book of O.ommon 
Prayer. The date bY which conformity had .to be affirmed 
was set on the following August 24, St. Bartholomew's 
Day. Baxter did not wait. Three days later, on May 22, 
he preached what he announced was his last public 
sermon. He tells us that he moved thus soon so that those 
in authority might know at once that he v1ould be 
silent rather than conform, and that those in hie 
own party might not be tempted to conform, thinking 
his silence indicated he was going to do eo .3 
-
1. Ibid., unpaged Epistle Dedicatory, [pp. 2-3]. 
2. Ibid., p. 12. In that closing sentence one can al-
most hear James I at Hampton Court--"No Bishop, No King .. u 
3. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, II, 384. 
1. Summary and T~ansition 
In this chapter we have watched Baxter work his 
way through several negotiations, culminating in the 
fiasco at Savoy. We have seen in the nFirst Proposals" 
and the "Exceptions, Alterations, and Add:i,tions" presented 
at Savoy what it was the Puritan Nonconformists wanted. 
We may look upon this as a statement of what they felt 
would be d~s~rable in order to bbtain an effective 
union. 
With the Act of Uniformity, "Nonconforlhity was 
forced to become Dissent.n Thus as we turn to our next 
chapter, Baxter 1 s situation is changed. He -is no longer 
a churchman seeking conco~d with other churchmen. 
He is an excluded and proscribed minister_, seeking terms 
from the Church on which he and his party may return •. 
In the negotiations which follow we shall see· him retreat 
in highly significant ways f-rom the things thought 
desirable in 1660-1661; until he reaches a minimum 
acceptable as a basis for reunion ot the divided 
Church. It _will be our task in the next chapter to trace 
these negotiations. 
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CHAPrER IV 
. IRENIC ENDEAVORS, 1662-1680 
Had he been able to :rind the smallest 
loophole :ror his conscience, ·how gladly 
would he have remained in the Church! 
••• ·Hence: ••• he welcomed every 
advance, :rrom the side of the Church 
which even hinted at a desire for peace 
on terms of justice.l 
1. The New Conformity 
The first of the disabling acts aimed at the 
suppression of the Puritan minority was passed while 
the Savoy Conference was still in session. This was 
the Corporation Act, which was designed to exclude 
Puritans who held o:r:rice in the government of the 
boroughs of England. 2 It received the royal assent 
in May of 1661. By its provisions all men who held 
office in one of the political corporations of the 
country were required to reject, under oath, both the 
taking of arms against the monarch and the Solemn 
League and Covenant. Similar oaths were required 
of clerics by the Act o:r Uniformity of 1662. So 
1. Powicke, Baxter Under the Cross, pp .. 7-8. 
2. Martin is in error when he confuses this act 
with the Act of Uniformity. He asserts that the latter 
was passed during the Conference. Martin, Puritanism 
and Richard Baxter, pp. 51-52. 
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important is this latter act, that it seems desirable to 
quote the required declarations in full. The minister 
was required to read the foll~wing before the 
Congregation. 
I A. B., do here declare my unfeigned assent and 
consent to all and everytqing-contained and prescribed 
in and by the-Book, entitled, the Book of Common 
Prayer and Administrati'on of the Sacraments, and 
other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church, according 
to the use of the Church of England; together _with 
the Psalter or Psalms of David; pointed as they 
are to be sung or said in Churches; and the Form or 
Manner of making Ordaining, and Consecrating of 
Bishops, Priests and Deacons.l 
The minister was also required to subscribe to the 
following declaration: 
I A. B.; do declare that it is not lawful, upon 
any pretense whatsoever, to take arms against the 
king; and that I do abhor that traiterous position 
of taking arms. by his authority .against his person., 
or against those that are eomm:ts·s'iO.n:ed by him; and 
that I vJill Conforrn to the Liturgy of the Church 
of England, as it is now by law established: And 
I do declare that I do hold there lies no obligation 
upon me, or any other person fr-om the oath com-
monly called the Solemn League and Covenant, to 
endeavor any Change or Alteration or government 
either in Church or State; and that the same was in 
itsel.f an unlawful oath, and imposed upon the 
subjects of this realm aga~nst the known laws and 
liberties of this ~ngdom. · · 
It will be seen that these oaths made something 
altogether new of conformity. It is one thing· to be 
wil.ling to use the Book of Common Prayer, considering 
1. G.ee and Hardy, Documents, p. 604. 
2 .. Ibid. ' p .. 607 .. 
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it an adequate if not a perfect lLturgy. It is quite 
something else to give nunfeigned assent and consent 11 
to everything in that liturgy, the Psalter, and the 
Book of Ordination. To make things worse, the liturgy 
they were asked to approve in this manner was the new 
revised book, with all the annoying additions introduced 
through the mediation of the Convocation of 1661. Thus 
Baxter, who had repeatedly affirmed his willingness to ' 
use the prayerbook of Elizabeth, or at least the major 
part of it, could not make the required oath. 
Another major complaint against the requir-ements 
of this declaration has to do with the rejecting of 
the Solemn League and Covenant •. Baxter had~.taken 
the Covenant himself, only as a military requirement, 
and be actually prevented the people of Xidderminster 
from doing so. HOwever he did not feel that this 
enabled him to say that no person who had taken the 
oath was bound by it to reform the church. For the 
Solemn League and Covenant, in addition to its attack 
on the King, had pledged'its subscribers against "popery, 
schism, and prophaneness. n Baxter felt that all are 
bound to attempt to overcome these errors by the 
general ~uty owed to God,. ~us he was unwilling to say 
that the Solemn League did not bind its supporters 
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to continue their efforts to purify and improve the 
Church. 1 
Conformity was made even harder when the Parliament 
passed the Five Mile Act in ~66~, with its notorious 
11 0xford Oath." 
I Ao B. Do Swear, that it is not l~wful upon any 
pretense Whatsoever, .to take Arms against the King: 
And that I do abhor that Traytorous :Position, of 
taking Arms by his Authority, against his Person, 
or against those that are Commissionated by Him, in 
pursuance of such Commissions: And that I will not 
at any time endeavour any alteration of Government, 
either in Church or State.2 
Baxter could not take the oath never to try to change 
the government o~ the Church, when he was so certain that 
it was in error. He favored Episcopacy in general, but 
could not promise not to seek improvement of the 
Diocesan Episcopacy of the Church of $ngland. So it 
was that in 1669~he was arrested for violation of the 
Five Mile· Act: and on hi·s refusal to take the Oxford 
Oath, he was imprisoned for some weeks, though it was 
not a very severe imprisonment.3 
Baxter was followed by a great number of other 
ministers in his refusal to conform. The traditional 
1. Richard Baxter, Catholick Communion Defended 
Against Both Extreams (London: Tho• :Parkhurst, 1684), 
r~r; 20 ... 22. . . 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 4. 
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f"igure of 2·,ooo ejectees~ is probably too high. The 
best modern scholarship would seem to indicate that 
slightly under 1,000 were ejected as a result of the 
Act of Uniformity. However when that figure ie added 
to the total of those already expelled as a result of 
the return of Anglican clergymen from the Continent, the 
total swells to nearly ~8oo.2 ~ese ejections involved 
between one-fifth and one-sixth of the total number of" 
benefices in the Church at the time. 
As we might expect 1 Baxter informs us that those 
ejected came from those 
'l;lho excelled the greater part of the Ministers in 
heart-searching, heavenly fervent preaching and 
prayer, in diligent catechizing, and instructing 
the people, ·and watchful care of all their souls, 
in greatest care ·of true reformation of all 
sensuali~y and wickedness, and in the most blameless 
conversation, and seriousn~ss in seeking their own 
and other men's salvation.' . 
We are perhaps more impressed-when Baxter's opinion 
is reinforced by a modern Anglican scholar. ~Among 
tiem [the ejected] were possibly the best preachers 
l. Richard Baxter, A Second True Defence (London: 
Nevil Simmons, ~68~), unpaged preface (p. 4]. 
2. Matthews, Calamy Revised, pp. xii1 xiii.:.sum-
marizes as follows: 
Ejected 166o-i662 :·_:-~ 695 
Ejected l662(Act -of Uniformity) 936 
.Ejected at uncertain date 129 
Total 1750 
3. Richard Baxter; An Answer to Mr. Dodwell 
(London: Tho. Parkhurst, 1682), p. 179. 
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of the day, certainly some of the beet theological 
minds"1 
However it must be said, in all fairness that· 
the disabling legislation was not consistently enforced; 
so that Baxter and his fell.ows actually had more free-
dom than would seem to appear from the Reliquiae Eax-
terianae. ffaxter himself generally was silent. He 
was careful moreover to avoid any appearance of seeking 
out new followers. He tells us that he never invited_ 
anyone of those who approached him to his home or to 
come to hear him, and "I never laboured or disputed to 
make any Minister a Nonconformist, unless he came to 
me, and by desiring my judgement made it my duty. "2 
Most of his time was gfven over to his writing, 
and he evidently prepared over fifteen maJor works in 
the years between expulsion and the Indulgence of 1672. 
However most of these volumes did not reach the printer 
for some time to come; for.in August 1663 Roger 
L'Estrange, whom we have already met, became 11Sur-
veyor of the Imprimery, 11 i. e. a li-censer of the Press. 
L 1Estrange permitted Baxter to print volumes of general 
theological interest, and a~so permitted the books 
1. Grose, "The Religion of Restoration England, u 
P• 227. 
--
2. Baxter, A Defence of the PrinciQles of love, 
I, 36. 
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which contributed to Baxter• s feud with the Independents. 
Ell~ no book on Nonconformity and no defence of the 
Nonconformist positions appeared until after the 
expiration of the Press Act in 1679. 
Baxter's refusa·l to· conform did not lead him to 
break off communion with local parishes of the Church 
of England. It is· true that he withdrew from their 
communions for a short time. He feared that if he 
communed, it would make the lot of the Independents, 
who would not do so, harder.l However he shortly 
began the practice which he was to follow the rest of 
his life. If there·was·a tolerable minister in the 
local church, he resolved to attend the sacrament 
nconstantly ·if I had not • • • the liberty of a 
better, and sometimes if I had. n2 One is tempted 
to comment, obse~,ving this practice, that though he 
was a Nonconformist minister, he often behaved like a 
Conformist layman. If he was no longer a minister 
of the Church,. he still felt he was a member of it by 
virtue of his baptism. In this connection Powicke 
makes a wise observation. 11The wide extent of his 
1. ~., I, 38-40. 
2. Ibid., II, 36. 
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conformity does but serve to prove h0\>1 deeply grounded 
his Nonconformity must have been."l 
1. Pow1cke, Baxter Under the Cross, P• 17. 
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2. Negotiations with the Prelatists 
Baxter and his fellows had not altogether lost 
faith in their plans for reunion. The failure of the Sa-
voy Conference showed how deep and how bitter were 
the prejudices of the Prelatical party. Calamy hoped 
however that a royal declaration might be issued which 
would give indulgence to the Puritans. On December 
26, 1662, the King declared his intent to grant some 
such indulgence, but clearly he intended it to cover 
the Papists as well. In spite of this Mr. Nye, an 
Independent leader, gave his approval. He called on 
Baxter to get his support. · Nye would appear to have 
hit Baxter at a time of deep depression, for Baxter tells 
us "I told him my Resolutions to meddle no more in such 
matters, having incurred already so much hatred and 
displeasure by endeavouring Unity."1 In any case 
Parliament soon sho'1'1ed its disapproval of the King's 
intent by passing the Conventicle Act, and the pro-
J~eeted indulgence was laid aside for the time being. 
Baxter himself soon got over the discouragement 
noted above. He still had hopes that the more moderate 
among the Bishops would prevail upon their fellows to 
compromise somewhat. Thus he was careful to say and 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae· Baxterianae, II, 430. 
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do nothing which might make future return to the Church 
impossible. His willingness to attend C?,mmon Prayer 
was an indiBation of his ·moderation. He took part also 
in successive discussions with church leaders looking to 
such a comprehension. We 'turn now to a detailed examin-
ation of these discussions. 
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I 
i. The Correspondence of 1663 
The debate over the King's proposed Indulgence, 
noted above, aroused considerable public discussion. 
The question was raised whether it is better to have 
toleration or comprehension. There were those who argued 
against any attempt at comprehension, and many saw in , 
their arguments the machinations of the Papists. For 
it appeared to them that the Act of Uniformity had 
deliberately made Conformity difficult in order to 
drive as many out of the Ch~rch as possible. This was 
done, it was argued, by the pro-papal bishops and 
the King. Their reason was alleged to '}:)e that with 
this large group outside the Church·, a general toler-
ation would have a better chance of approval. Thus 
the Puritans saw in this opposition to a comprehension 
Roman attempts to prevent th~ diminution of the group 
outside of the Ohurch, and the consequent lessening 
of pressure for toleration. 1 
Baxter tried to stay out of the debate on whether 
toleration or comprehension was the better procedure. 
However in June 1663, he rec~ived a letter from 11 an 
Honourable Person" who questioned him on the issue. 
We do not know who this person may have been, but 
l. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, II, 432-433. 
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evidently it was someone whose good-will Baxtet' valued; 
:f"or he replied in some detail. 
If' the Comprehension were truly Ohari table;. and 
Catholick, upon the Terms of the Primitive Sim-
plicity in Doctrine, Discipline, and Worship, ex-
tending to all what the Apostles in -their time 
received; it wo.uld end all our Differences and 
Miseries .1 
However he realized only too well that there was little 
likelihood of such a broad comprehension. Thus he 
recommended both comprehension and toleration. The 
latter he felt was necessary, because there were many 
Independents and.others who would not be comprehended 
by any scheme with a chance of acceptance. The former 
he, felt was necessary in order to unite the Church 
as fully as possible in meeting the issues of the day. 
He suggested seven abatements of' pr~valent 
practice as necessary to such a limited comprehension. 
The first two of th~se changes deal with the Act of 
Uniformity. He made the request that the oath of 
~assent and consent" to the three books be dropped 
altogether. He also asked that the portion of' the 
declaration having to do with the obligation which 
may rest on others under the .Solemn League and Covenant 
oath may be omitted. For he argues, it is impossible 
1. Ibid., II, 434. 
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for any person to affirm br deny what obligations may 
rest on another with respect to the oath. 
Two other of the changes he recommends refer to 
the liturgy and the ceremonies preacr1bed. He asks that 
the use of the sign of the cross in Baptism, the 
surplice, and kneeling at the Supper, be made optional. 
B$yond these requests he makes no general demand for a 
reformation of the litrugy. The detailed plans for 
improvement,. his own liturgy, and the many ·changes 
recommended-at Savoy are thus abandoned. All he asks is 
freedom to use o_r refuse the most objectional ceremonies. 
However with this he also asks that no minister be 
required to read the whole liturgy himself, so long as 
he arranges to have ~nether do so in his church and 
so long as he does not preach against the liturgy. 
The retreat in this area from the position held before 
expulsion is clearly a great one. 
Two of his requests deal with ordination. He still 
insists that the oath of obedience to the Diocesan 
should be omitted. But he is willing that all the 
non•Episcopal ordinations of the interregnum should be 
"confirmed" by the Bishops. It is not .reordinatioJ:?..that 
he recommends, but that the Bishops meet together and is-
sue a general confirmation of all those whose ordination 
is in question. Such confirmation would not be con-
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strued as a denial of previous ordination, but only 
as a governmental ft,mction of' the Bishops of the Church 
-' 
of England. 
Hie last recommendations deal~- with church govern-
ment. We hear aga~n of a reformation of the government 
of the Church along the lines recommended by Bishop 
Useher. In this he looks to a system of government-by 
Suffragan Bishops in' each of the rural Deaneries. He 
does not spell out the details of this system here. 
BUt he nowhere insists that these lesser synods should 
have a negative voice which ttlould give them control of 
the Episcopate. He must have been aware that no such 
system would have had a chance of acceptance.l 
With this correspondence we see the beginning of 
a retreat from the positions of Savoy, as Baxter sought 
to gain comprehension and yet obtain sufficient 
concessions in the Anglican system to satisfy hie 
followers •. The retreat became even more noticeable in 
succeeding negotiations. 
1. The foregoin~ summary of Baxter's recommendations 
is the present author a synapsis of Baxter, Religuiae 
~axterianae, II, 434-435· 
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· ii. The Negotiations of 1668 
The manner in which the Puritans stood tip under 
persecution recommended their cause to many of their 
opponents. In particl.'ll·ar: tlrair loyal service in 
London during the great plague of 1665, when most of 
the Conformist ministers abandoned their'flocks, rendered 
them more popular. From that time on they could 
preach more freely in Iondon.l So it was that the way 
was prepared fo~ a more moderate approach to the 
Puritans when the Lord Chancellor, Clarendon, fell 
from favor. Typical of the attitude of the new 
ministry is the following statement from its chief 
member, the Duke of Buckingham • 
.; 
We protest~nts maintain, that none of those opinions 
which Christians differ about are infallible; and 
therefore it is in ue somewhat an inexcusable con-
ception that men might be deprived of their inheritance 
and all the certain conveniences and advantages of 
life, because they will not agr~e with us in our 
uncertain opinions of religion. 
One may argue that his motives were not altogether 
pure. Baxter feared that ~uckingham might be using the 
issue of toleration of Puritan Dissenters as a blind, 
behind which he might arrange for the toleration of the 
I~ ·Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, III, 22. 
2. Quoted in Charles E. Mullett, "Toleration·and 
Persecution in England, 1660-1689'.' C:hurch History, 
18(1949), 31. 
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Roman Catholics as weli. 1 It must be admitted, never-
theless, that whatever their motives, the government 
of the cabal was far more favorable to irenic endeavors 
between Anglican and Dissenter.than was that or 
Clarendon. One straw in the wind appeared when shortly 
after the establishment of the cabal, Bishop ~rley, who 
had been Baxter's nemesis at Kidderminster and Savoy, 
was replaced as Dean of the Chapel Royal by Bishop 
Crofts of Hereford. 2 
In January 1668 Dr. Manton informed Baxter that 
Sir John Barber had approached him on behalf of the 
I.ord Keeper of .the Seal, seeking an int.erview. 
Baxter, Manton, and Bates waited upon Lord Keeper 
Bridgeman shortly thereafte>:, and from him theY. received 
a set of proposals looking to the comprehension of 
their party. At the same time the Lord Keeper suggested 
an indulgence for auch as could not be so easily com-
prehended. ~xter urged a comprehension broad enough 
to include all tolerable Protestants, but Bridgeman 
would not even discuss this proposal. Thereupon Baxter 
agreed to take·part in discussions looking to a 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 28. Page 
28 is misnumbered 36. 
2. Infra, p •. 175. 
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comprehension. He refused to have anything to do with 
the negotiations looking to an Indulgence, lest he be 
thought to favor the toleration of .the Catholics.1 
Bridgeman appointed the Rev. John Wilkins, soon 
to become Bishop of Chester, to carry on the discussions 
with Baxter •. Dr. Wilkins was known to be a sympathetic 
man who was favorably inclined towards the Puritans. 
He had actually written the first set of pl:'oposals which 
Bridgeman submitted to Baxter.2 
Dr. Wilkins proposed that all men who had been 
ordained by other than episcopal instrumentality should 
submit to the imposition of the Bishop 1a· hands and the 
words nTake thou Authority to Preach the Word of God, 
and to Minister the Sacraments in any Congregation of 
the Church of England where thou shalt be lawfull~ 
appointed."3 He also proposed the abandonment of 
all the oaths and subscriptions, except the oaths of 
Allegiance and Supremacy. In their place he suggested 
an approval of the Doctrines, Worship, and Government 
of the Church of England, a promise not to introduce 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, III, 23. 
2. Wilkins was father-in-l~w to Tillotson, who was 
to take the lead in the conversations .. of 1675 and the 
comprehension controversy of 1689. BQth Wilkins and 
Tillotson admired Baxter. 
3. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 25. 
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any doctrines contrary to those of the Church, and a 
promise not to disturb the peace: of the Kingdom. His 
plan also provided for a revision of the Liturgy 
which would leave kneeling at the Supper, bowing at the 
name of Jesus, and using the Sign of the Cross ·in 
Baptism v~luntary. Other ch~nges were to be made 
also, though these were not spelled out in detail. 
It was anticipated that once this revision was complete, 
each pastor would be expected to read .the liturgy 
from his pulpit, assent to its lawfulness, and promise 
to use it.l 
Baxter· immediately submitted his strictures, 
and some additional proposals. There was quick agreement 
on the additional suggestions which were designed to· 
guarantee good discipline in each ch.urch.. Accordingly 
he requested that no one should be allowed to commune 
without making an adult confession_of faith. Those 
who are proved to deride or scorn Christianity or who 
will not live in accord' with Christ's commands are to 
be excluded from the communion. This reserves the 
disciplinary bontrol 6f-his flock to the pastor, 
where Baxter believed.it belonged. Wilkins also granted 
the iegitimacy of small meetings for the ureading of 
l. Ibid., II, 25-26. Page 20 is misnumbered 34. 
th~ Scripture or any good books, or repeating publick 
Sermons, and praying, and singing Psalms to God, whilst 
they do it under the inspection of the Ministers.u 
These presumably would be Anglican meetings only, for 
the others wo"tlld be co"'(ered by the portion of the proposals 
which dealt> with toleration. It would seem that 
Baxter, like Wesley in a later day. feared that many 
small Anglican groups.might yet be persecuted as 
conventicles. Another addition approved by Wilkins r1as 
Baxter 1 s request that Bishops and Chancellors be 
prohibited from the exercise of arbitrary jurisdiction. 
However he refused to pe.rmit appeal to the civil courts 
in cases of dispute, as Baxter at first requested.l 
Two sticking pointe appeared in their dis6ussions 
however. The first was the matter of ordination. Bax-
. ter was unwilling to have thE3 laying on of hands 
repeated., though he would. grant the Bishop 1 s right to. 
meet each individual and'commission or license bim to 
serve in the Church of England. He w.anted the· individ-
ual to have the right to state in advance that he did 
not renounce his ordination. Wilkins would·not 
allow such an announcement, and for a time it ·appeared 
that the plan would founder on this disciplinary reef. 
1. Ibid., III, 27-28. Misnumbered as 35-36. 
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However Baxter gave way by permitting the imposition of 
hands. Wilkins, in return, granted that they might so 
v~ord the article as expressly to repudiate any signi.fi-
cance in the laying on of hands beyond mere blessing and 
licensing. Thus the collation was changed to read, 
'~':rake thou ~sal Authority to preach the word of G'od. nl 
The second disagreement had to do with the oath 
of nassent and consent. 11 It will be recalled that 
an approval of the Doctrine, Worship, and Government of' 
the Church of England had been proposed as a substitute 
for the hated oath. The declaration \vas too general :for 
B~xter 1 ~ taste, and he requested that the prescribed 
,.. .~ 
assent be required only to the Scriptures, the 
C:r-eed,and the pur-ely doctrinal articles among the 
thirty-nine. Wilkins answered that a separate assent 
to the Sc~iptures was unnecessary, since that is 
covered by the Articles. Baxter·~. reply was that he 
agreed to the Articles because they agree ~ith the 
Scriptures, not the Scriptures because they are 
af:f'irmed in the Articles. Wilkins :finally agreed 
to the following oath~ 
1. Ibid., III, 35. Italics the present author'=~ 
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I do hereby profess ~nd declare my unfeigned belief 
of the Holy Canonical Scriptures as the infallible, 
intire, and perfect Rule of Divine Faith, and Holy 
Living, supposing the Laws of Nature; and also my 
belief in all the Articles of the Creed and of the 
36 Articles of Doctrine and Sacraments of the Church 
of England .l 
When the theologians had .agreed, Sir Matthew 
Hale, Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, prepared an 
act to be presented to Parliament embodying their 
agreement. Besides the prbvisions above :for comprehension, 
a plan for toleration was also recommended. The act 
proposed toleration for all who would profess belief 
in Jesus Christ as the head of the Chu~ch; in the Scrip-
tures as the infallible, entire, and ·perf'ect rule of 
faith and life; and in the Apostles•, Nicene, and 
Athanas ian creeds; and who would agree not .to make 
attacks on doctrine1 worship or government established 
in the Church of Englando2 
It will be seen that Baxter gave up som_e more 
ground in the interest of good relations with the 
Establishment. The most notable example of this 
retreat is to be seen in the absence of any reference 
to Ussher's system of church government. Baxter 
explains that this was because he had been told in 
advance that no basic change in the form of church 
1. Ibid .. 
2. Ibid., IX+, 35-36. 
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government was possible.1 Even so, his abrupt aban-
donment or the system he had so strongly urged heretofore 
indicates that it was in his mind only a desirable 
means to a comprehnsion not a necessary feature of 
poli~y. In this same connection, we should note that 
though he won his point and was exempted from giving 
assent to· the three governmental articles of the 
thirty-nine; still he had to live under a church 
government organized in accordance with those three 
articles. 
Baxter also gave some ground on the issue of 
ordination. He actually permitted the imposition of 
hands. Of course it was to be made clear that this 
imposition was not reordination, but only the licensing 
of a man to fill a particular benefice in the 04urch 
of England. Ba~ter justifies himself by arguing 
that though the ordination is genuine, still for 
good church government the Btshops have the right to 
give a specific commission to a man ·:fo...~ that part of 
the Church Universal known as the Church of England. 
One must say however that it looked like reordination 
in all outward forms; and one imagines that had the 
plan gone into effect, many Analicans would have felt 
they had won a great ·victory. 
1. .!E15!.. , III, llO • · 
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As far as the liturgy is concerned, Baxter gained 
some ground. He promised to read the liturgy, when 
it had been reformed; but for the present he and his 
followers were given freedom to use it or not. In 
view of the Savoy fiasco, Baxter must have known how 
hard such a reform of the liturgy would be to accomplish; 
but as long as he and his followers were not compelled 
to use the present book, he could grant future confer-. 
mity to a prayer book "to be agre~d upon .. ". Baxter believed 
that about 1400 of the excluded would have conformed 
under these conditions.l 
The bill had strong supporters. We have already 
mentioned Bridgeman and Hale. Baxter's longtime friend,· 
the Earl of Manchester, was also favorably impressed. 
The King and Buckingham intended to give it support, 
possibly because Roman Catholics might slip in under 
the provisions for a toleration.· However, when 
the bill was about ready to be presented, Wilkins dis-
cussed them~tt<e!!' with Bishop Ward, hoping to gain his 
assistance. Instead this worthy notified 
the other bishops of thb plan, and they undertook 
to defeat it. 
1. Ibid., III, 36. 
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The report was circulated that the King proposed 
to tolerate the Nonconformists; and the cry ~the church 
in danger" found eager listeners. Pepus was present in 
the House of Commons Feb •. 10, 1668t when the matter 
came up for discussion. He reports that the house 
did mie;htily and generally inveigh against it 
• • • Land urged] • • • that if any people had a 
mind to bring any new laws into the House, about 
religion, they might come as a proposer of new laws 
did in Athens, with ropes about their necks.l 
-:Ifue bill was never presented to the House. 
In the following months Archbishop Sheldon issued 
a circular to his Bishops, requesting them to send him 
accounts of all the conventicles in ·their dioceses, and 
whether they might easily be suppressed by the civil 
magistrate. With· this information at hand he prevailed. 
upon the King to issue a proclamation for the better 
execution of the repressive legislation.l 
l.Samuel Pepys, Diary, .ed. Henry B. Wheatley · 
(london; (f. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923) , VII, 312-313. 
2. Neal, H~atory of the Puritans, IV, 462. 
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iiie ':Che Declaration of Indulgence:, 1672 
',• 
Agitation for increased toleration of N~nconformists 
continued even after the failure of the plans of 1668~ 
In that year John Humfrey: wrote urging tolerat;ton and 
defending his. own Nonconformity., though he did not 
dare sign his own name to the document, since it 
was issued without a license.l Humfrey 1 sbook was 
bitterly controversiaiD 1 and so was not likely to·encourage 
peaceful endeavors. 
More promising was a petition circulatea in 1671 
among Conformist clergymen. Baxter was behind the 
petition, and he seems ifo have hoped he could get the 
signatures of a large number of Conformist clergy on 
this appeal for Qetter treatment for the Nonconformists. 
It said in part: 
We, therefore, humbly profess the grief of our hearts 
for this unhappy breach. ~ 9 • And, therefore, 
humbly make it our petition that all worthy men who 
will subscribe to the doctrine of the Church of 
England in the thirty-nine Articles • • • and will 
take the o~ths of supremacy and allegiance, and 
promise to live peaceably may be capable of places 
in the public ministry ... ~ • And that those who 
take the aforesaid oaths and subscriptions but cannot 
use the liturgy or ceremonies ••• may yet have 
leave to preach that Gospel which we. all agree in, in 
such Churches where2the said liturgy and ceremonies are used by others. 
1. [Jolin Humfrey], A Defense of the Proposition 
(London: n.p., 1668). . 
2. Powicke, ffaxter Under the Cross, pp. 270-271 .. 
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There is nothing new in this petition. The suggested 
subscription parallels that recommended to Wilkins and 
approved by him. The implied willingness to have the 
present liturgy read, even though Baxter is unwilling 
to read it himself~ parallels the suggestion in the 
Correspondence of 1663. However, he ~1as unable to find 
any.minister willing to present the petitiop as his 
ow~ and the matter was dropped.l 
There were, however, some Conformist defenders 
of a wider toleration and a comprehension. Such a 
man was the anonymous author of The Grounds of Unity 
in Religion.2 His intent is the comprehension of the 
major part ofthe Dissenters within the Church of England, 
for he believed that the extremists would disappear 
once a truly united Church of England was a reality. He 
argued that the Nonconformists continue to exist by 
the 11 loving connivance and indulgenceu3 of Churchmen 
who admit there is justice in their claims. Many of 
l. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 87. 
2~ '.Atio~nymous, The Grounds of Unity in Religion 
(:it.c.; n.p., 1672). The present author_ assumes' that the 
writer of this anonymous work was an Anglican, because 
he seems to identify him_self with the Anglican cause 
in.generat; and because the unexpressed antecedent 
of the pronoun "us," as used on pp 5-6, is clearly 
the Established Church Party. 
3. Ibid. ' p • 5 . 
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his passages could have come from Baxter's own pen. 
For there is nothing conduceth mo~e to unity and 
peace then by t~king o'1!f and reducing the general 
Factions of Religion, which is done by enlarging the 
bosom of the Church and taking off thing~ that are 
cavild at, provided only they are Circumstantialls, 
as commonly they are, a~d not the materials and 
Essentials of Religion. . · 
It is against this background of concern over 
the silencing of many good ministers that the King's 
Declaration of Indulgence of 1672 must be seen. The 
King announced that by the e~ercise of his prer-ogatives 
he would suspend all the penal laws. MOreover he 
would license certain teachers as well as places for 
their teaching, so long as theee places were kept 
open to .all comers and the preaching therein was neither 
seditious nor prejudicial to the discipline or govern-
ment of the Church of England. Papists were included, 
though their worship was confined to their homes. 
~censes were to be had for a specific building, for 
a teacher of a specific congregation, and for teachers 
at large.2 
The reaction of the Nonconformists was divided. 
Some rejoiced, but otherst Baxter among them, were 
suspicious of the motives behind the Declaration. They 
feared the freedom it gave to the Roman catholics. 
1. Ibid. 
2. Bate, The Declaration of Indulgence, p. 95. 
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The meeting of the Nonconformist ministers in London 
refused to submit a petition of thanks to the King 
because of this fear, and because they anticipated 
that such an indulgence might make future comprehension 
even more difficult~ 1 
Baxter gave considerable thought to the matter 
before applying for a license. His profession of faith 
at this time is that· of one who is ttmerely Christian. 11 
He denies member_ship in any sect. The church of which 
he is a member is rather 11 the Universality of Christians.u 
He affirms his preference for a primitive Episcopacy 
like that described by Ignatius and· Cyprian~ He 
affirms his loyalty to the King, but also notes his 
inability to take the oath of "assent and consent" and 
the Oxford Oath. On these grounds, he concludes, 
11 I humbly crave his majest,ie' s license to preach the 
GOspel 'with a Non obstante to my Nonconformity. n 2 
Having applied for his own license, Baxter 
characteristically sat down and wrote a defense of his 
action and an attack upon those Who would nsacrfulef5i9US-l.y: 
desert the holy ministry. n3 He argues that there are 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 99. 
2. Quoted in Powicke, ·Baxter Under the Cross, p. 72. 
3. [Richa~d Baxter], Sacrilegious Desertion 
(n~c~: n.p., 1672). 
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situations where the Nonconformist minister is justified 
in seeking a license under the Declaration·. These 
are where the .parish is too big to be fully served by 
the parish church, where the parish priest is no-
toriously incapable of.the cure of souls, where a good 
Nonconformist had, in.l662, bee~ replaced by a bad 
CRnformist, and where honest Separatists are leaving 
the Establishment anylrlay and so need ministerial 
leadership.l Preaching in such cases is nothing new. 
He argues that the King's Declaration is granting them 
only what the Nonconformists were already doing and 
indeed had to be doing if they were to do their 
duty to their call~ng. 
The Nbnconformists did before take such preaching 
and meetings to be lawful, and a duty in respect of 
the Law of God, where they had opportunity to use 
them •••• they take it for a double sin, to 
neglect a dut$ when they have Idberty granted them by 
the Xing to perform it •••• To what purpose is it 
then among Christians to question whether Men make 
it lawful for Christa Consecrated Ministers to preach, 
when God commandeth it.2 
It is with such arguments as these, notably that there 
were too many parishioners in St. Martin's Parish, 
London, that he justified himself' in undertaking a 
regular pastoral charge in the St. James area of London. 
1. Ibid.~ pp. 13-14. 
2 • . Ibid • ' p • 46 • 
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Baxter does not stop with defending the right of 
the Nonconformists to accept the Indulgence. He also 
addresses a part of his attention to the peaceable 
Conformists. He urges them not to break in§o open 
warfare with the good Nonconformists who now will be 
working.openly in their parishes. For he sees the 
InduJ.gence of 1672 only as a start toward something 
better. He asks the Conformists to 
yet ~etition for us, _or rather for the Church of 
Christ, that upon the foresaid terms we·may be, if 
possible, taken in to the established Ministry, 
If not, yet tolerated as Lecturers under you in such 
Churches, where the Ministers desire us, not taking 
ani of their maintenance1from them, but .. trusting God for our daily bread.. · 
Here we see Baxter, who· desires comprehension, using 
. the lesser grant of an Indulgence· to work for the 
greater blessing of true church unity. One 
wonders, on the other hand, whether the preaching 
under the Indulgence actually did con·tribute to· better 
understanding, and whether it would have led to greater. 
unity had it been parmi tted to continue. One fea.rs 
that Anglican contact with Nonconformist ministers, who 
might have been less peaceful than Baxter himself, 
would· have led to conflict. Such conflict would only 
have confirmed those inclined towards repression in their 
1. Ibid., p. 137. 
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ideas while it might have antagonized many ministers 
who otherwise would have be~n inclined towards a 
aomprehepsion. 
ln any caset we have no way of knowing what the 
outcome might have 'tll:mn.. Charles II had acted to sus-
pend an act. of ·parliament. Elizabeth I could probably 
have gotten away with such an act of prerogative. 
Charles I might have been abl~ to do it. But Charles 
II had to deal with a Parliament. that knew its own power. 
In 1673 Commons refused. to grant mon~y in support of 
the throne until the Declaration had be,en \vi thdrawn. 
At the same time, in February, '1673, a bill was 
introduced in Parliament to grant toleration to 
Protestant Dissenters. Eowever the bill was defeated 
in the Lords by .a combination of the Bishops, who 
wanted no toleration whatever, and the Court par-ty, 
who feared that such an act would leave the Catholics 
isolated~l 
1. Bate, The Declaration of Indulgence, pp. 126-127. 
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iv. The Correspondence of 1673 
The closing months of 1672 and the early months 
of 1673 saw growing fear and distrust of Roman Cathol-
icism in England. The· secret passages of the Treaty 
of.Dover, where~n Charles II guaranteed to turn 
England Catholic, were not yet public; but many feared 
something of the kind.. The i'nclusion of the Catholics 
in the Declaration of 1672 confirmed many of their 
fears of Roman dominance. This fear, combined with 
resentment at the King 1 s misuse of his prerogatives, 
led to Parliament 1 s forcing the withdrawal of the 
Declaration and passing the Test Act .1 The fear of 
Rome also prepared the way for the next attempt to 
discover means to a comprehension. 
Sometime late in 1673 the Earl of Orery2 
approached Baxter to ask him to draw up terms which he 
thought would satisfy the Nonconformists, so that the 
Church of England might make a united front against 
Popery. Baxter replied in a letter dated December 15, 
1 .. This notorious act went far beyond the Eliza-
bethan Act of Supremacy. It required that all the holders 
of any civil or military office in the nation should 
:take:.·the oath of supremacy, should make a declaration 
against .transubstantiation, and should· take the Sacramen~ 
in the Anglican manner.· 
. 2. This is the same Lord Broghill, now an Earl, who 
appointed Baxter to the Cpmmittee on the "Fundamentals 
of Religion. n Supra, p. ~37. 
1673. He noted that he would like a major change in 
the government of the Church, along_lines suggested by 
Ussher, but did not submit his requests in this matter 
because he was sure they would be refused. However he 
was eager to st•rt negotiations with some of the more 
peaceable clergy of the Establishment. 
I am confident, were but Dr~ Stillingfleet~ Dr. 
Tillotson, or any such moderate Men appointed to 
consult with two or three of us, on the safe and 
needful terms of Concord, we should agree in a 
Week's time.l -
Unfortunately for the future of this correspondence, 
Orery turned the list over to Bishop Moraey of- Win-
chester.2 
Baxter's proposals were presented under seven 
heads. The first deals with the oaths required by the 
Act of Uniformity. In the place of these declarations 
he suggests a subscription to the doctrinal statements 
of the Church of England--i.e. thirty-aix of the thirty-
nine Articles and the Homilies. In addition they 
would make a declaration against revolution and any 
unlawful attempts to reform the Church. The_second 
1. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, III, 110. 
2. ~eorge Morley, Bishop of Winchester, was the 
man who as Bishop of Worcester excluded Baxter from 
Kidderminster, and led the opposition to the Furitan 
program at the Savoy Conference. 
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proposal is an attempt to provide for the ministers 
who will be returned by such agreement. He suggests 
t~at they be made lecturers~ assistant vicars, and 
school teachers. The third proposal provides for 
free meetings of peopl~ for p~ayer and religious 
reading, without the use of the ~turgy. 
'llh.e fou,rth proposal is a detailed l.istipg 
of changes recol):imended in theLiturgy. We fina the 
usual request that the Sign of the Cross in Baptism, 
kneeling at the Sacrament, the appointment of God-
parents to covenant for a child ·in Baptism, and the 
surpli_ce may all be optional. He also makes the 
familiar plea for the maintenance of parish dis-
cipline. Thus the minister is to be permitted to 
refuse the sacrament of the Holy Communion ·to any who 
have not made a credible adult profession of faith. 
However he seems to have retr-eated on his requirement 
that the minister shall have full power of ~xcommun­
ica·tion. This is indicated by an appeal that the 
courts of·the .Bishop be reformed to speed up disciplinary 
decisions, so that the pastor will not be forced to be 
long absent in testifying to the misdeeds of his par-
ishioners. However Baxter still insists that the pastor· 
retain the right to refuse to publish excommunications 
issued by a lay chancellor, should he think them unfair. 
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We seem to see here another adjustment.of Baxter's 
idea t6' a form of church government which he is unable 
to change. He also suggests a proviSion which would 
enable a minister to conform by reading the liturgy, 
or "mbst of it," once a quarter; while a lecturer would 
not have to read it at all. 
Baxter's.fifth proposal deals with the perennial 
problem of order~, and is essentially a restatement 
of the agreement with Wilkins in 1668. There is to be 
no reordination, but each minister. is to. be required 
to receive a document ora verbal commission granting 
"legal authoritytt to exerc'ise his mini.stry in the 
Church of England. Re~unciation of previous ordination 
is not to be made· a precondition of such a license. 
His sixth proposal requests t.hat no man may be 
imprisoned because he is·an excommunicatet unless 
he is also guilty of civil crimes deserving of such 
punishment. His final proposal was that there might 
be toleration of tolerable ones who were still unable to 
conform even under these condi.tions.1 
Morley's comments upon Baxter•s proposals were, 
to say the least, spi.rited. We shall not examine 
each of them in detail, for we can gather his attitude 
1. The foregoing is a summary of the proposals 
listed in Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, III, 110-113. 
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and his concessions from one or two brief quotations 
from his reply. 
I cannot think the maker of these Propo$als could 
imagin that anv, much less all of them would or 
could be agreed to •••• Or that if the Non-confor-
mists were, upon such Terms as these permitted to 
exercise their Ministry· • • • thil? would be a m·eans 
to help our lamentable Divisions that are now among 
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us: unless he will say that the best expedient to 
suppress Schism, is _to embrace and r.eward Schismaticks. 1 
Not one concession of any magnitude would he make, for 
the only certain and safe v;ay of healing these. 
Divisions (as I conceive) is for all that are· taken· 
into the Church. to submit to on~ and the same Rule, 
as well in Agend~s as Credendis, as well in cir-
,:-:·:·~cumstantials and ceremonials as in Substantials and 
Essentials, as wel~ 1~ mE)Xlner, as in the matterof 
Religious Worship. · · . . 
Baxter's proposals were returned to him with the 
bishop's strictures. Baxter wrote a series of answers 
which appear in his autobiography side by side with 
· Morley 1 s comments. M~rley 's sarc.asm ·called forth 
similar language from Haxter, and this correspondence 
·too, came to a woeful enQ,. 
1. 1:Q!fl., III, 131. 
2. ~., III, 132-133. 
v. The Negotiations of 1675 
In 1673 Baxter had suggested Dr. Tillotson, or 
Dr. St11lingfleet, as Anglican negotiants in a meeting 
looking to reunion. In 1675 he was approached by the 
very pair he had suggested. Tillotson was already v·ean 
of Canterbury, and Stillingfleet was shortly to 
receive the appointment as Dean of St~ Pauls. Both 
had fine reputations as rising young churchmen. 
Both would become bishops after the 1!-lor.ious Revolution, 
and both would serve on the Commission of 1689.1 
They were commissioned in 1675 to approach the 
Nonconformis.ts by Bishops Ward of Salisbury and Morley 
of Winchester.2 
Baxter, whatever his personal rese:t'vatiQns, 
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negotiated freely with ~illotson·and Stilling:f'leet. He :f:"elt 
them to be sincere, even if their backe~s ~ere not-
Other Puritans also sat in on~th• discussions, includin~ 
Bates, Jacomb, Corbet, and H\amphrey~ They progressed 
1. Infra, pp. 259~296. 
2·. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 157. 
We may imagine that Baxter was fol:"ewarned, of .the probable 
outcome of the negotiations by the auspices under which 
he was approached. Ward had contributed to the failure 
.of the plan of 1668 by spreading the story of the nego-
tiations among the other Bishops. Morley, Baxter's 
nemesis at Savoy and Xidderminster, had demolished the 
negotiations begun a bare two years previous~y by the Earl 
of Orery. 
rapidly in a friendly atmosphere. Baxter prepared one 
possible bill for a comprehension 1 and then another in 
the light of the Anglicans~ suggestions. Finally they 
found a set of proposals to which both sides to the 
argument could give asse~t. The plan was, of course, not 
all either side would have liked; but it was a ~­
compromise under which both could agree to live 
together in peace. 
The proposed bill consists of seven articles. 
The first conta·in.a:: the familiar exemption from the 
oa~hs and subscriptions of the Act of Uniformity and 
the Five Mile Act. In place of these guarantees 
the Nonconformist clergy promised to make the 
. . 
oaths of Allegiance and Supremacy, and undertake 
ministerial fidelity to the Bishop at ordination. 
They also were to subscribe the doctrine and sacraments 
of the Church of England and declare against rebellion 
against the King or his appointees. They promised to 
endeavor to change the government of church or state 
only by lawful means. Compromise is to be seen 
here. Baxter has given up his demands for freedom 
from an oath of Episcopal obedience as a. condition of 
ordination. The Anglicans have admitted that it is 
legitimate to try to change the government of the Church 
so. long as it is done by peac~ful legal means. 
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The second article in the proposed act deals with 
the liturgy. Again some give and take is to be observed. 
Baxter agreed to read the whole liturgy at least twice 
yearly himself. The Anglicans consented that greater 
frequency was not necess~ry as long as some oqe of the, 
ministers of the church in which such a Nonconformist 
served read it regularly. Baxter has given more than 
he conceded to MOrley, and the Anglicans too have 
moderated their d-emands. Certain ceremonies were 
granted by the Anglicans to be optional, including the 
familiar ones--the Sign of the dross in Baptism, the 
Surplice, kneeling at the Sacrament. Four other 
practices were also made voluntary_. These are the 
use of-Godparents to covenant for a child instead of 
parents, the r~ading of passages from the Apocrypha 
in the service, the app?--ication of excommunication 
against conscience, and the use of the words in the 
burial service implying the salvation of the deceased, 
even if he has not communicated regularly or is under 
suspension, should the pastor think these words are 
unjustified in the given case.l This is a far retreat 
1·~·~cT:O.e;'!Yhrase.~obaeoted to is the following: 
"Forasmuch as it hath pleased Almighty' God of his 
~reat mercy to take to himself the soul of our dear 
~rother •• :W Italics the present autho~. 
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from Baxter 1 s ideals of the proper function of local 
church discipline. Presumably excommunication is still 
to be had only through the Bishop 1 s courts; and the 
mirtister retains only the negative voice, since he 
may refuse to publish the excommunication if he feels 
it unjust. Perhaps there were private promises that 
. . 
the ecclesiastical· courts .would be speeded up, _or pro-
vision would be made to better administer local dis-
cipline. But the fact remains that this compromise 
leaves local discipline in the hands of the Bishop. 
The th~rd heading of the proposed act deals wit.h 
ordination. There is to be no laying of hands or 
r~6rdination. Each man, whose orders are in question, 
is to present himself before his Bishop to receive a 
written document which grants him legal authority 
to exercise his office in the Church of England. 
This is slightly better, as a compromise, than Baxt.er 
had gotten from Wilkins. in 1668. There is no laying on 
of hands, and the mshops are required to act. 'l'hey 
may not,; at their discretion, refuse to issue such 
a document to one presbyterially ordained. Perhaps 
one- might liken their action to that of a Methodist 
Conference which accepts a Congregationalist minister 
into the Conference by recognition of orders. 
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The fourth proposal in the act seeks to protect 
from persecution as conventicles the small meetings for 
religious conversation and reading, which fail to use 
liturgy. The fifth provision voids the oaths under the 
Corporation Act. The sixth provides for the toleration 
of all who will make the foll<hwing affirmation: 
I A. B. do unfeignedly stand to myBaptismal Covenant 
and do believe all the Articles of the Creeds called 
the Apostles, Nicene 1 and Constantinopolitane; and 
the truth of the holy Canonical Scriptures, and do 
renounce all that is contrary hereto.l 
The seventh article provides for the civil punishment 
of any who preach rebellion, sedition, or against the 
government or liturgy of the Church. 2 
The last provision was a considerable concession 
to the Anglicans. Baxter had agreed at earlier meetings 
to remain silent and not preach against the government 
of the Church, but he had not openly agreed to civil 
punishment of those .who disobeyed. He was usually much 
opposed to the imposition of civil penalties for eccles-
iastical offenses. Presumably he was led to make this 
concession by an argument that pr-eaching against the 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxter-ianae, III, 159. 
Presumably Roman Catholics would be excluded from this 
toleration on the grounds that they could not credibly 
·make the final renunciation. 
2. The above provisions are summarized from the 
text of the propos.ed aqt in ibid,, III, 158-160. 
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government of the Church wae in effect sedition against 
the state. But if this requirement were strictly in-
terpreted, one cannot but wonder what "legal means" 
for the reformation of the church government would be 
left for Article I of the agreement to apply to. 
Could one even have gone into a meeting of Convocation 
to urge a more representative church govennment, or 
the establishment of Suffragan Bishops in rural deaneries, 
without laying oneself open to persecution in the 
civil courts? We may be permitted to doubt it. 
Of course the issue mentioned above never arose. 
When Baxter and his party and the two Anglican priests 
were agreeg, Tillotson waited upon the Bishop of Salis-
bury with their proposals. Evidently he soon came to 
understand that the Bishop felt he had made too many 
concessions, and he wrote Baxter on April 11, 1675 to 
break the bad news to him. Tillotson then withdrew 
himself from future negotiations, evidently fearful 
for his own reputation and future preferment. Some of 
the more relevant passages from his letter follow. 
I do heartily desire an a:ccomodation • • • and shall 
all'iays endeavor it; but I am sure it will be a pre-
judice to me, and ~ignify nothing to the effecting 
the thing, which as circumstances are, cannot pass in 
either house without the concurrence of a·:;.consider:-:-
able part of the bishc;p9 and the countenance of ~ 
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ma .1estyl which at present I ~ little reason to 
expect. 
'The discussion with Stillingfleet and Tillotson 
·~.w.ae:, with one exception, the last time Baxter had 
formal discussions looking to union with the Anglicans. 
In 1680 he had some conversations with Dr. Crowther, 
but after three days the discussions were brokeri off.2 
So we. may say that the meeting with Stillingfleet and 
Tillotson marks the end of the road which Baxter had 
hoped would lead to comprehension. We have noted his 
retreats on many matters from the proposals of changes 
that were thought desirabl-e in 1660-1661. \~e may then 
look on the agreement of 1675 as the minimum acceptable 
terms if comprehension were to be accomplished. 
The discussions of 1668 and those of 1675 seem 
to show that , had the Anglicans re~dily sought and 
really desired reunion, there was no reason why:~.i t 
could not have been aooomplishedo When men of good 
will and sincere intentions sat down together, agreement 
soon appeared. ·Unfortunately men of another sort always 
hovered in the background to frustrate all hopeful efforts. 
l. Ibid., III, 157-158. 
2. Baxter himself does not mention this meeting 
in the main body of his autobiography. We know of it 
only fr-om a document appended to the work by Sylvester. 
Ibid., Appendix, 121-122. · 
' 
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·. ·:·,.,·.~y ~·--,.-,,.: ·/.:~-· ·v-·.•r 
;·'. 
Thus, the long discussions eventually had little 
- -
positive effect. Baxter's judgement on the negotiations 
of 1668 might serve as an epitap~ to the whole fifteen 
years of negotiation. 11EUt after all this, \ve were as 
before, and the talk of ~berty did but occasion the 
writing of many bitter Pamphlets against Toleration."1 
1. Ibid., III, 38. 
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·vi. Contemporary Anglican Sentiments 
Because of the P:r-ess A.ct, these years we:r-e relatively 
silent ones for Baxter; but the same cannot be said 
for Anglican pamphleteers. Men of every sentiment 
from extreme high Anglicanism to extreme compromisers 
sat down to write their opinions and get them published. 
Most noted of the peaceably inclined authors wae Herbert 
Croft, B~sb.op of H~refor~. In 1675 lb.e wrote a most 
remarkable tract which proposed t~e Apostles' Creed 
as the only necessary basis of a union. 1 He argues, 
nThe PrimitiV!S Ohuroh received this [Apostles' Creed] 
as the sum total of Fatth necessary to Salvation; 
Why not now?" 2 Since this is true, there would beno 
compulsion in matters of religion, for "you may force 
a man to say this or that, but not 'to believe it •. n3 
This does.not mean that he denies the King's right to 
command certain things, or the peoples' duty to obey 
such commands when they are made. However the 
King should be cautious. 
1. {Herbert-.Croft], The Naked Truth (n.c .• : 
n. p • , 1675 ) • 
2. Ibid. ' p. 1. 
2. Ibid. , p • 2 .. 
As a [sic] Children, are to obey the~r Parents, so 
ParentB ought not to provoke their Children to 
disobedience, by imposing unnecessary things and very 
offensive ., • • especially spiritual Parents, styl' d 
the Ministers of. God, w~o is love.1· 
Bishop Croft was not a1one in his pleas for toler-
4 
ance and open-mindedness in the approach to the Noncon-
formists. The li·terature on the subject is enormous, 
and we can mention only one ... or two examplee. The anony-
mous pamphlet, Ghristian Unity Exhorted to, is a fervent 
plea to seek Christian ~Unity not in forme of \<Jorehip 
but in the power of Godliness. For were God in us all 
we could not but be united.2. The fact that both Croft. 
and the author of the book last cited printed their 
wor~s anoriymously, and without license, indicates 
that their position wa~ not popular. 
Gilbert Burnet, later a bishop and one 
who favored the comprehension plan of 1689, bitterly 
. . . 
attacked Croft's Naked Truth. It seemed to him to suggest 
that the E.stablishment ·should take· the first steps towards 
peace by abating some of its demands. To him it seemed 
' ' -
that the Nonconformists must t~ke the initial steps to 
return. ln 1676 we find him penning the following 
remarkable lines: 
1. Ibid., p .. 16. 
~. Anonymous, Christian Unitv Exhorted to 
(n • c. : n. p. , 1678) • 
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[If they] did but propose a clear scheme of what they 
would submit to, and on what terms they would again 
enter into the Communion of the Church, then I am 
confident that such candid dealing will find an: 
entertainment beyond what they can justly hope for. 1 
One is driven to.wonder where Mr. Burnet had been for 
fifteen years. Of course 1 he was only sixteen at the 
time of the S~voyConference, but he should have been 
aware that Baxter and his·fellows had presented many 
schemes since 1~60, only to see them all. rejected. 
And whatever the defects of these s.chemes, lack of 
clarity cannot be charged against them. One is inclined 
to see in this statement .evidence that many of the Con-
fo~ists had no idea of what proposals had been made and 
did not actually ·understand many of the issues being 
contested. 
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This conclusion is further.reinforced_by a. book 
published in'l675. The author seems to know of the changes 
then under dis~ussion; thought he clearly does not know 
just what was then proposed. One paragraph illustrates 
the complete misunderstanding of the Baxterian position 
which, one fears 1 was· all t·oo common in Restoration 
England. He tells us ~hat the Baxterian party argued 
in favor of a comprehension saying; 
1. Gilbert Burnet, A Modest Survey of. the Most 
Considerable Things in a Discourse Lately PGblished 
Entitled Naked Truth (London: Moses Pitt, 1676), p. ·a 
that if that be y:t:~lded to, there will be then no 
need at all of Toleration; for by that means the 
Church will be so strong by the accession of her 
new Friend~ that she may safely contemn, and by their 
help easily overcome all her other Enemies; and wi thall 
they are Persons already so very near us, that there 
are no-ne but inconsiderable matters in debate between 
us; fo.r they allow Episcopacy, approve the Liturgy, 
abhore Sacriledge, believe our Articles, and a!ready 
can ~nd do communicate.in our Publick Worship. 
. . 
The errors are many and significant.· Baxter did not 
believe in a comprehension without a toleration, for 
he realized that there were practices which were 
tolerable which yet the Ohurch would.not be willing 
to permit within itself. Therefore the proposed bill 
of 1675 had contained an article providing for a wide 
toleration. Certainly he would never have joined in 
any such persecution of other Dissenters as To~kins 
suggests. Baxter did not approve 11 then Liturgy~ 
.. 
but "a" ·liturgy. H~ did not allow "Epi·sqopacy," 
but only a very special kind thereof'. He did not 
approve ''our Articles, 11 but only the ·doctrinal 
portion of the Articles. With so many misapp~ehensions 
about \<That it was that the Dissente·rs actually desired, 
it is not too surprising that he came to the conclusion 
that the Comprehension plan 
1 •. [Thomas T.o~kins], The Modern Pleas :for Compre-
hension (London: R. Royston, 1675l, PP• 135-136. 
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amounts to no more than a pretty artirice of saving 
the Reputation·of about a dozen ·Persons, who are sick 
of their present Separation from the Church, and stand 
in need of a plausible Pretence under which to re-
turn unto it: Ti;l.eir credit will no·t suffer them 
to renounce their olct Pri~ciples, andthey are weary 
of s~icking long to them. ' 
To grant such a cpmprehension would probably not attract 
the follo~ers of these discredited leaders and would only 
subject the Church to further attack from the censer-
vatives. 
l. Ibid .. ' p. 77. 
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3. Negotiations with the Independents 
During the period of ·the Commonwealth 1 it will 
be recalled, Baxter had undertaken some conversations 
.with the Independents.1 He had disapproved the meeting 
of the Congregational churches in September-October 1658 
to produce the Savoy Declaration of Faith. That act 
seemed to him to confirm them as a distinct organiz-
ation, thus complicating future negotiations. However 
this did not stop him in 1668 from ini tiat4:ng new 
negotiations with John Owen, looking to a future 
reunion of their parties. 
l. Sup~a, pp. 47-53. 
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1. ~he Owen Negotiations 
John Owen was a leader of the conservative wing 
of the Independent party. Indeed he had been a pro-
fessed Presbyterian until 1645. In 1668 he published 
a book which led Baxter to believe that he·· was 
rejecting two of the more dangerous principles of 
Independency--i. e. their arrogating the Power of the 
Keys to the people, and their re.fusing it to their 
pastors. Accordingly he approached Owen and suggested 
that they begin negotiations looking to the union of 
their parties. They agreed that the meetings would 
be limited to themselves alone. Baxter feared that 
agreement would be more difficult if there were other 
parties present. They also determined to make their 
meetings secret, so that their failure, if they failed, 
would not discourage others. Moreover their success, 
if they succeeded, would be the more useful if emotions 
had not been previously z,aroused by rumors of their pro-
gress or lack of it. 1 
They met several times in the closing months of 1668, 
and at one of their meetings Owen asked Baxter to pre-
pare and :formulate in writing his understanding or their 
1. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, III, 62. 
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areas of agreement. Baxter did so, and when his first 
list was too detailed he prepared a second list and 
submitted that to Owen. We do not have these pro-
positions, and know only what Baxter tells us about 
them in his autobiography. Owen kept the second draft 
of the areas of agreement for some weeks. Then he 
replied in a letter of· January 25, 1669 which raised 
Baxter's hopes considerably,yet angered him too. 
-
Powicke says of this letter that it is 11 compounded of 
wholesale appreciation and retail criticism."1 Thus 
while Owen wrote 11 I judge. your proposals worthy of great 
Gonsideration, and the most probable medium for the 
attaining of the End aimed at, that yet I have perused, t~ 2 
he also managed to arouse in B~ter 1 s mind the suspicion 
... 
that Owen himself had lost interest in the discussions. 
On February 16, 1669 Baxter wrote Owen a letter 
in which he outlined the two great things which seemed 
to stand between the parties. One of them was the 
Independents' inclination to Separatism, which if 
~) 
logically pursued seems to destroy the Kingdom of 
Christ by dividing it. In Independency any excommunicate 
might gather his own church of dissidents, and there is 
1. Powicke, Life of Richard Baxter, p. 275. 
2. Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, !II, 63. 
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no way to stop such eternal division of the Body of 
Christ. The other a-s_p:ac:.t of Independency which upset 
him was their inclination to abandon the majority in 
order to make sure of' the mitiori ty. He questioned \vhether 
it is better to have achurch with twenty righteous 
in it or seek to redeem the whole parish. He feared 
that Independency tended to deprive the people of 
proper discipline and instruction in its concern 
for its own purity.l 
At their next meeting Owen complained of Baxter's 
"chiding lettern but assured him that he was still 
interested in pursuing their discussions. In fact 
he seems to have lost much, if not. all of the enthusiasm 
which he had originally expressed for the meetings. 
Baxter kept after him' for an answer to his proposals, 
but it was not forthcoming. Finally, when Owen had had 
the papers for nearly,a year, Baxter asked for the 
return of the documents. Owen sent them back with the 
assurance that he remained na well-wisher t·o those 
Mathematicks. "2 It was the end of their friendly 
intercourse. When next we hear of Owen, Baxter is 
in open controversy with him.3 
1. Ibid., III, 67. 2. Ibid., III, 69 
3. Infra, pp. 236-238. 
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ii. The C'ure o:f Church Di visioris 
Even before his conversations with Owen, Baxter 
had completed a book whiCh, when published in 1670, 
was to have disastrous effect on his relations with 
the Independents. 1 His intent in writing the book was 
not to attack one party or the other. He lists quite 
impartially the errors of' both Independents and Prelatists. 
However he had difficulty in gettin~ the book licensed 
in 1667, and one may wonder whether this did not have 
a subtle and perhaps unr~alized effect on the yersion 
which eventually was licensed in 1670. It is easy to 
see from reading the book why the Independents took. it 
as an out-and-out attackon them. He states his 
purpose as follows. 
It is SIMPLE CATHOLICK CHRISTIANITY which I.plead for, 
and the ~ and UnitY and C.onco~d which are ita 
Ligaments and Essential parts. And it is a SECT 
as a SECT,. and a FACTION as faction and not this 
or that Sect or Faction, which I detect and blame.2 
- ·, 
He is particularly • critical of those whom he calls 
"church divid.ers, 11 and tO,ose may be found' in any church 
from the Establishment right·down.through tl'J,e wildest 
and most divergent group. of Separatists.. The church 
dividers are those, 
1. Richard Baxter,~The Cure of Church Divisions 
(London: Nevil Symm9ns, ~670). 
2. Ibid., unpaged preface [p. l] .. 
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whose principles and practices are against that love 
of a Christian as a Christian, and that forebearance 
of dissenters which·should be exercised to all 
members of Ghrist •••• And those that do causelesly 
separate from their own lawfully called pastors: For 
ubi Episcopus, ibi Ecclesia ..... ·And· lastly, those 
that are of upcharitable, humerous, peevish, conten-
tious, and fiery spirits, ·and will. stir up mutinies 
and sidings, and causeless divisions in any Church 
where t.hey come.l . . 
In the foregoing it would seem that the portion before 
the first e~ipsis is aimed at the Prelatists, while 
that between the two elipses is aimed at the Independents. 
~he final sentence would seem to describe a sentiment 
and mood which was found in both antagonistic parties. 
He argues mightily for the necessity of the unity 
of the Church since there is one God, one Saviour, one 
baptism, one Gospel, one Spirit by which all are 
regenerated, one Body of Christ, one end and happiness,. 
to which all look for hope, and one way .of faith and 
holiness, tn which all must walk who hope to be saved. 2 
The benefits of unity are many, and he lists them in a 
long and characteristically detailed enumeration. He 
does believe that Separation is sometimes legitimate. 
Thus he argues that if the pastor is intolerable because 
of his incapacity to preach, or his teaching of heresy, 
or his evil life; .then one may separate from his church. 
1 .• Ibid., PP• 249-250 .. 2. Ibid.~ pp. 65-66. 
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One might also leave if the pastor insisted on the sub-
scription of some falseP.ood as a condition of the 
communion. Hov.;ever, when one leaves, it should be with 
the consciousness of separating from the pastor in 
question and not from the church. He also holds that 
one may legitimately leave a church which is tolerable, 
though unreformed, if a better one is available. This 
is particularly true if the churches urider consideration 
are close together. This does not mean that the more 
faulty church is not to be communicated with, for one 
should express one's Christian brotherhood by communing 
there occasionally~l 
These types of separation have occasionally been 
forced on Baxter, and he thinks them legitimate. But 
he will not go any further away from them thEql t'b.ay~sorce 
him to go; and he bitterly excoriates those viho viould 
. go further, by rejecting the legitimacy .of parish 
communion, and by condemning a whole church because of 
the errors of some of its pastors .. 
The major part of the book is taken up with what 
he calls "Directions forWeak Christians .. " These 
are directed at various practices which:tend to bring 
in disunion. He attacks such Independent practices 
l. Ibid .. , pp. 202-204. 
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as the following: cutting oneself' off' from all lesser 
believers; 1 laymen seeking to take over the pastors 
prerogatives of discipline; 2 complaining of persecution 
when they are themselves persecuting others or wishing 
they might do so;3 and erecting into articles of' the 
faith many "superstitions~ such as the use of lay 
elders, the ordination by the people, and the idea that 
we must do nothing i~ worship not explicitly commanded 
in the Bible/~ He makes similar attack on Anglican 
practices which are deleterious to unity when he 
condemns the follo~ing: inventing new conditions to the. 
communion, not invented by God;5 accepting people into 
the cburcb without at.l adult credible profession of' 
faith; 6 laying too mbch stress on the wox-d.s or manner 
of prayers than God bas already done;7.and erecting into 
articles of the faith such Anglican "superstitionsn as 
the requirement of Episcopal ordination, the 
idea that non-Episcopal churches are not true churches, 
and the ide~ that extempore prayer without a set 
form is illegal.8 With all this said, we must admit 
1 .. Ibid., pp. 28-.32. 2. Ibid.' pp. 92-J.Ol. 
3. Ibid. J PP• ~49-262. 4. Ibid.' PP• 288-291. 
s .. Ibid .. ' pp. 45-47. 6. Ibid.' pp. 112-113. 
7. ~., pp. 174-189. e. ~·t PP• 291-292. 
; 
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that his· criticism of' the Independents, though .. he 
doesn't name them by name, is considerably stronger 
than that of the ~glicane. This may well explain why 
he was able to get his book licensed. One •Would like 
to have the version which \vas re:f'used a license in 1667', 
so that a :f'ew comparisons might be made.· 
:&xter closed his work with a suggestion ·of 
the appropriate kinds o·:f' labor :f'or one who desires 
concord.. His advice .. might serve as the outline for a 
manual for modern ecumenical endeavor. 
Preach and Write, if it be-your calling •••• 
Let the cause of' Love and P~Btce; be much in your 
secret and open prayers to GOd. o •• Instruct all 
that learn of you with principles of Love and Peace, 
and labour to plant them deep in their minds •••• 
In all your conference, labour (seasonably. and pru-
dently) to inculcate these matters on the hearers 
minds, and to bear your testimony against cruelty 
and division •••• Put such books into peoples 
hands as plead best the ·cause of Love and Peace. 
• • • Disgrace not your Doctrine by the badness of' 
your own lives; but be as much more Holy than them 
as you a~e more Peaceable,.l 
1. Ibid., pp •. 303-304. 
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iii. The Break with Independency 
Baxter had begun his Cure of ChurfCh :;Dtl..·v:'is'ions 
with the follo~ling prefatory remarks: 
:tt is non.e of the business .of this Bpok to single 
out any one Party in the world, ana· to tell you 
by Application how far they are under the guilt of 
Sbhism; I meddle with.the Cause & leave each 
person to make application to himself.! -
,. 
It was not long before the Independents were making 
just such an application, as their furious.attacks on 
Baxter indicate. TJ:ie rumor had gotten around, before 
the book appeared, that Baxter was announcing his own 
conformity ~herein.2 
1. ~., u~paged preface, [p. 1]. Italics the 
present author's. 
2. Baxter blames this on the malicious rumors 
spread by a disappointed publisher. Fbr many years 
Baxter had had two publishers, one in Kidderminster 
(Nevil Simmons), and one in London (Francis Tyton). 
Shortly before the present volume was written Simmons 
came up to Iondon, and Baxter intended to follow the 
practice of dividing his work between the two printers. 
It was Simmons turn to publish the Cure of Church 
Divisions. Tyton, a leading Independent, seems to 
have spread the rumor that Baxter was about to conform 
and was publishing the book as an attack against all 
private meetings, and as a defence of his own proposed 
conformity. The rumors which spread widely even named 
the exact text on which he was said to have preached 
before the King when he made his recantation. Para-
doxically these reports assured the book of a large 
circulation, and doubtl~ss redounded to· the profit . 
of Tyton 1 s enemy, Mr •. Simmons. They also meant the book 
had exactly the opposite effect to that Baxter had 
intended,· for the readers too often had prejudged the 
book before ever opening its pagee. Baxter, Reliauiae 
Baxterianae, III, 70-71. 
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Evidently some of the Anglicans who read the book 
also viewed it as an attack on Indep~ndency, for it 
was following this publication that Baxter was offered 
' 
a bishopric for the second time. The Earl of Lauderdale 
' --
gained the King'~ approval of an offer of a see in the 
Anglican Church of Scotland. There no subscription of 
litut"gy or cet"emonies was t"equired, except a general 
subscription to the doctri~e of the Church. BBxter 
could have made this subscription easily. He reports, 
writing ten years after the event, that he was offered 
whatever position in the Church of Scotland he might 
desire--parish, college professorship, or bishopric.1 
Baxter refused the offer with thanks. He was not 
a Scotsman and knew he would not feel at home in the 
Scot~h Episcopal Church. Very shortly thereafter 
Anglican attacks on his c-ure of Church Divisions joined 
the Independents• attacks. These Anglican broadsides 
were never as serious as were those of' Bagshaw, Owen 
and their party; but Baxter felt justified in saying: 
1. Richard Baxter, Richard Baxter's Answer to Dr. 
Edward Stilling:rleet's Charge (L:>ndon: Nevil Simmons, 
1680), p. 214. Baxter attributes the o:ffer solely to 
the good effect of his book on the Court. We may wonder 
whether a desire among his :friends at Court to get 
him out of harm 1 s way, and a des ire among his ene·mi es 
to get him off to the wilds of Scotland where he would 
not have been such an ever-present -uthorn in the flesh', 11 
may not have been behind the o:r:rer. 
----------~---- -----~- -· -- ---------------------------,------------------- ------ .------------ ; __ --
Do but mark how both parties justifie me, while both 
condemn me •••• The one side think that I am not 
~9~ 
half sharp enough against the Anabaptists, Separatists 
and Independents; And you that I now write tq, think 
that I am not half sharp enough against the Oc:>nformists; 
so that one side doth not only justifi_e me from the 
charge of censoriousness or sharpness ~gainst the 
other, but blame me for the cs_ntrary, and are angry 
\'ii th me that .I am nb sharper. · . 
Baxter was deeply hurt by the attacks which his ,book 
designed to ·~cure" divisions aroused.~ Some went to the 
ex~reme of saying that it would have been better for 
the state of the Church had Baxter died in 1660 and never 
attended the Savoy Conference at all. Others were not 
slow to say that he had done more harm in writing this book 
than all the rest of his writings together had done good. 
Bitterest of all his attackers was Edward Bagshaw. 
Bagshaw was an Independent clergyman who had once been a 
defender of Baxter.2 Now he turned violently against 
Baxter and produced three books in less than two years 
1. Richard Baxtet, A Defence of the Principles of 
love (London: Nevi~ Si1nmons, 1671)", p. 12. 
2. At the time of Baxter'~ ejection from Kidderminster 
Bagshaw published Baxter's letter to his parish explaining 
his reasons for not returning, together with the Bishop 
of Worcester's critic ism of Baxter's letter,_· and certain 
of Bagshaw's own conclusions. Baxter did not give 
prior approval to the publication, for he had published 
the letter in question himself as the preface to 
The Mischiefs of Self-Ignorance. Ho\tiever Bagshaw • s 
intentions were good. The book he published was 
(Edward ~agshaw] (ed.), Richard Baxter, His Account 
to His Dearly Beloved, the Inhabitants of Kiddermineter 
(london: ·n .p., 1662). 
aimed at disc.redi ting his f'ormer f'riend .1 To each of' 
these books, Baxter wrote a reply of' his own. 2 Presumably 
he had the last word only because Bagshaw died bef'ore 
Baxter's final work appeared. 
We will not attempt to trace this rather profit-
less dispute through each of its phases. Instead we 
will cite some examples to indicate how bitter the 
. . 
feeling became. Bagshaw set the tone of his work in the 
opening passage of his first volume. He says of Baxter's 
book. 
The whole design of this Book being to make such as 
are this day careful to keep themselves Pure f'rom 
all defilements in False Worship, Odious, it may well 
be affirmed, that this was neither Seasonable, nor 
Honest, sip,Ge the crying Sin this day is not 
Separation<+-' 
He then proceeds to take no less than f'orty-one exceptions 
1. ~he three books in order of' their appearance 
are the following: 
Eel ward Bagshaw :l An Antidote Against Mr. Baxter' a Palliated 
~ !n:.o~;:,n.p., 1670). _ 
----~~- A Def'ence of 'the Antidote (n. c .. :n .p., 1671) • 
--~~~~,A Review and Conclusion of.the Antidote· 
- .(n .. c .. :. n.p.., 1671) •. 
2. The three books in order of their appearance 
are the following: _ 
Richard Baxter, A Defence of. the Principles of Icve 
(wndon: Nevil Simmons, 1671). . . 
-~~~--'A Second Admonition-to Mr. Edward Bashaw. 
(Lonoon: Nevil Simmons, 1671 • 
. , The Church Told of Mr. Ed. Bagshaw's Scandals 
(London: n.p., 1672). 
3. Bagshaw, An Antidote Against Mr. Baxter's 
Palliated Cure, p. 1. 
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to Baxter's work. He calls him both Conformistl and 
virtual P~pist~2 When he considers Baxter's reputation 
for spiritual excellence, Bagshaw accuses him of a 
nasty overbearing pride,3 and he even has the effrontery 
to accuse the author of the Saints EVerlasting Rest of 
having a low opinion of prayer as a means of gaining 
insight.4 Many of the. things he s.ays are patently 
r:l:diculous-1 and some of them s ee·med to Baxter to have 
been deliberate lies. Baxter found no fewer than thirty-
one errors of fact in the Antidote.5 We may safely 
say that if anything had been nee.ded to convince Baxter 
of the unpeaceful inclinations of his Sectarian 
opponents, this book would have done it. 
In his second book Bagshaw made fun of Baxter•s 
insistence op a·middle way. 
II., 
The 
The Middle-way .. (that ·is in other vmrds, neither 
to be .Hot .nor Cold, or neither to be altogether 
for Truth nor altogether for Error, but to hang 
Laodicea like in a Lukewarm and Neutra.l Indifference 
between both.6 
' 
l. Ibid·., 
.P• 3. 2. Ibid., P• 5· 
3- 112.19:.. t p. 2 .. 4. Ibid.' p. 8 
5. Baxter, A Defence of the Princi:gles of Iove 
142. . . ' 
. p_, Bagshaw, A Defence of the Antidote, p. 2. 
reference is to Revelation 3:i5. 
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Adopting a sharper tone than heretofore·, Baxter answered. 
Brothe~, it is not a little troublesome to me, and 
will oe,troublesome to many peaceable Readers, both 
that these Wri tinge should· pass between us, and that 
I should mention your faults so plainly as I do. 
B~t • • • I know not how to let you talk on, without 
bet~aying the peace of the church~ the credit of 
the Non-conformists (who are by yourself obliged to 
disown you) and the souls of the weak brethren.l 
After Bagshaw's final book Baxter really lost patience. 
We need only cite the full title and sub-title to indicate 
the mood of the entire book. The Church Told of Mr. 
Ed. Bagshaw's Scandals and Warned of the Dangerous 
Snares of Satan, Now Laid for Them, in His Love-
Killing Principles. 
This ugly dispute is as unlovely to read about as 
it was tragic in its effects. We noted above that the 
·• 
' Independents never quite forgave Baxter for his failure 
to urge their toleration when it was su.ggest·ed in the 
King's presence, in 1660. 2 The bitterness consequent 
upon the publishing of the Cure of Church Divisions 
completed the alienation of that party from his leader-
ship and even from hia friendship. Any hopes that he may 
have had for the renewal of the Owen discussions were 
1. Baxter, A Second Admonition to Mr. Edward Bag-
shaw, p. 19. 
2. Supra, p. 98. 
--
·--- -···--- ---
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dashed by the Independents 1 reaction to his book. 
' There would be no more negotiations with the Separatists 
until after the Glorious Revolution. 
4. Summary and Transition 
In the chapter now concluded w~ have followed 
Baxter through a ser~es of dev~ous, if at times promising, 
negotiations, both with the parties on his left and 
those on his right. We have observed a notable retreat 
in his demands on the EStablished Church from the pos-
itions of the "First P~oposalstt and the Savoy Conference, 
to those agreed upon with Tillotson and Stillingfleet 
in 1675. In spite of' these compromises, we have seen 
Baxter's irenic endeavors frustrated by those who felt 
he still .would not concede enough and by those who felt 
any. concessions the Church might m_ake would be too great. 
In his negotiations with the Independents we have seen 
his intentions misunderstood and hie promising negotiations 
ruih:ed··· by a loss of interest on ..John Owen's part and 
the unwise publication of the Cure of Church Divisions. 
With this long period of fruitless negotiations 
behind us, ·we turn now to a new phase of Baxter's 
activity. The expiration of the Press Act in 1679 
freed Raxter's pen from the censorship of ~he Office 
of the Royal Licenser. The result was a veritable flood 
of publicat.ions during the six years until his next 
arrest and imprisonment. We still hear a lot about 
peace and union 1 but the tone of the books has changed. 
He has become the Nonconformists' Advocate before tbe 
·nation. Weary of endless talk; he rather bluntly 
states exaotly what 1t 1s that the Nonconformists object 
to in the Establishment. Outright defences of the Noncon-
formist ministry and closely reasoned attacks upon 
Episcopacy of the Prelatical sort, upon the imposition 
of a liturgy, upon the Clarendon C0 de, and upon the 
Independents' abandonment of' parish communion serve 
rather to embitter the atmosphere than create the 
climate of peace. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE NONCONFORMIST8 1 ADVOCATE, 1679-1685 
The love of controversy is hateful, t~he fear 
o:f it is pusilanimous. .Both ought to be avoided 
by every rightly constituted mind. No man 
o:f his age engaged in it to so great an extent 
as Baxter, and yet no man spoke more against 
it. In both he was sincere •••• He loved 
peace, and ~e loved his friends; but he loved 
truth more. 
1. Controversy with the Anglicans 
In spite of all the discussions of peace and 
:future concord,, the persecution of the Dissenters did 
not cease. Enforcement. of the disabling legislation 
was spotty; but even w_hen they were tolerated, the 
laws of the realm always hung over their heads like a 
Damoclean sword. A bare two months after the negotiations 
with Tillotson, Baxter was arrested and heavily fined for 
his preaching; so heavily fined indeed that his goods and 
l.ibrary were siezed to pay the judgement. In the 
same year his wife built him a chapel in Oxendon 
Street but he was able to preach in it only once before 
being forced to flee the city. He eventually deeded it 
to at. Martin Is Parish, at Tillotson t s suggestion. 
1. Orme, ~fe of Baxter, I, 345. 
- -- ---- ----- -- -- . --
--- - - .- ------ :-_ ----
~ -·- ~----------------~-----------. 
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In October of 1678 the Popish Plot excited all 
Englishmen, both. Anglican and Nonconformist. It 
worried Baxter, for he saw in it a danger to the divided 
Protestantism of England. The division on matters 
lying far from the c·entral truths of religion which 
all professed beoame more and more a cursed thing in 
his eyes. This was the mood in which Baxter found 
himself when the expir~tion of the Press Act in May 
1679 freed his pen once again. In the five and 
one-half years intervening before his next arrest and im-
prisonment'· Baxter published no less than eighteen 
volumes dealing directlY.. \'lith' the< issues of NOnconformity 
and Church Union. Many other volumes on other topics 
also appeared. Of course not all of them were 
written during these brief years. Many had been 
completed earlier and laid aside for lack of a 
license. Still it was a.very productive period in 
Baxter's literary life, but a period characterized by 
almost continuous controversy. Fifteen of the volumes 
noted above were addressed to the Prelatists. These 
- -
works fall into four general classifications, which we 
will consider separately: (1) The pleas for peace; 
(2) The historical works on the authority of bishops 
and councils; (3) Defences of the Nonconformist preaching; 
(4) Works looking to peace and concord. 
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i. The Pleas for Peace 
The first book to be pu~lished in 1679 was the 
f.amed, or perhaps notorious,· Nonconformists Plea for 
Peace.1 The immediate occasion of the work was a book 
by Mr. Thomas Lamb. Lamb had been an Anabaptist, who 
had been brought to abandon.that position by Baxter's 
own efforts during the Commonwealth. The~ he had moved 
clear over to the opposite extreme and had become a 
supporter of the Prelates. As is so often the case 
with new converts, he was even more zealous in his 
writings against Nonconformists than many life-long 
Anglicans. In particular he repeated the old charge 
that Baxter would npt explain the reasons for his 
Nonconformity. This charge, which was heard often 
during the years when Baxter could not get a license to 
publish such an explanation, rested on a misinterpretation 
of certain passages in the Five Disputations of Church 
Government •. We have noted that in that work Baxter 
expressed his willingness to practice most of the 
controverted .ceremonies. 2 The Conformists, not und~r­
standing, or refusing to understand, that the conformity 
1. Richard Baxter, The Nonconformists Plea for 
Peace (lDndon: Benj. Alsop, 1679). 
2. Supra, pp. 63-68. 
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after 1662 was something quite different from that of 
"1.640, accused him of inconsi.s tency. 
Baxter starts the Nonconformists Plea for. Peace 
by granting to the King and Parliament the right to 
regulate certain things in the Church. They are 
unquestionably the ~Go·vernours of Bishops, and Ch.urches, 
by coercive power, as truly as of Physicians, or other 
Profession. "1. However when the King ma.kes regulations 
which are either against the common good or are of a 
type which the Xing h~e no authority to make, then 
resistance is legitimate. In defining the King's 
area of activity, Baxter argues that he may introduce 
such 
General and Cautionary laws as will see to it that 
the pastors -do -their work, shall not do sin or hurt 
their parishes, ••• However the Kin~ may not 
regu-late every detail of the minis1;-er s behaviour any 
more than he may prescribe every medicine a doctor 
shall use in each case, though he may have a law of 
a general or cautionary type regulating them too .2 
Even when the authorities regulate things which th~y 
should not, the "honour of our Rulersn may bind us to 
obey if the matter involved is •[indifferetrfi 11 ; but it 
must be recognized that such regulation is an abuse 
of their legitimate power.3 
1. Ibid • , p • 29 • 
3 • Ibid • , p • 32. 
2. ~. 
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Baxter then turns to specific things which are 
improperly imposed. First he considers things wrongly 
imposed on the laity. ffuch an imposition is the 
Corporation Act • s declaration that no--one is bound 
by the oath of the S~lemn League and Covenant. Baxter's 
argument against this declaration need not be repeated 
here, as it is already familiar to the reader. 1 A 
second thing improperly imposed on the laity is a 
.set of conditions for Baptism--name~Y the Sign of 
the Cross, as in essence a humanly ordained Sacrament, 
and the requirement that Godparents be obtained to 
covenant to teach the child and raise him properly .. 
Baxter urges that it is the parents, not the Godparents, 
who will be doing this work. Therefore the parents 
should make the covenant themselves.2 
A third improper imposition is the insistence on 
taking the sacrament in the kneeling post·ure. He 
repeats the argument that kneeling implies bread worship. 
He notes also that_ the long tradition of the early 
church permitted people to commune while sitting, as did 
the disciples at the Iast Supper. He admits that these 
arguments don't convince him that kneeling is illegal; 
1. Ibid., pp. 142-143. Supra, P• 133. 
2. Ibid., pp. 143-150. 
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but nthey truly render the scruples of the Dissenters 
tollerable, and the persons unmeet to be therefore 
excomm~nicated.nl He insists· that the reject'ion of' the 
people from the sacrament who will not conform in this 
matter is a great sin. 
A final imposition on the laity is confirmation 
at the hands of' a bishop only. This is not to say that 
he favors abandonment of' adult profession of faith. 
HOwever by insisting that only a bishop can confirm, the 
Cnu~ch seems to imitate the Papist sacrament. Moreover, 
it puts the power of' confirmation in the hands of' a 
bishop who cannot possibly know whether the profession 
made in Oo.pfirmation is "credible" or not. The result has 
been to make of the ceremony a mechanical rite with 
little meaning.2 
When Baxter turns to a consideration of' improper 
things imposed upon the clergy his list is much more 
impressive. He notes the "assent and consent" oath 
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to all in the Book of Common Prayer, the Book of Ordination, 
and the Psalter. Then he comments that canon 36, to 
which such "assent and consent" is given, also requires 
an affirmation fvom all clerics that there is nothing 
1. Ibid., P~· 150-152. 2. Ibid .. , pp. 152-154. 
ttcontrary to the t-JOrd of' Godn in the Book of' Or(iination 
and the Book of' Common Prayer. He argues that the meaning 
of' unothing" here is open to considerable question. 
Does it mean, nnothing so far as I can see,n 
or "nothing 'in the sight of God," or nnothing, s.ave 
only human f'ailings •. t• Surely it is a bad thing to 
impose an affirmation whose meaning is so unclear.l 
He then turns to a list of' no less than twenty-
f'ive things in the three books to which he c~nnot give 
•~assent and consent, n and concerning which he is not 
f'~ee to ~ssert there is tiothing co~trary to the will of' 
Gbd. Many of the items are ones with which we are 
already f'amiliar •. He objects to compelling a minister 
to read the Apocrypha as a lesson, to refuse baptism 
without Godparents, to use the Sign of the Cross, to 
use the sentence in the burial liturgy which implies 
that all who die are automatically saved, to use the 
Surplic~' to repell all IJIIho will not kneel f'rom the 
communion, and to publish the excommunications of' a 
lay chancellor against conscience. Moreover 1 we hear. 
of other improper impositions as well. He argues that 
a general 11 consent 11 would involve ind1.rect approval 
of' two obvious errors in the Book of' Common Prayer; 
1. Ibid., pp. 155-156. 
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• 
for there are mistranslations or the Scriptures in 
the book, and ~he direction for determining the date or 
Easter is incorrect. The liturgy is not even always 
consistent with itself. In one place it says that no 
man should come to th'e communion without ua full 
trust in God's mercy and a quiet confidence.nl 
Another passage, however, requires all in the parish 
to take the sacrament at least twice a year on pain 
of excommunication. What then is a man who has 
doubts of his own state to do? Shall he violate 
the first passage by taking the sacrament in spite 
of his doubts, or shall he refuse it and risk ex-
communication? The minister too is in a difficult 
position here, for he is ordered to give communion 
to all in his parish~ This would seem to include many 
who refuse his pastoral oversight, or who live 
scandalous· lives, or who take the sacrament against 
their will irv order to :a:.vo1·.a.: excommunication. Thus 
the minister finds himself compelled to give the body 
and blood of Christ to unworthy or unwilling men and 
women. 
1. Baxter, Nonconformists Plea for Peace, 
p .. 181 • 
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He is also much upset by the ordination sentence 
and the oaths of canonical obedience imposed. The 
sentence to which he objects is the following: 
11Receive the Holy Ghost for the pffice and \'JOrk of a 
Priest. nl Knowing Baxter •s views on ordination, we can 
see that this seems to him to be an arrogant conferral 
of something· that the persons being ordained already have 
received from God. When he turns to the oaths of 
obedience, he argues that the Bishops should not be 
allowed to make an oath of obedience to the Archbishop; 
as this was not the practice in the primitive church. 
The local pastor, on the other hand, should not be 
required to swear, with his fellows, to obey "their 
Ordinary, and other chief Ministers, unto whom is 
committed the charge and government over them. n2 
A pastor may give an oath of obedience to· his own 
bishop, but this oath seems to suggest obedience ie 
due also to chancellors, officials, commissaries, 
judges, or whatever other officials the bishop may 
deign to appoint. 
1. Ibid., p. 197. 
2. Ibid., p. 199. The above summary of Baxter's 
scrUples against the "assent and consent" oath is the 
present author's condensation from Ibid., pp. 155-204. 
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There are several more objections which Baxter 
makes to impositions on the clergy to be noted. He 
attacks the Prelatists for requiring reordination of the 
presbyterially ordained pastors o~ the Church,l ~or 
the Oxford Oath ~hich would prevent any kind o~ change 
either in church or civil government,2 ~or their 
insistance that the clergy too must reject the Solemn 
League and Covenant, 3 ~or the silencing of thousands o:f 
ministers whose call to preach is as good as their own,4 
and for the Five Mile Act which had beggared former 
ministers and robbed the residents of the corporations 
of a needed ministry.5 In short he made a detailed 
attack on the BOok of Common Prayer, the Book of 
Ordination, and the disabling legislation o~ the last 
decade and a·half. There was no longer any justi~ication 
for the charge that Baxter had not made the reasons 
for his N:onconfo~·i ty clear .. 
The book roused vigorous· and intemperate answers .• 
We will speak o~ Baxter's opponents and enemies later, 
but should note now that Roger L'Estrange came out 
with a bitter attack on Baxter, quoting "Richard against 
1. Ibid., pp. 207-208~ 
3. Ibid., pp. 211-216. 
5. ·Ibid., pp. 218-219. 
2. Ibid., pp. 209-211. 
4. Ibid., pp. 217-218. 
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Baxter" to disprove the Nonconformist allegatio~ .. 
A particularly painful ~ttack came from Dean Stilling-
fleet of St. Paul!a. He had long been one of those in 
the Establishment who favored pacification. He had 
even taken part in the negotiations of 1675. His criti-
cism of Baxter personally, and of his movement in 
general, was therefo-re harder to endure than that of 
a notoriously unpeaceful man like L'Estrange. Still 
other attacks appeared in a-number of broadsides of 
a disparaging sort whose authors did not see fit to 
put their names on their wori. 
·To answer these attacks Baxter wrote three books. 
Their burden is a repetition of what has already been 
said ·with more detailed arguments.1 The largest and most 
important of these \ti'brks is the second one, The Second 
Part of the Nonconformists Plea for Peace. The main 
part of the book is a plea for union on grounds of the 
Baptismal Covenant and a defence of toleration as 
a·minimum of what should be granted; for 11all are for 
1. The three books in the order of their publi-
cation are the following: 
Richard Baxter, The Defence of the Nonconformists Plea 
for Peace (London: Benjamin Alsop, 1680). 
, The Second Part of the Nonconformists , 
---=P~l-ea--f~o-r Peace (London: John Hancock, 1680). 
--~~----' A Third Defence of the Cause of Peace 
(London: Jauob Sampson, 1681). 
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Toleration (usually) that need it: and so would they 
be that now deny it. ul He also argues strongly for 
diversity in unity, suggesting that the present di:('ference 
between the ceremonies of the cathedral churches and 
the parish churches is far greater than that between 
the prescribed fo):'Ill and what the Nonconformists would 
like.2 This work is also interesting because several 
other books, written earlier and printed earlier but 
unlicensed, are appended to it. Each has its separate 
title page and paging. One of these works is an 
argument that a thing not sinful in itself may become 
sinful "when contrary accidents notoriously pre-
ponderaie.u3 For example it ~ould be lawful for 
an Admiral to order a fleet to sea. However if he 
knew a hurricane. was coming which would destroy the fleet·, 
the evil accidents attendant on the legal act would make 
that legal act sinful. Likewise it may be lawru·l in 
itself to kneel at the Bacra~ent, or even to require 
kneeling. However when the accident attendant .on such 
1. Baxter, The Second Part of the Nonconformists 
Plea for Peace, p. 164. 
2. Ibid., pp. 158-159. 
3. [Richard Baxter], ~he Jud~ement of the Non-
Conformists of Thin s Indifferent Commanded b 
Authority (n.c.: n.p., 1676 
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a requirement is the exclusion of thousands from the 
CGmmunion, the compulsion to kneel has become a sin. 
A second earlier publication appended to the 
major work was a restatement of the Nonconformist 
position on things indifferent.l One other appended 
work must be mentioned as relevant to this controversy. 
It is an attempt to state the essence of Noncotiformity 
and to refute some. com~non misapprehensions about it .2 
There is little in these last two books which we have 
not heard before. 
As the arguments wound on, Baxter became weary 
of the strife, so that he began his Third Defence 
with these words: "Readers~ if this striving work be 
uppleasant to you it must be. much more so to me .n3 
However he did not stop writing for this reason. He 
felt that he must not leave men unanswered, lest he 
seem to the world to concur with their arguments. He rea-
lized that he might get hurt in the process, but that 
was to be expected. Thus he replies to those who 
1 •. (Richard Baxter], The Judgement of Non-Conformists 
of Things .. Indifferent Commanded by Authority (n. c.: 
n.p., 1676(). 
2. [Richard Baxter], What Meer Non-Conformity Is 
Not (n.c.c n.p., 1676). 
·3. Baxtert A Third Defence of the Cause of Peace, 
Unpaged Preface, [p. 1]. 
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accused him of straddling the "hedge," 
Your thornhedge hath enclosed but one corner of 
Christ's vineyard, and I have·business in the rest. 
• • • I will go sometimes on bot~ sides the Hedge 
though by so doing I be scracht. 
1. Ibid., II, 84. 
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ii. The Historical Works 
Three of the works which appeared during these 
years may be classified as historical treatises on the 
origins and deterioration of the Episcopal office and 
the Conciliar method of church government.l We have 
already cited a quotation which shows Baxter's high 
regard for church history.2 However none of these three 
books would qualify as objective history. Baxter 
frankly admits that they are history written with a 
purpose, as this comment in his autobiography indicates. 
I found ••• that many ." •• had got an appre-
hension that all Schism and Disorder came from Mini-
sters and People's resisting the Bishops, and that 
Prelacy is the means to cure Schism, and being 
ignorant what Church Tyranny hath done in the World, 
they fly to it for refuge against that mischief which 
it doth principally introduce; Wherefore I wrote the 
History of Prelacy or a Contraction of all the 
History of the Church • • • to shew by the testimony 
of their greatest flatterers what the Councils and 
Contentions of Prelates have done.3 
1. The three books in order of their publication 
are the following: 
Richard Baxter, Church-History of the Government of 
Bishops (London: Thomas Simmons, 1680). 
--~-----·-~A Treatise of Ep-scopacy (London: Nevil 
Simmons and Thomas Simmons, 1681). 
, A True History of Councils (London: Tho. 
---=P-a-r~k~h-u-rst, 1682). 
2 • Suora, p. 1. 
3. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae, III, 181. 
Italics the present author's. The reference is to 
the first of the three volumes, but it applies 
with equal force to the other two. 
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With such a purpose, it is not surprising that he found 
plenty of evidence to support his views. He discovered 
that "the Bishops that had the main Church-power, by 
abusing it, were with their Clergy the Principal Causes,"1 
of schism and church corruption. 
He traces the history of the Diocesan Episcopacy 
and sees in it the destruction of the primitive parochial · 
bishop, accomplished primarily by the Diocesan•s 
unwarranted assumption of disciplinary ~owers proper 
only to the parochial pastor. Since it is impossible for 
the bishop to do one tenth of what needs to be done 
to maintain discipline, this is the source of the 
deterioration of the discipline of the Church. In 
short the books repeat his earlier arguments on the 
legitimacy of Episcopacy and the illegitimacy-of 
the kind of Prelatical Episcopacy currently established 
in England. 2 
1. Baxter, The True H1story of Councils, p. 8. 
2. Supra. pp. 58-61. 
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I 
iii. The Defence of the Nonconformist Ministry 
Two works of the period 1679-1684 are addressed 
more specifically to a defence of the preaching which the 
Nonconformists continued, even though they had been 
officially silenced. 1 Baxter felt he could justify 
his· own preaching on legal grounds. He argued that the 
Act of Uniformity applied only to those holding eccles-
iastical preferments at the moment the Act went into 
effect. He had given up his lecture before that time; 
and so held no church office. Thus it appeared to him, 
and to certain of his la\'Jyer friends, that he \t~as not 
a Nonconformist within the strict limits of the law. 
He therefore continued to preach ?ccasionally, alleging 
the notorious need and the license given him by Bishop 
Sheldon after the royal Declaration of 1660 as his 
justi~ication. However during most of the time from 
1662-1680 he did not preach regularly. 
Even though Baxter felt that he personally had 
good legal justification for his preaching, this was 
not true of most of his fellow Nonconformists. More-
over many of them not only preacned occasionally but 
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1. The two· works in question were the following: 
(Richard Baxter.J, The Nonconfo sts Advoc te (London: 
Thomas Simmons,·1680. Richard Baxter, ApolGgy for the 
Nonconformists Ministry (Lo.ndon: T. :Parkhurst and D .. Newman, 
1681). 
actually undertook a full pastoral ministry. He attempted 
to justify these men in the two books noted above. 
The agrument he uses is not a new one. In essence 
he is trying to say:that these men must do what God 
would have them do, in view of the great need which the 
conformable ministers are not able to satisfy. 
If our Preaching be notoriously unnecessary~ we will 
obey him (the King] and forbear. If it be a doubt-
ful ~ to us, we will use all the means which God 
hath appointed us to know the certain truth. And if 
yet it be doubtful, and our minds in suspence, we 
will stand to the judgement of the ~gistrate and 
forbear. But if our Ministry be notoriously and 
undoubtedly necessary to the just ends, which is 
the edification of mens souls, we will obey God in 
Preaching as far as we are able, and humbly and 
patiently bear what is laid upon us by our Rulers.l 
The criterion is subjective. In the final analysis only 
the Nonconformist minister in question can decide whether 
his ministry is "notoriously and undoubtedly necessary." 
One may wonder whether any one of them would have been 
inclined to say that his labors were superfluous. On 
the other band the parishes were large, particularly in 
the cities; and Baxter's point that the ministers could 
not hope to care for all in their parish was well taken. 
The Nonconformist ministers had received what they felt 
was an altogether legitimate call from God to the work 
1. Baxter, Apology for the Nonconformists Ministry 
p. 15. 
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they pursued, and they could help many who otherl'iise 
would have no pastoral oversight at all. We may imagine 
however that the Anglican ministers would have been 
less vexed, had the Nonconformists confined their 
ministry to the unreached. The thing to which most of 
them violently objected \'ias the Nonconformist practice 
of taking some ·of the most active and viort.hy members 
of the parish churches out of those churches and into 
the Nonconformist meetings'. 
The Apology is addressed to the moderate Bishops 
of the Church, and to other moderate Conformists. 1 
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It appeals chiefly to reason by suggesting \·ihy even the 
C9nformists should approve of the Nonconformist preaching.2 
The Nonconformists Advocate is a justification of the 
Nonconformist position on the ceremonies, 11assent 
and consent," and the other requirements of conformity. 
1. Baxter names Bishops Compton of London, Barlow 
of Lincoln, Crofts of Hereford, Rainbow of Carlisle, 
Thomas of St. Davids and Lloyd of Peterborough; Ibid., 
unpaged preface, [p~ 1]. 
2. He mentions no less than nineteen such reasons. 
Ibid., pp. 186-232. 
-- -- . 
iv. The 'i'ay to' Concord 
Three or the books published in 1680 and 1681 formed 
a sort of unity in Baxter's own mind. The first of 
these1 is a very critical examination of the Church 
of England's practices. In brief his argument is that 
it is not the Nonconformists but the Prelatists who 
are the schismatics in the church of England9 The second 
of the three books·· is the Moral Prognostication.. We 
. 
have already dis6ussed it, for it was actually written 
during the Savoy Cqnference.2 
It is the third book in this triad which Baxter 
tells us he valued most highly of all his work.3 
The book is entitled The True and Only Way of Concord.4 
In many respects it presents his noblest plea for 
church reunion. The book sounds a clear call to unity 
and sets forth Baxter's mature judgement as to the 
kind of unity which is possible and desirable. 
He sees two tendencies contributing to disunion 
in the \past. Orie of these tendencies is the inclination 
1. Richard Baxter, A Search for the English 
Schismatick (London: Nevil Simmons, 1681). 
2. Supra, pp. i22-123A 
3 .• Baxter, Reliouiae Baxterianae, III, 189. 
4. Richard Baxter, The True and Only Wav of 
Concord (London: John Hancock, 1680). 
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to expect too much unity. Thus he argues that we need 
not expect that a11 Christians will ever be of one sort, 
o~ persuasion, or state of grace, or intellectual 
accomplishment. Consequently we must not demand a unity 
in which there will be no discord. People will differ 
on many things in the most united church we can 
ever hope to achieve. Anticipating continuing difference 
and diversity in unity, we should then make no profession 
of faith a condition of unity \'Jhich is riot itself of the 
very essence of the faith.l 
He sees a second divisive tendency in the inclination 
to set up "false dividing terms" as the conditions for 
unity. This is what the Papists do when they insist 
on the ~apacy as a definite condition of unity. 
It is what the Anglicans are doing when _they insist on 
this or that precise form of church government to the 
exclusion of all others. It is what the Xing and 
Parliament have done by making "assent and consent" to 
certain indifferent ceremonies a precondition to 
pastoral appointment. Even the subscription of a 
particular translation of the Scriptures or the assertion 
of one particular commentary of the Bible can become 
such a dividing-term. 
1. Ibid., I, 80-81. 
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When we ask 'Vihat the terms of union should be, 
he replies: 
r. Only things Great and needful, II. Only 
things True and Sure; III. Only things plain 
and intelligible: IV. Only things of Gods 
institution or authority. v. and but Few 
and not verv many as to matter of Jhowledge 
and belief.! 
In all other things the \'iideet diversity and divergence 
must be permitted. This led him to a reaffirmation of 
the sentence which had become almost a motto for Baxter 
in hie concern for church reunion--nUnity in things 
necessary, Liberty in things unnecessary, and Charity 
in both. n2 
Towards the end of the second part of this work 
Baxter outlines a program for a truly-united state church. 
It is the last time in hie writings that he tries to 
make such an outline, so it is worthvihile to consider 
his recommendations in some detail. The local church 
will be made up of catechized persons only, who have 
made an adult consent to their Baptismal Covenant. 
l. Ibid., II, 136. 
2. Ibid., III, 25. Baxter used the motto th~ough­
out his life. We have delayed mentioning it to this 
point, because it is in this work that he tells us the 
origin of' the motto. He found it in a book_ by Oa_nradus 
Bergius in which that worthy was quoting Rupertus 
·Meldenius. 
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These adults will be counted as Christians until such time 
as their profession is disproved either by some inconsis-
tent profession or by a notoriously evil life. The standard 
against which the life and convereation of a man should 
be tested is revealed in the "Essence of Christianity. n 
That essence is a faith in the sufficiency of Scripture 
and in the Gospel of Jesus Christ as revealed 
therein, or as summarily expressed in the Decalogue, 
the Lord's Prayer, and the Apostle's Creed. No one 
is to be excluded from the Church except on a proved 
contravention of these standards. 
Within the local church the minister is to be the 
sole judge of who is to be baptized, of who is to be 
admitted to communion, and of who is to be confirmed. 
This puts the disciplinary,power firmly in the hands 
of the pastor. However the people of a parish are to 
have a free power to consent to or dissent from the 
cleric appointed to care for them. Thus they can get 
rid of a tyrannous leader. MOreover, each indiv~dual is 
to be the judge of the state of his own soul at a given 
moment. If he feels unworthy or unwilling to take the 
BB~t, he shall not be urged to do so, much less 
compelled to it by the threat of excommunication. 
The ministers are to meet regularly in synods for 
concord among themselves. These synods may be headed by 
presidents or bishops. Ordination would be at those 
synods, either by the senior pastors or by a bishop 
or president in company \'iith the other pastors. The 
presiding officers would also be prevented from tyrannizing 
over the synods or ever making of such assemblies for 
concord an nAristocrati'cal or Monarchical Church-
Government. u 1 
The Magistrate will explj,citly:recogni~e' 
three types of religious organization, and he will 
establish la\-JS for each sort. First he will set stan-
dards for the approved and maintained churches and pastors. 
Everyone in the parish will be expected to contribute 
to the support of these pastors. The pastors will be 
expected to subscribe their belief and consent and 
resolution to practice all that is.in the Scriptures, 
particularly as the Scriptures are stated in the Baptismal 
C<;>venant, the Ancient Creeds, 2 the wrd's Prayer and 
the Decalogue. They must further promise to be faithful 
to the King, and faithful to their calling. They 'Viill 
be bound only to such circumstances of \AiOrship as shall 
be necessary to common harmony. Thus he makes room 
1. Ibid., II, 144. 
2. He does not name the exact creeds, but one 
presumes he means the Apostles' Creed and the Nicene, 
and possibly the Athanasian without its damnatory clauses. 
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for royal determination of the time and place of meetings, 
the translation of the Scriptures to be used, the type 
of decent clothing to be worn and the like. However 
he explicitly asserts that though the ministers may be 
r.equired to use these forms, they will not be required 
to state their approval of them:. 
A second sort of minister comprises those who 
will be tolerated, though not supported in their ministry. 
Thus they \·iill have th·e full protection of the law in 
the pursuit of their pastoral duties. They too will 
be expected to make certa1n subscriptions. ·Indeed the 
subscription will be the same as for the approved 
and maintained except for the last mentioned provisions 
for regulating the circumstances of WorShip. A catalogue 
of errors may be drawn up. Ministers of either of the 
aforementioned types will not be allowed to preach the 
errors on that list. Naturally, only important 
matters would go into the catalogue. 
Baxter also distinguishes a third type of minister, 
which c~nn6t be tolerated and must be restrained from 
preaching. These wouilid be men like the Socinians 
or the Papists., who seem· to deny a necessary element 
of the faith. They must be restrained, but should be 
liable to only such punishments as are appropriate to 
their crimes. Thus a man who slipped once and preached 
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against one of the central doctrines would not be silenced 
.forthwith. If after remonstrance and explanations of 
the natu~e ~f the doctrine he still persisted in 
preaching against it, he might be silenced. If he took 
part in plots to overthrow either church or nation in 
.order to establish his·doctrine, he might be imprisoned 
.or in extreme cases even executed. However, such 
penalties would be carried out not against the man's 
·heresy, but because his heretical beliefs had led him 
to sedition or treason. Baxter's emphasis on making 
"the punishment fit the crime" is a salutary one in an 
' age which rejected men from the sacrament for not 
kneeling or silenced ministers for failing to·do things 
which even the silencers admitted \>Jere uindifferent." 
The !)OSition or the Magistrate is very carefully 
explained. Under no condition will he use hie po\'ier 
to punish people f'or crimes that are ecclesiastical in 
nature. It is his ta.sk 
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to keep Peace among all, both the APproved and Tolerated, 
and riot suffer any ili:ipeaceable Preaching .. or Disputes; 
which tend to destroy Love, and .Quietness; nor suffer 
railing Cal~mnies against each othe·r to be published 
or printed. . 
1. Ibid., II, 143. 
We may be inclined to comment that even this requirement 
is fraught with danger. For the distinction between 
what is "railing calumnyn and what is permissible diver-
sity is not always an easy one to make. But at least 
Baxter provides for the recognition of the minority's 
right to dissent. 1 
The True and Only Way of Concord may be regarded 
as the simplest form of Baxter's great dream of what the 
unity of the Church might be. 'It makes very specific 
recommendations of ways and means to realize the 
dream. Unfortunately the book was not taken seriously 
by those to whom it was addressed. The Act of Toleration 
of' 1689 might have been a :f'irst step towards the accom-
plishment of Baxter's dream, except that the second 
step was never taken. 
1. The above is the present author's summary of 
the provisions suggested by Baxter in Ibid., II, 139-144. 
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v. Baxter's Opponents 
Baxter•s opponents in these years of controversy, 
were many and most vocal. Those -who had criticized 
him for- not explaining hie position no-w criticized him 
for defending himself in such a manner as to destroy 
love and concord. The bitterest of his opponents -was 
Roger L 1Eatrange, whom we have met before.l His 
attack on Baxter is contained in ~hat he calls "a 
Di~logue Betwixt Richard and Baxter, with a Moderator 
Between them, for Quietness e Sake. 112 He frankly states 
his purpose: 
What cab be more Reasonable now,· then to confront 
him with Himself: and so oppose Mr. Baxter, the 
Divine, to Mr. Baxter, the Politician; the man of 
!.Dve, Order, and Truth, to the man of Wrath, Con-
f'ysion and Parado:X .. 3 · 
His method is to go through Baxter's -work .and to lift 
out passages which seem to contradict one another, and 
to present them in dialogue f'orm. It is eminently 
possible to do what L'Eetrange did. Baxter wrote a 
tremendaas2 amount of' material. Some of this material 
was written at white heat, and many of the works 
reached the public with6ut his ever seeking a printer's 
1. Supra., p. 128. 
2. Roger L.'Estrange, The Casuist Uncas 1d (london: 
H. Brame, 1680), title page~ 
3. ~·, unpaged preface, (p. 1]. 
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proof. In such a.·maes of writings, written under such 
conditions, it is inevitable that there· should be 
apparent contradictions. Many of them can be resolved 
by understanding the conditions under whtch the \-Jriting 
took place. Other apparent inconsistencies are resolved 
when one views the given quotation in its context and 
not all alone a~ L'Estrange quotes it. The contrast 
between his professions of love and tolerance and his 
bitter attacks are explained by his emotional condition 
at the time of writing. l'iJ:o;....one regretted these outbursts 
more than Baxter 1 himself.1 However, an attack like 
L'Estrange 1 e was particularly dangerous; because a 
person reading it, without knowing Baxter, his work or 
his spirit, would be convinced that the man wae either 
mad or a devi]. 
Another effort to use Baxter against hi~self was 
the anonymous Mr. Baxter 1 s Vindication of the Church of 
England.2 It is a collection of exeetpts from Baxter's 
works, designed to prove that Baxter's opinions are 
those of the Churoh of England.· The book was written 
in 1682 when the requirement to reject the Solemn 
1. Infra, pp. 292-293. 
2. Anonymous, Mr .. Baxter·t s Vindication of the Church 
of England (London: Walter Kett1lby 1 1682). 
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League and Covenant expired.l The author therefore hoped 
that many Nonconformists would now return to the Church 
of England if he could only demonstrate how close their 
views already were to that Church. It is in a way a 
compliment to Baxter that it is his works that the author 
chose to summarize, for it is a testimony to Baxter's 
reputation as a moderate and a leader of the Puritans. 
The book is skillfully done. Indee~,:on~y.a 
careful reading makes it clear that the book is not 
Baxter's own work, for virtually all the material included 
is from his writings.2 It may have been the compiler's 
intent to create the impression that the author was 
Baxter himself writing now in favor of Conformity. 
It·is of course obvious to the readers of this 
study that Baxteri':s ideas were very close indeed to 
those of the Church of England. Ro\'iever the implication 
which our author draws in his conclusion is wholly 
unjustified. 
Thus hath Mr. Raxter copiously vindicated the· Church 
of England in almost every point of Conformity 
1. This part of the oath of the Act of Uniformity 
was enacted for only twenty years. 
2. So skillfully is this work done that the Harvard 
Library catalogued the work under Baxter's name until 
the present author pointed out that it is a subtle 
attack on Baxter 1 s position. 
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which is any thing material; which shews that 
Non-conformists themselves do not really believe what 
they have suggested to, and imposed upon the belief 
of their Followers concerning the sinfulness of 
Conformity. 
The anonymous compiler believed he had shown Baxter's 
11vindication of all the practices of the Church of 
Englapd 11 which had been alleged as grounds for 
Nonconformity. Actually he did not deal with, and 
left unshaken, the main foundation stones o:f Baxter's 
Nonconformity. These are familiar to the reader but 
may be summarized as follows: the making of admittedly 
indifferent ceremonies a condition of church membership 
and the expulsion of all who find these ceremonies 
objectionable; the refusal to recognize any non-Episcopal 
ordination as valid; the requirement of an oath of "assent 
and consent n to all in the three books and an oath never 
to try to change the government of the Church. The 
anonymous compiler of this book can find no 11vindication" 
of any of these practices of the Church of England in 
Baxter•s writings. These are the real foundations of 
his Nonconformity. 
The most notable and most extended controversy 
with the Anglican leaders in this period is that carried 
on with Dr. Stillingfleet, Dean of St. Paul!'s., London .. 
1. Ibid., p. 36. Italics the present author•s. 
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Baxter1 s Nonconformists Plea for Peace in 1679 had been, 
in part, called forth by a sermon of Stillingfleet's 
before the lords. It \'las answered by a bitter attack 
preached at the Guildhall Chapel before the Lord 
Mayor, May 11, 1680.1 In this sermon Stillingfleet 
attacked the Puritan party as follows: 
They (the Puritans] unanimously confess they find 
no fault with ~ Doctrine of QQL Church, and can 
freely ascribe to all the Doctrinal Articles • 
• • • They generally yield.that ~Parochial Churches 
are true Churches; and it is with these their Communion 
is required. They do not deny.that we have all the 
eseentials of true Churches •••• Many of them 
declare that ~hey hold Communion with ~ Churches 
to be lawful. · . 
From this he argues that they are willfully separating 
on non-essentials and should be compelled to conform or 
be silenced. 
This attack was doubly hard.to abid~,·because 
Stillingfleet was one. of the Anglican negotiators in 
1675; and Baxter had looked on him as a man of moderate 
sentiments. The affirmation of identity of doctrine 
and the statement about par-ochial churches he adrnitted 
to be true. However on these g~.unds he pleaded fol:' the 
sanctity of tender consciences, arguing that since 
1. Edward Stillingfleet, The Mischief of Separation 
(London: Henry Mortlock, 1680). 
2. Ibid. , p. 21 •. 
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they agreed in essentials, the non-essentials should 
not be compelled.1 
Stillingfleet replied in a long and detailed 
historical volume. However he did make some notable 
concessions.2 Thus he grants that the Sign of the Cross 
in Baptism, kneeling at the sacrament, the surplice, 
and the exclusive covenanting of Godparents for a child 
might become optional. H~ also grants a toleration 
for those who believe communion in the Church of England 
is illegal but who will affirm the thirty-six doctrinal 
articles. Such ministers would, of course, be subject 
to a heavy fine for any 11 bitter or reproachful v;ords • 
against the established Constitution of our Churches."3 
He grants a comprehension of pastors who will subscribe 
the thirty~six articles and promise not to attempt to 
upset or contradict the other three. H~ promises 
there will be a review of the liturgy to approve such 
changes as the abolition of lessons from the Apocrypha, 
the preparation of a new translation of the Psalms, 
1. Richard Baxter; Richard Baxter's Answer to Dr. 
Edward Stillingfleet•s Charge of Separation (Landon: 
Nevil Simmons, 1680), pp. 62-64. 
2. Edward Stillingfleet. The Unreasonableness of 
Separation (London: Henry Th'!ortlock, 1681-). 
3. Ibid • , p • lxxxvi • 
. . 
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and such other changes as 11 Wise and Peaceable Men, 
not given to l'lrath and Disputing" may agree to.l 
When that new prayer book is approved, all \vould then 
be compelled to use it. He also makes other recommen-
dations like the building of more churches in large 
parishes, the reforming of the ecclesiastical courts, 
and the ttretrenching of pluralities 11 which reflect 
his concern about some of the charges of the Puritans.2 
These are very reasonable and considerable 
concessions. Indeed they are quite reminiscent of 
the proposed bill of comprehension prepared by Baxter, 
Stillingfleet, and Tillotson in 1675. However, it is 
noteworthy that the problems of ordination.and reordination 
are not considered. Unfortunately the peaceable tone of 
these concessions does not reflect the sense of the whole 
book. For- when he comes to the historical portion of 
the volume, particularly those passages dealing \vith 
Baxter personally, he turns to attack. He charges that 
Baxter is and has always been insincere, that the reasons 
he alleges for his Nonconformity are tricks and not 
his real feelings, and that he is avoiding the issues. 
1. Ibid., p. lxcii. 
2. The above is a summary of Stillingfleet's 
concessions prepared by the present author from the 
complete list in ibid., pp. lxxxi7xciv. 
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He cites Baxter's writings in the Cure of Church Divisions, 
and then accuses him of committing the very sin of 
Separation therein condemned.1 Moreover, even when he 
speaks of the concessions, hi~ position is that they 
are not really necessary, as the Church of England is 
already very well organized indeed. 
The book, with its scurrilous history of 
Nonconformity, infuriated Baxter. He replied with a 
broadside which :.c.overs: a lot of' old ground and points 
out Stillingfleet 1 s failure to answer the positions 
which .Baxter had espoused in his Nonconformists Plea 
for Peace, and. the True and Only 'Ylay of Concord. 
We need not quote at length, but one example will suffice 
to show the temper of the book. nHis book [The Unreason-
ableness of Separation] is ~ade up of 3 parts. I. 
Untrue Accusations. II. UntrueHistorical Citations 
(abundance). III. Falacious Reasonings.tt2 Baxter 
later repented of his contentiousness and hie provoking 
language in this book but he never repented of the 
position espoused.3 
1. Ibid., pp. xxvii-xxxi. 
2. Richard Baxter, A Second True Defence (london: 
Nevil Simons, 1681), p. 9. 
3. Richard Baxter, Richard Baxter's Penitent 
Confession (London: Tho. Parkhurst; 1691), p. 27. 
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Many other names could be mentioned among Baxter 1 s 
opponents in these years. We could cite Bishops Morley, 
Gunning, and Patrick as well as a number o:r lesser 
clerics. HOwever, enough has been said to indicate 
hO'I'i bitter the wrangling became. This bitterness helps 
us to understand why Baxter was not called into consul-
tation during these years in further attempts to find 
a means to comprehension. He was personally unacceptable 
after his books appeared. He realized what was happening 
but :felt that it would be cowardly not to answer the 
charges made, now that freedom :from licensing made such 
answers possible He makes hie position clear in 
addressing Stilling:rleet. 
I am loth to displease·you; and I write not to 
Accuse You, or other Conformists. But as Paul was 
cons~reined by Accusers, to speak sharply of them 
••• so you constrain us to say that in our own 
Defence Which \liill Exasperate you; and I doubt you 
cannot easily bear.l 
1. Baxter, Richard Baxter 1 s Answer to Dr. Edv-Jard 
Stillingfleet•s Charge of Separation, p. 50. 
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2. Controversy with the Independents 
We have already indicated that, for Baxter, the 
years 1680-1684 were years of unremitting controversy. 
For the most part these controversies were with the 
Anglican leaders. However one series of publications 
is directed at the Independent leaders. In these books 
he is defending his practice of communion in the parochial 
churches. His first discussions of the topic was written 
in 1682. However his friends unged him to lay aside the 
document, and it was not published until 1684 as the 
fourth part of Catholick Communion Defended Against Both 
Extreams. 1 This work shows Baxter at his best as a 
middle~of-the-road moderate. As the title indicates 
it is a defence of his practice nagainst both ext reams. n 
Thus in parts one and three he is insisting that the 
communion of the conventicles is legitimate, against 
Anglican claims that only their own form is good. Part 
two is a virulent attack on the Independents, notably 
a Mr. Raphson, who contended that the communion of the 
parishes is idolatry and hence to be· avoided. Part four 
is a statement of his own reasons for communion in the 
parishes. Part.five is an examination of a list of 
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1. Richard Baxter, Catholick Communion Defended Against 
Both Extreams (London: Tho. Parkhurst, 1684J. 
reasons against parish communion prepared by John 
Owen.l 
Baxter's interest in this problem and his practice 
in this connection has been noted before.~ His practice 
'L'Jae to join in the parish communions when they were 
tolerable. Even when a better service was available 
to him~ he attended occasionally in the parishes to 
make clear that he regarded them as true churches. 
He comments: 
I separate from none of them f'urther than they separate 
from Christ. I mentally separate f'rom the Sin that 
is in their Worship, and as far as I can in my own: 
And I locally separat·e from the Papists, and all such 
as either impose on me any Sin as the Condition, or that 
so corrupt their worship as to destroy it, and make 
it such as dhrist 'accepteth not. And ·I prefer not 
worse before better in any. But f'urther I separate 
not.3 
In characteristic for-m, he proceeds to list twenty-
four reasons why he prac~ices par6chial communion. 4 
It is not our concern in·: this dissertation to· discuss 
each of. his reasons. Ho't'iever we should note that the 
reasons he gives are all reasons of conscience. The 
1. Each part is separately paged, and several even 
have separate title pages. 
2. Supra~ pp. 137-138. 
3. Ibid.' IV, 15. 
4. Ibid., IV, 12-23. 
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argument of expediency is·never expressed. The twenty-
:rour reasons are essentially one, and that is that 
he must satisfy his conscience that he is doing all 
that he possibly can do for the concord of all 
Christians. 
The last section of the book is a point-by-
point refutation of some twelve reasons against 
parish communion, prepared by his old op~onent 
John Owen. The division be·tween Baxter and Owen 
was quite sharp. It can be demonstrated by the 
parallel summaries below. 
Owen 
1. "It is not lavJful 
:ror us to go, and joyn in 
Publick Worship by the Common 
. Prayer; because that Worship 
it self according to the Rule 1 of the Gosp.el, is not Lawful." 
2. Liturgical v;orship 
has ah:ays been an engine to 
defeat the promise of Christ 
that he will send his spirit 
to his church, ·and so to de-
feat true worship. Therefore 
to attend a liturgy is wrong. 
3. The Liturgy consists 
wholly of the rules of men 
about the worship of God. 
It was the sole o:f'fice o:r 
Christ to be lawgiver of the 
Church as regards our worship 
of God. Thus to attend such 
worship is to renounce Christ's 
kingly office 
1. Ibid • ' v' 1. 
Baxter 
1. It is a duty to 
worship God, and if no bet-
ter service is available 
one must attend parish 
communion. 
2. Such a destruction 
of worship is neither 
the intent nor the neces-
sary concomitant of a 
liturgy 
3~~Thete is.a part of 
the regu1at ion of ~-;orship 
which Christ did not make 
in detail. It is legiti-
mate to regulate these 
parts by a liturgy of 
human authorship. 
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4. To affirm that it is 
necessary to regulate some 
things in worship is to assert 
that Christ was unfaithful in 
His regulation. 
5. The purpose of a 
liturgy is said to be the 
edification of the church. 
But Christ instituted ugifts 
unto men for the work of the 
Body 11 (Ephesians 4:7-12). 
Therefore to use a liturgy 
is to use humari means to 
accomplish an end for which 
Christ has instituted oth~r 
means--i.e. spiritual gifts. 
6. ~turgical worship 
is destructive of the edi-
fication of the Churc:h be-
cause it puts bounds on 
reformation and leaves many 
in ignorance. A prime ex-
ample is the Liturgy of the 
Church of England which seems 
to be irreformable. 
4. Christ ~as not 
unfaithful simply be-
cause it was not his task 
to regulate all the de-
tails. These he left to 
men. 
5. The fact that 
Christ has ordained one 
means of edification 
does not rule out all 
other means to the same 
end. 
6. It is the abuse 
of a liturgy not its use 
which is destru~tive of 
edification. 
7. Communioh in the 7t. It is nonsense to 
parishes condemns the suffering say that attendance thereby 
saints of the present day, -· . _condemns all who don 1t 
making it seem that they are attend. 
false witnesses to God and 
responsible for their own 
suffering 
8. The accompaniment 
of such attendance is scan-
dal to the church, and to 
encourage scandal is sin. 
9. This worship is unfit 
because it is inconsistent 
with the conduct of the Spirit 
of God in extempore prayer. 
8. There is greater 
scandal in virtually un-
churching most of the Body 
of Christ than there is 
in attending a parish 
service. . 
9. A set 
may and indeed 
make allowance 
prayer 
liturgy 
should 
for free 
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10. The end of all 
church organization is sub-
jection to the Authority of 
Christ and doing all he com~, 
mands in worship and nothing 
else. In using a liturgy we 
do that which Christ has not 
commanded, so we must not 
attend a liturgy. 
10. To do only what 
Christ commanded us is 
to destroy all public 
viOrship. Fot- he never 
commanded us to meet 
together on Sundays, or to 
sing hymns, or to use 
a particular translation 
of the Scriptures, or 
any one of a dozen other 
things which have to be 
arranged if a service of 
worship is to be held. 
11. By joining parish 11. This argument 
assemblies, we seem to admit would lead one to a 
their teaching, and they teach rejection of communion 
that our church and ordinances with anyone, including 
are null and void. So t"ie seem another Independent church 
to approve of their preaching or your neighbor in th~ 
against us when t·Je attend the pew, with whom you differ 
liturgy in their churches. in some opinion. 
12. To attend is to admit 12. You can denounce 
the legitimacy of parish " · faults in a church and 
churches and condone their still have communion with 
practice. To admit this de~ it.l 
prfve& us of the principle justification for our sep-
aration. 
Before the answer to Owen's twelve reasons had 
passed through the presses, Dr. Owen passed away. 
Consequently Baxter ap9eared to be attacking a dead man. 
He was sharply criticized for this, and wrote another 
book to dsfend himselr. 2 There is little new material 
offered in the book. The last work which he wrote in 
this controversy was a vindication of the character of 
1. The above is summarized and classified by the 
present author from the full text in ibid., V, PP· 1-45. 
2. Richard Baxter, Catholic Communion Doubly 
Defended (London: Tho. Parkhurst, 1684). 
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the parish churches as truly Christian •1 The imp lied 
question in the.title is answered with a definite 
affirmative. He begins by qefining a church a's 
a competent number of Neighbour Christians, who by 
Christ's appointment, and their own exprest 
consent, are ass.ociated with one or .more Pastors, 
for the r;ight \'iorshipping of God in publick, and the 
Edification of the Members, by the exercise of the 
said Pastoral Office, and ·their mutual Duties to God, 
to their Pastors, and each other, for the welfare 
of.t~e Sqciety, and the pleasing and glorifying of 
God. 
From this definition he proceeds to argue that the 
parish churches are true churches, even though 
subjected to the tyranny of a Bishop of the Pre-
latical sort. Against the charge that these churches 
aren't true churches because they don't choose their 
own pastors or bishops, he argues that they do in effect 
consent to their pastor by making submission to his 
l.eadership.3 
This controversy was brought to an end by Baxter's 
arrest in February of 1685. On July 2, 1685 the Press 
Act was revived, so the dispute was not resumed on 
Baxter 1 a· release. However it had already gone far 
1. Richard Baxtsr, Whether Parish Congregations 
be True Christian Churches (LOndon: Thomas Parkhurst, 1684). 
2. Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
3 .. ~., P• 19. 
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enough to worsen, if suoh were possible, the relations 
between Baxter and the Independents. 
One lasting influence of these writings should 
be mentioned however. Dr. Norman Sykes tells us that 
Baxter's material.was the firm foundation on which the 
defenders of occasional conformity were later to rest 
their ar·guments •1 We may just.ly wonder, however, 
whether Baxter would have approved of this use of his 
ideas. He insisted on parish communion as a means of 
working for church concord and union. The occasional 
·conformists used parish communion as a means to a 
political end and were tending to perpetuate and embitter 
the ·division of th$ Church by returning to their own 
conventicles. 
1. Occasional conformity was the practice followed 
by many Nonconformists with politjcal ambitions. They 
qualified for office under the Test Act by taking the 
communion in the Church of England once or t~ice a 
year and then returning to their conventicles. Dr. 
Sykes cites parliamentary debates in 1702 in defence 
of the idea that they depended on Baxter for their 
justification. Norman Sykes, The Church of EnEtland and 
Non-E isco al Churches in the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries Lonaon: SPCK, 1948 ,p·. 39. 
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3. Baxter • s Arrest and Imprisonment 
On February 2, 1685 Charles IJL made his submission 
to Rome, and :four days later he rias dead. The accession 
of' his brother, James II, signaled the start of a more 
severe repression of the Nonconformists. It would 
seem that James set out to win the favor of the Anglican 
Prelatist party by persecuting Dissenters in the ex-
pectation that he would then be able to secure Anglican 
approval of Roman Catholic toleration. Baxter was 
arrested on February 28. He was brought·. to trial 
on May 30 before the notorious Judge Jeffries. 
The charge against Baxter was sedition. In a 
recently published paraphrase of the New Testament, 
Baxter had taken the opportunity to complain of the 
persecution under which the Dissenters suffered. 
His longtime enemy Roger L'Estrange gathered some of 
the more annoying passages and submitted them to Jef'-
fries. It was argued that in the guise of para-
phrasing the Bible, Baxter was in fact scandalizing 
and covertly attacking the Bishops and hence the King. 
This, it wae said, was s•dition and should be punished 
as such. 
The trial was a :farce. There was no crown's 
attorney, for Jeffries acted both as prosecutor and 
judge. Two leading Whig lawyers volunteered to appear 
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for Baxter, but the Judge would not let them speak. 
Neither would he let them call witnesses to testify 
on Baxter's behalf, though several Conformists offered 
to appear. _Macaulay quotes the following passage which 
indicates the spirit of the trial. 
Richard, Richard, dost thou think we will let thee 
poison the court? Richard, thou art an old knave. 
Thou hast written books enough to load a cart, _ 
and every book as full. of sedition as an egg is ·full 
of m~at- By the grace of God, I'll look after 
thee .. l 
In this ttobjectiveu mood the "trialu continued. 
Baxter was convicted, and contemporary rumor has it 
that Jeffries at first planned to have him whipped 
through the city. Saner councils prevailed, however, 
and instead Baxter was sentenced to prison. A huge 
fine was·also levied against him. 
His imprisonment was not a severe one. The 
old gentleman was not well, and the royal adminis-
tration had no desire to create a martyr for the Puritans. 
Therefore he was kept not in the_prison proper, but in 
a second floor room ne8rby, where he had a personal 
servant in attendance, and \'ihere friends could visit him. 
However even in these conditions his health deteriorated 
during the seventeen~~onths of his incarceration. 
1. Macaulay, History of England, pp. 444-445. 
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By the end of 1686 James II•s policy of pacifying 
the Anglicans had obviously failed. He thus made a 
complete reversal of policy and began to court the 
DiEsenters. A first step was the release of Baxter. 
He l-ias released Nov. 29, 1686, but he addressed no 
thanks to the King. He seems to have been well aware 
of the wily monarch's intentions. 
The following February the old gentleman took up 
residence in Charterhouse Square where he remained the 
rest of his life. H~ lived in the home of Matthew 
Sylvester, pastor of a Nonconformist church in that 
area. Sylvester was evidently a fine pastor, but no 
preacher. He thus welco~ed Baxter both as preacher 
and advisor. The latter preached regularly on Sunday 
and lectured on alternate Thursdays, health permitting, 
for the remaining five years of his life. 
4. Summary and Transition 
In the chapter concluded above we have rollowed 
Baxter through some of' the most severe controversies of 
'· 
his life. We have seen hie relatively cordial relations 
with the Church of England .deteriorate, as the successive 
books indicat.ed how bitter the reeling against him had 
become. We have also seen his relations with Independency 
~larsen, if that were possible. We have noted that 
Baxter himself' was responsible for some of' this decline. 
He.would occasionally lose his temper and publish a 
book ~hich might better have been left unprinted. 
But in general the spirit of compromise and concord 
underlies all his activity. When he strikes at 
someone who is in error, it is becauee his conscience 
will not allow him to leave'an unf'air charge unanswered; 
and when he errs himself, it is usually by giving 
tactless expression to an unplea7ant truth. 
In the next chapter we will turn to a consideration 
of Baxter's f'inal years. They were momentous years for 
England, for they. encompass· the Glorious Revolution and 
the religious settlement which f'ollowed. So f'ar as 
our sources indicate, however, Baxter had no active 
part in the exciting events of the day. Presumably 
his ill health vias a major f'actor in preventing him. 
Even without his participation recommendations f'or the 
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comprehension of Nonconformists were produced by a 
royal commission and recommended to Convocation, 
which sound quite Baxterian. Moreover· a plan of agree-
ment between Presbyterian and· Independent ministers, 
along lines recommended by Baxter, seemed to give 
promise of futupe union in the year of his death. 
He continued to write, arid took cogni~ance of 
(."'.' 
the endeavors at concord. Other ·writings 
vJere pror;luced as defences of his movement and his 
policies. We must turn now to the closing years 
of Baxter's life. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
REVOLUTION AND RETIREMENT, 1687-1691 
The Tudor conception of a genuinely National 
Church had perished in the Civil W~r. Idealists, 
like Richard Baxter, might cling to the 
project of comprehension and statesmen, like 
William III, might favour it, but the division 
in men's minds was too deep, lheir mutual 
antagonisms were too violent. 
Dr. Orme comments on Baxter 1s last years as 
follows: 
The public transactions of the nation, during the 
last years of Baxter's life, were of the highest 
interest, but ~t doee not appear from any thin~ I 
could discover that he took much part in them. 
Dr. Powicke tries to trace the progress of Baxter in 
this period in the unpublished correspondence in Dr. 
William's Library.3 Calamy who might have been expected 
to know what Baxter was doing in these years doesn't 
even try to fill the gap. The simple truth is that for 
all practical purposes the Religuiae Baxterianae comes 
to an end in 1685. The editor of the document, Matthew 
1. Herbert H. Henson, The Church of England 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1939), p. 118. 
2. Orme, Life of Baxter, I, 346. 
3. Powicke, Baxter Under the Cross, 
pp. 164-181. 
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Sylvester, should have added some inrormation; for 
Baxter spent these years in his home. However he did 
not do so. Thus we are left with little dependable 
information as to Baxter's actions after his release 
from prison. We can only surmise what his reactions 
to many of the important events which surrounded him 
may have been. What we have in effect are a few published 
books, an occasional letter, and a few brief generaliz-
ations by those who knew him. From this we try to 
judge what Baxter's opinions may have been. With this 
fact in the back of our minds, we now turn to trace 
the developments of the reign of James II. 
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1. Towards Revolution 
The story of James II 1s poor judgement and unwise 
actions has been told often. It is no part of our task 
here to retrace all of the details of his unhappy reign. 
We have noted that he began his reign as a raging enemy 
of the Dissenters, and that his real love was Romanism. 
It was not ·long before he found that men like Tillotson 
and Stillingfleet feared Rome far more than they feared 
the Dissenters. When it became obvious that his bloody 
persecution was not going to soften the Conformist 
attitude towards Roman Catholicism, he suddenly switched 
policies. 
The.release of Baxter late in 1686 is evidence of 
this change. More important evidence appeared April 4, 
1687 in the Declaration of Indulgence. After guaranteeing 
to support the Church of England, the Declaration 
continues: 
We do likewise declare,. that it is our royal will and 
pleasure, that from henceforth the execution of all, 
and all manner of penal liws in matters ecclesiastical 
be immediately suspended. 
The reaction of the Dissenters to_ this indulgence was 
varied. Calamy comments, with tongue in cheek: 
1. Edward Cardwell (ed.), Documentary Annals of 
the Reformed Church of England (Oxford: University 
Press, 1839), II, 310. 
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The Dissenters were not so fond of hard Usage, 
as to refuse a Liberty so freely offer 1d them; 
nor did they think it good Manners to enqui.re too 
narro\<;ly ho\v that Indulgence came about, so long 
as they were sheldt'd by it from Oppression.l 
Many of the Dissentars, however, were suspicious of the 
King's motives, and not inclined to give thanks without 
knowing more about them. Baxter, along with Bunyan, 
Howe, and others, was of this latter mind. He wrote 
to his friend John Baber explaining that he was not 
a:sked to sign the address of thanks to the King, 
but that he would not have done eo even had he been 
aeked. 2 
Very soon the feared results of the Iqdulgence 
began to be seen. Roman worship became more open, and 
Roman officers were appointed to the army and to high 
poets in the royal government •. On April 7, 1688 the 
King reissued the ln,dulgence with some enlargement. 
He also ordered that it· be read from every pulpit in the 
land on May 20 and May 27. No act can be imagined 
which viould have been more likely to rouse the Anglican 
clergy, and many of them began to reconsider their views 
about divine right and non-resistance. Seven of the 
1. Calamy, Abridgement of Baxter's History, I,· 376. 
2. The letter is auoted in full in Poviicke, 
Baxter Under the Cross, -PP. 167-168. 
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Bishops met, refused to read the document in their 
cathedrals, and petition~d the King to viithdraw his 
Declaration. As a result the Declar.ation was read 
in very f'e\v places. The King ordered his Bishops 1 
arrest ana trial •. The outcome was a tri~mphant 
aquittal and a tremendous.: loss of' royal prestige. 
Immediately on his aqui ttal Archbis-hop Sancrof't 
addressed himself to the Bishops of' his province in a 
letter notable f'or a famous passage on the Dissenters. 
In Article IX he urged the Bishops that they 
walk in wisdom towards those, who are not of our 
communion: • • • that they neglect not freq~ently 
to confer with them in the spirit of meekness·· • • • 
More especially that they have· a very tender regard 
for our brethren the protestant dissenters •••• 
And ••.• that they warmly and most aff(9ctionately 
exhort them to join with us in daily fervent prayer 
to the God of peace for an universal blessed union 
of all ref'ormed churches both at home and abroad, 
against our common enemies.l 
It is difficult to determine precisely·what Sancroft 
intended. Even his biographer admits his inability 
to discover the details of the plan, if' the~e was 
anything formal enough to be called a plan.2 We 
can only surmise that it was intended to alter what was 
granted·_ by. the-.Church to be alterable on grounds of 
1. Cardwell, Documentary Annals, II, 325-326. 
~.George D'Oyly, The Lif'e of William·Sancroft 
Archbishop of Canterbury (London: J. W. Parker, 1840 ~, 
P• 197. 
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love, chartty, and good sense. To this end Sancroft 
began a series of consultations in \l'ihich Patrick, Sharp, 
Moore, Lloyd, T:enis.on, Tillotson, and Fairfax v;ere in-
volved. These men were at \'iOrk when the Revolution, 
and the succeeding Non-juring crisis, suddenly removed 
Sancroft from the. discussions. However Patrick, Sharp, 
Lloyd, Tenison, and Tillotson were all to serve on the 
~cclesiastical Commission which made recommendations 
of a means to a comprehension, to the Convocation under 
William III, Thus it would seem that Calamy is quite 
right vihen he comments that "what was done in .King 
William's time was but a continuation of what was begun 
in the latter end of the reign foregoing." 1 
By the closing months of 1688 James • situation 
had become critical. On November 5 the Dutch fleet 
landed near Torbay. On December 10 the King sent his 
Wife and son to France. Two weeks later he followed 
them. William and his Q,ueen came up to Iondon and took 
over the offices of government without the firing of 
a shot. On February 23, 1689 they were declared joint 
sovereigns •. 
1. Calamy, Abridgement of Baxter's History, I, 451. 
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We have no contemporary comment from ~axter, but 
there is no doubt whatever that he approved of the 
course of events. In 1691, as. the Non-juring schism 
divided the ranks of the Conformists, Baxter wrote a 
tract entitled "King James, His Abdication of the Crown 
Plainly Proved. 11 The work \'iae never printed, but it 
shows where Baxter stood. Another bit of evidence 
appears in Baxter's will, dated July 27, 1689, in vJhich 
he makes disposal of 100 pounds which he had recently 
loaned to the King.l 
1. Thomas, Autobiography of'·Richard Baxter, p. 265. 
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2. Toleration or Comprehension1 
1. The Toleration Act 
Everyone agreed that something had to be qone 
about the state of the Dissenters.· Dissenters and 
Bishops alike petitioned the new King to take action, 
but there was ·little agreement as to just what action 
ought to be taken. An extensive literature appeared 
in the closing months of 1688 and the early ones of 
1689 suggesting different possibilities. The easiest 
Ttiay to accomplish the desired end seemed to the King to 
be the passage of a Bill of Toleration and a Bill of 
Comprehension through the Houses of Parliament. 
The Act of Toleration was passed apd became 
law almost at once. It received the royal assent on 
May 24, 1689. By its provisions none of the disabling 
legislation wae repealed, .but Dissenters were given a 
means of f~eeing"themselves from the worst effects of 
this legislation. If they would take the Oaths of 
Allegiance and ·Supremacy and declare against 
t·rans ubstantiation, the laity were to be free to 
worship. The clergy were expected to go a little 
further by professing faith in all the doctrinal 
articles and the homilies. Special consideration was 
given to the Baptists, who were exempted from the 
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Articles on infant baptism 1 .and to the Quakers, who 
\ 
. 
substituted an "affirmation" for the required oath. The 
Act did not release the Dissenters from the requirements 
of the Test Act or the Corporation· Act. Dissenters 
remained second class citizens, but they gained 
freedom of worship in open meetings. 
This Act, which has seemed to many to have been 
a victory for the Puritan cause, w_as· actually a defeat 
for Baxter's great dream.. Unaccomp~ied by an Act of 
Comprehension, the effect qf the Act of Toleration 
was firmly to establish Nonconformity outside of the 
Church of ~gland. 
The effect noted above was not evident when 
Baxter subscribed to the Articles in 1689. An Act 
of Comprehension still seemed a possibility then, as we 
shall note later. Baxter subscribed for the same reason 
he had applied for a license in 1672. He saw it as a 
temporary means 'to the greater end of comprehension. 
As we \>lould expect however, he did not subscribe the 
Articles until he had written a book in which he 
explained his presuppositions and the sense of the 
Articles he was approving. Thus he tells us: 
I take not this Form of Words called, the Articles 
of the Church of England, to be essential to the said 
Church; nor any thing in them to be essential to 
t:P,e Christian Religion, which was not so from its 
beginning, and in the first Ages of Christianity 
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yea and in every following Age: nor do I take such 
Form or Matter to be instead of the Scripture and the 
Ancient Creeds ..... But .... wishing tb.at God •s 
own Word were taken for the sufficient Terms of 
our Consent and Concord in order to Union and 
Communion, and knowing that the Ambiguity of words, and 
our common imperfection in the Art of Speaking, do 
leave an uncertainty in the sence of most humane 
writings till explained, and yet supposing that the 
Authors of' these Articles meant them O~thodoxly, 
.that I may not seem needlesly scrupulous, I subscribe 
them, and that I may not be ·unconscionably rash in 
subscribing, I here tell all whom it may 1oncern, how 
I understand the words which I subscribe. 
He had comments or explanations to.make on twenty~ 
seven of the articles. We may cite examples of' the type 
of thing which he explained. Thus Article Six affirms 
all "canonical BOoks of' the Old and New Testament 
of whose Authority was never any doubt in the Church."2 
Baxter knew his history well enough to know that Hebrews, 
James, II Pe~er, Jude, .II and III John, and Revelation 
were all questioned at one time in the history of the 
Church. Therefore he affirms that these are included 
in the canonical works. He also takes exception to 
Article Eight Which affirms the three ancient creeds. 
Baxter notes that he does not affirm the damnatory 
clauses which have been improperly added to the 
l. Richard Baxter, R. Baxterts·Sence of the 
Subscribed Articles (London: Ben !a:ox, 1689), pp. 1-2 .. 
2. Ibid. ' p. 5 • 
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Athanasian O.reed. 1 Article Eleven, which atfirms the 
sole sufficiency of faith to salvation is qualified by 
an assertaion of the concomitant necessity of human 
righteousness. Thus though we are not saved by works, 
we cannot be saved without them.2 Article Thirteen, 
which seems to him to imply that only those with faith 
in Christ can be saved, is carefully defined so as not 
to exclude the righteous heathen from the working of 
Gbd's grace.3 
The little book is thus primarily concerned with 
doctrinal matters, but there is an occasional partisan 
criticism of the English ~relatists 9,isguised as doctrinal 
commentary. Thus .when commenting on Article Six, which 
asserts the sole sufficiency of the Scriptures, his 
comment makes it clear that he is wondering why oaths 
of nassent and consent" and like impositions have to be 
insisted upon. On Article Fourteen which denoutlces 
works of s uperero gat ion, Baxter comments , 11 I suppose 
they meant not that voluntary Canons, Impositions, Oat·hs, 
and Church-offices are so bado 11 4 However i;t general his 
mood is concilliatory, as we would expect it to be. He 
·' 
still had some hopes for a comprehension. At least 
,, 
1. Ibid.' P• 6. 2 .. Ibid.' P· 7· 
3 .. Ibid.' PP• 8-9. 4 " . Ibid e., P· 9· 
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eighty other Nonconformists submitted to the Act of 
Toleration and cited Baxter's -sense of the Articles as 
their own. Doubtless many others did likewise without 
making overt reference to Baxter. 
I··~ .. ·------ ----
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ii. Comprehension Proposals 
Three days before the Act of Toleration was intro-
duced in the Parliament, the Earl of Nottingham submitted 
an Act of Comprehension which substituted a general 
approval of the doctrine and discipline of the Church 
of England :for '~assent and consentu and which made the 
controverted ceremonies optional. A conditional re-
ordination was suggested as well. How·ever the bill was 
soon under severe.attack. The churchmen argued that the 
Puritans were not the "weak brothers" of whom Paul 
spoke. They identified the Nonconformists rather with 
the supercilious and uncharitable Pharisees whom Christ 
likened unto vipers. The old familiar argument that •. the 
proposed concessions would anger more than they would 
pacify also did yeoman servic.e. Moreover even the Whig 
party, which generally favored the Nonconformists, was 
divided on the issue. Lord Macaulay notes that the 
Baptists, Quakers and Independents, who would not have 
been comprehended, opposed the comprehension of the 
moderate "Presbyterians ... They hoped for the repeal of 
the Test Act, and feared that the inclusion of half or 
more of the Nonconformists in the Church would ruin 
chances of such repeal. The result was that neither 
the repeal of the ~~s·t Act nor the Act of Comprehension 
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was able to muster sufficient support to pas.s the 
Parliament .. l 
With the Tories and part of the Whigs united 
against the Bl.ll, it became clear that a different ex-
pedient must be tried. At this moment Tillotson suggested 
another means to comprehension. He recommended a Royal 
Commission to the King which should suggest concessions 
leading to a comprehension •. These should then be sub-
mitted for approval to Convocation. 'Dhe King reliJolved to 
adopt Tillotson's suggestion when shortly thereafte~ 
the Parliament also petitioned for a meeting of Convo-
cation. 
Even before the Commission met, Tillotson issued 
a booklet in which he listed the concessions which would 
probably be made by the Church of England for the 
satisfaction of the Puritans. The following are 
the proposals: (1) The controverted ceremonies will be 
made indifferent;. (2) Readings from the Apocrypha will be 
dropped, and a new metrical translation of the Psalms 
will be prepared; (3). The Ministers wi.ll be required 
to subscribe only to the doctrine, discipline, and wor-
ship of the Church of England; (4) There will be new 
1. Macaulay, H1story of England, III, pp. 9E-99 
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canons for a reformation of manners; (5) The delays in 
the ecclesiastical courts will be remedied, while 
excommunications will be taken from the hands of the 
lay chancellors; (6) Foreign ordinations will be spe-
difically recognized; (7) A conditional form of ordination 
or reordination for the presbyterially ordain.ed in 
England will be pro·vided .+,n some such terms as u If 
thou art not already ordained, I ordain thee.nl 
2he similarity of the above proposals with those 
agreed upon by Baxter and Tillotson in 1675 Will be seen 
.. 
to be very eonsiderable.2 • 
Th~ document summoning the Ecclesiastical Gom-
mission is d~ted September 13, 1689. After nqting that. 
the particular forms of worship are alterable, and that 
the canons may be revised when such reformation is 
needed, and that there are some defects and abuses in 
the ecclesiastical cC?urts needing improveme:o.t, the King 
summoned thirty clerics to reform such abuses and 
to recommend such changes as they felt would be desir-
able to these ends.3 
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1. Thomas Birch, The Works of Dr. John Tillotson, 
Late ArchbishoP of' Canterbury,· with· the Life of the Author. 
(London: Richard Priestly, 1820), I, cxx. 
2. Supra, pp. 168-171. 
3. Thomas Tenison, A Discourse Concerning the Eccles-
iastical Commission (I.ondon Ric.· Chi swell, 1689), pp. 13-14. 
Appointed to the Commission were one Archbishop, 
eleven Bishops, four Deans of. Cathedrals, five members 
of the facultie~ of Oxford or Cambridge, five Arch-
deacons, and four Prebendaries.l Of this number six never 
attended at ali, and three others left before the 
meetings got well started. However as the King had set 
nine as a quorum, the Cbmmission was able to 
conduct its business. 
The day-to-day activity of the Commission does not 
greatly concern us here.2 However: Gilbert Burnet 
makes the following enlightening comment on ,the 
method pursued. He tells us that they had before 
them ''all the exceptions, that either the puritans before 
the war, or the nonconformists since the restoration, 
had made to any part of the church service. n3 We may 
1. Ibid., pp. 27-28. 
2. We have a great deal of information from con-
temporary sources about this Commission. Tenison, 
Tillotson, Burnet, Patrick, and one or two others of 
the attendants left memoirs. Oalamy, and Thomas long, 
sa~i t.he official report of the Commission, and published 
commentaries on it. MOreover the original report, which 
disappeared for over 100 years~ was rediscovered in the 
Lambeth Library in 1854 and published by order of 
Parliament as a Blue Book. However the present author 
does not intend to make a detailed examination and 
comparison of these reports, except where it helps us 
to understand Baxter's influence on the G~mmiesion. 
3. Burnet, History of His Own Time, IV, 54-55. 
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imagine that Baxter's works were included. They then 
proceeded from thee~ ~xceptions to an examination of each 
point in questign and resolved to make such changes as 
were nee essa_ry. 
It will be noted that this Ecclesiastical Com-
mission was something far different from ,the Savoy Con-
ference. There was not a single Nonconformist on the 
Commission, though _the inclusion of the latter was ·~.-the 
stated business of the Commission. To commentators of 
a later day, this seems like an unwise omission, if they 
tr~ly hpped their ideas would have wide acceptance. 
However, we may imagine that they f~ared more open c~n­
sultations would ruin whatever chance there was that the 
proposals might pass Convocation. , Neverthele~s· i_f Ba:xter 
. ' 
was not present in body, he was certainly present in 
spirit. Again and again the proposals· of the Commission 
echo the demands we have heard Baxter make so many times. 
Further description of these proposals wi.ll indicate 
how ~losely they parallel Baxter's own ideas~ 
The proposed alterations amount to some 598 
articles, although most of these are·minor matters. 
Some are quite important and represent major concessions. 
Most of the proposed changes have to do with practices 
in worship which need to be altered. The most notable 
examples of these are listed below. (1) The Apocryphal 
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lessons and the "too natural" lessons rrom the Old . 
Testament are dropped in ravor of other readings from the 
canonical scriptures. (2) New collects, prepared by 
Patrick, Burnet, Stillingfleet, and Tillotson replace 
those formerly complained of. (3) A new translation 
of the Psalms is recommended. ( 4) T:he requirement .. of .. 
the use of the Gloria after each psalm is dropped in 
favor of its use at the end of all those psalms appointed 
ror the day. (5) There are a multitude or verbal 
changes, making up most of the nearly 600 alterations. 
These are all in a Puritan direction. Notable examples 
are the substitution or 11Ministern for 11 Priest 11 and of 
"Lord 1 s Dayu for "S'rlnday. u ( 6) Chanting is dropped as 
a practice in th~ catbddrals. (7} The celebration or 
days sacred to ttlegendary saints u is abandoned. (8) 
Appropriate psalms are substituted ror the Benedicite, 
. 
the Benedict us',· and the Nunc Dimittis. (9) The practice 
of giving up meat ror Lent is no longer recommended. 
Other items make provision for optional use or 
the ceremonies which had been criticizedby the 
Puritans. The most notable of these changes·.:were· the 
following. (1) The Sign of the Cross in Baptism is 
to be used or omitted at the discretion of the parents. 
(2) Kneeling at the Sacrament of Communion is made 
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optional. (3) the Surplice is made optional. However 
ir the parish can afford to support two pastors, the 
bishop may appoint a second reader who uses the Surplice. 
(4) The ministers will still be exhorted to read 
the entire Common Prayer every day, but they will no 
longer be required to do so. (5) Godparents may appear 
to covenant for a child or not, at the discretion of 
the parents. (6) Monthly communion is enjoined, but 
the requirement that everyone in the parish take 
communion on pain of excommunication is dropped. 
Two other changes which do not fit into either 
of these classifications.should also be mentioned. 
The damnatory clauses of the Athanasian Creed were 
dropped. The question of the validity of the order of 
preebyterially ordained men was sidetracked by a 
"conditionaln form of ordination like that suggested 
by Tillotson.l 
To the readers of this dissertation there is 
scarcely a one of these proposals which sounds strange. 
1. Supra, p. 26Q The summary above of the pro-
posals prepared by the Commission is the present 
author's arrangement and summary of the listings 
found in the following works: 
Burnet, History of Hie Own Times, IV, 53-59. 
Neal, History of the Puritans V, 229-230. 
Calamy, Abridgement of Baxterts Hietorv, I, 452-454. 
Birch, vlorks of Dr. John Tillotson, I, cxxviJ~..;cxxix. 
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Every one of the ceremonies made optional answers a 
demand which Baxter had made over the last thirty 
years. Nearly every one of the proposed changes 
in worship has appeared either in the uExceptionsu 
prepared for the Savoy Conference or in Baxter's 
subsequent discussions looking to a comprehension. 
We have heard the complaint about the Athanasian Creed 
as recent~y as Baxter's elucidation of the Articles 
of Religion. The proposal on ordination differs 
from the solution which Baxter suggested. He had 
favored a "licensing" without the laying of hands. 
The Commission's compromise produced a ceremony which 
the .Prelatists would have said was ordination, though 
the Puritans could still claim it was nothing of the 
kind. Pr.obal.bly it was a· good solution. It put the 
question of the validity of the presbyterian ordination 
in the hands of God, where it belongs. Some of the 
Nonconformists were not happy however at the suggestion 
that they undergo a reimposition of hands. 
These recommendations of the Commission 
to the Convocation a··roused a great deal of contro-
versy; and this controversy was not decreased by the 
fact that no- one but the Commissioners really knew 
what the proposals were. Lathbury, a violently High 
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C.l;iur-ch historian, even suggests that the Commissioners 
themselves did not favor all they recommended. He 
quotes Bu~net as follows: 
We p:t:>epared a scheme. to be laid before convocation 
but did not think that we ourselves, much leas any 
other person, was any way limited or bound to comply 
with what we resolved to propose.l 
Tenison, one of the Commissioners, felt called 
upon to issue a.defence of the Commission. In that book 
he sought to justify the calling of a Commission in 
itself, and particularly to answer those who argued that 
the changes proposed would do more harm than good. Thus 
we readt 
When Alterations are fit for the Edification of 
Christians, the· real ~oob. of them will overweigh 
the acciq~ntal Evil of the Surmize of the Ignorant, 
who may for a Week or two fansie that their Religion 
is chang 1d: Neither is such Change and Improvement 
a Reproach to Church-ttlen. · They ar~ not fickle, 
who are constant in~. all necessG~.ry ihings; and 
in Oircumstantials affect not Change, but do it 
-when Piety, and Pea¢e, and Discretion require it .2 
Quite another opinion is· found :i:c:-..the:.fpllowing:.·.:<~ 
:salt~1:r:e, which appears in a booklet. which pretends to be 
1. Thomas Lathbury, Hietorv of the Convocation of 
Church of England (London: J. Leslie, 1853), P• 322. 
The present a~thor has some reservations about this 
quotation. ..La.thbury gives no cit at ion, and we would 
like to know when and in what context it was said. 
Burnet came in his l.ater thought to believe that it 
was a good thing the Puritans were not comprehended. 
:El1ltt at the time he seems to have been all for the 
proposals made by the Commission. 
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2 .. Tenison, Discourse Concerning the Commission, p. 1£$. 
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the petition of a Congregationalist to the Convocation. 
Widen the terms of yo~r communion, ••.•• for the 
sake of honeet Tom Fi'rmin,. and hie brethren the 
Sociniane, Arrians, Anabaptists, uakers, Muggle-
tonians, and Sweet Singers.~ Israel all of Which we 
look upon as Protestants) ••• and who knows, but 
that by this Comprehensive Charitv, you may induce 
the Turks, as soon as the News of it shall be com-
municated to the Grand Seignior and the Mufti at 
Constantinopl:e, to tllrn Christians .1 
EVen the Puritans were not all of one mind when it came 
to a consideration of t~ese matters. Thus John Humfrey, 
in a publication approving the plan, says "I know indeed 
how hard of belief the most of our Brethren genel:"ally 
are that. any good should be done for us by a 
Convocation.n2 
1 .. Anonymous; To the Right Reverend· and Reverend 
and Reverend the Bishop~ (Lo?don: n .. p., :1689), p. B. 
2. [John Humfrey]; The Healing Attempt (London: 
Thomas ~arkhurst, 1689), unpaged preface, [p. 2]. 
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iii. The Convocation o:f 168.2 
It was thus with widely divergent expectations 
that the Convocation-men assembled to begin their deliber-
ations_. They met~o:n Nov. 21, 1689, almost a year a:fter 
the Glorious Revolution. The mood o:f the members of 
the Lower House was soon clear. Dr. Tillotson had 
.; 
expected to be elected p'rolocutor of that house. Dr. 
Jane was entered in opposition to him, and Dr. Jane was 
one of the Commissioners who had walked out on the 
meetings of the Commission. Jane was elected by a two-
to-one majority. The traditional address to the Bishops, 
which he prepared in Latin, closed with the following 
words: "Nolumus leges .Angliae mutare. ul 
The Convocation \-'~as diS!missed almost immediately, 
allegedly because of a :formal defec_t in the royal 
declaration. When they met again December 4, the issue 
was once again joined, this time on the ~shop's 
address to _the ·nng. The Bishops proposed to thank 
William· for his service to 11the Protestant religion in 
general, and the Church of England in particular."2 
The Lo\~er House refused to approve, objecting that 
they were concerned only with. the Church of England. 
1. Neal, History o:f the Puritans, V, 230, note. 
2. La.thbury, History of .Convocation, p. 328. 
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They refused to thank the King for service to 
.Protestants in general, since this riould imply approval 
of his service to Dutch Anabaptists o.r Socinians, or even 
to Quakers who also called themselves Protestants. 
Thus to allow the Church of England to be coupled with 
.Protestants in general, as in the proposed address,was 
to diminish ·the Church o:t England. 
They met seven times during December, but never 
got to the matter for which they were c~lled. The King 
was informed that the proposed changes would never 
pass the J:J:,wer House; and he :f!inally prorogued the Con-
vocation, allowing it to expite Mith the election or the 
new Parliament the following year. Tillotson who short-
ly became Archbishop of Ca~terbury never permitted the 
o·anvocation to meet again during his term. of office, 
so the scheme of comprehension was forgotten. · .Parliament 
was of course unwilling to act where Convocation had 
refused. 
A real opportunity for religious peace had been 
lost. O.alamy mourns, nWhen so fair an opportunity will 
return again, God only knows .. nl Dr. Hunt tells us that 
Baxter, Bates, and Howe were also approving observers 
. l .. Calamy; Abridjement of Baxter's History,.I, 
unpaged preface, [p. 9 • 
of the plan, though of course they had no immediate 
influence on its proposals or its rejection.l 
Several factors would seem to have united to 
defeat the good intentions of the King and the Com-
mission. The old argument that there was ~o-.:need for 
such changes and that the changes suggested would do 
more harm than good definitely.had a part in defeating 
the proposals. However other elements, peculiar to the 
religious situation~in 1689, also contributed to the 
defeat. One of ·these was the existence of the Commission. 
~y in Convocation would hav~ resisted anything the 
Commission recommended, because they looked on it as 
an illegal institutions which had improperly preempted 
some of Convocation's authority. 
Another.factor which contributed to the decision 
was the imminent Non-jurors'schism. Sancroft 1 the 
Primate of England, was not present at the Convocation 
nor were the 'other conservative }3lshops • !t l'Jas 
already evident that he and his fellows would soon 
l, .. John· Hunt:, Religious Thought in England· from 
the Reformation to ·the End of .. the Last Century (Icndon: 
Shahan and Co .. , 1871), I, 285. - Hunt does not footnote 
this statement .• , The: present author can find no specific 
statement of ~axter•~ which indicates ~e gave public 
support to the plan~ But in view of the similarity 
of these proposals with those which he had made himself, 
we may probably safely assume that the statement is 
true. ·· 
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leave the Church and give up their preferments rather 
than take the oath to .William and deny their oath to 
James. Burnet, looking back on the event felt it 
was providential that the scheme failed, though he 
had supported it at the time. He came to believe that 
had major changes been made in the Establishment, it 
would have given the Non-jurors the appearance of the 
defenders of the true Church of Erlg).and. This would 
probably have attracted many others to their persuasibn.1 
Still another contemporary development in Britain 
was contributing to the fear of the clergy. The 
downfall of the Episcopal Establishment in Scotland, 
and the severe treatment of men of Episcopal conviction 
in that country, frightened many English Episcopalians. 
Presbyte.rianism \"Jas being revived there under the same 
King William who was now urging Puritan comprehension. 
Moreover William had himself been raised in a non-
Episcopal church in Holland. Both of these things con-
tributed to the refusal to compromise in the South. 
Paradoxically even the Act of Toleration weakened the 
proponents of comprehension. Since they now had freedom 
to worship as they pleased, there was not nearly so 
strong an argument to comprehend them. 
1. Burnet, History of His Own Times, IV, 59. 
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The failure of the comprehension scheme proposed 
to Convocation marks the end of the controversy in 
Baxter's lifetime. Indeed no subsequent d~scussione 
of reunion have come as close to accomplishment of 
their .ends, as did these proposals. Many among the 
Conformists gave thanks that this attack on their 
pux-ity had been successfully repulsed •1 Others however 
saw in the failure of the scheme the destruction of 
the Elizabethan dream of a united Protestantism in 
England. With Ba~ter they mourned the passing of 
a united ttNational Church." 
1. The most notable document produced by this party 
is [Thomas long], Vox Cleri '(Iondon: Eli. Taylor, 1690}. 
It is an exultant defence of the Convocation•s action, 
or rather lack of action, and contains at ita conclusion 
a summary of the meetings of the Convocation, indicating 
what was done each day. 
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3. The Association of Nonconformists of London, 1690 
We have already noted the great resemblance of 
the Ecclesiastical Commission's proposals to those of 
Baxter. After the failure of this endeavor at com-
prehension, another program for cooperation was proposed 
which likewise reflects Baxter's ideas. This time the 
cooperating pastors were the ministers in and around 
London of the Presbyterian and Congregationalist 
persuasions. In 1690 a group of them began to meet 
together in London, and they eventually produced a . 
document which stated their principles •1 This agreement 
makes the intent of the union clear :from the very start. 
The following Heads of Agreement have been Resolved 
upon, by the United Ministers in and about London, 
formerly called Presbyterian and Congregational; 
not as a measure :for any National Constitution, 
but for the2Preservatiori of Order in our Con-gregations. 
The·new organization was soon quite popular. 
Over eighty ministers had subscribed its principles 
when its charter was published in 1691. The great 
historian. of English Congregationalist churches, Robert 
by 
2. Ibid., p. 1. 
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Dale, asserts that Baxter ·was one of the men who entered 
the agreement. 1 The present author can find no justi-
fication for so strong a statement. \'fe cannot be sure 
that he took any part in the negotiations leading to 
the formation of the association.. However some of his 
:rriends were there, and it may well be that it is due 
to their influence that the Baxter:f.an tone of the 
document was sounded. These men were Matthew 
Sylvester, Baxter•s associate in Charterhouse Yard, 
and Dr. Bates, a long time friend. 
In any case Baxter unquestionably watched the 
movement with great interest 1 and we may imagine he 
would have taken an active part in the business had not 
his increasing infirmity made such activity difficult or 
impossible. Certainly "this movement was one which we 
would expect him to support. Its major purpose was to 
discountenance useless controversy about matters of 
ecclesiastical discipline. In this it was similar to 
the Worcestershire Association.. In 1691 Baxter printed 
the pro9osals for the union of the Presbyterians and 
the Congregationalists which he had "Viritten in 1657. 
His stated purpose in publishing them at that time 
1. Robert w .. Dale, History of English Con~regation­
alism (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1907), p. 75. 
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was to encourage the new association in London.l 
When one turns to a careful examination of the 
Heads of Agreement, one is immediately struck by the 
Baxterian tone of the plans. The -program is divided into 
nine sections. The first has to do with the Church. 
In good Baxterian form the Church is viewed as the to-
tality of all those united to Christ, bot as any single 
human congregation or society·. All societies of 
individual Christians joined for the observation of the 
ordinances of Christ are churches and should be recog-
nized as such by all other societies, though "differing 
in Apprehensions and practice in some lesser things." 2 
A credible profession 1of faith is required of indi-
vidual adult Ohristians,and they must show a knowledge 
of the fundamental doctrines. Mor-eover, they must live 
in such a way as to be without scandal in their lives. 
We also find the Baxterian emphasis when the authority of 
each pastor over his church is asserted. Independency 
appears in this section in the rejection of parochial 
boundaries, and the insistance that-a church may choose 
1. Baxter, Church Concord, unpaged preface, 
[p. l]~ We have already discussed the nature of 
these proposals, Supra, PP . .: 49-50. · · 
2. Anonymous, Heads of Agreement, p. 2. 
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its own officers.l 
When they turn to the second heading 1 on the 
ministry, we find still more compromise. It was 
evidently at the insistence of the Independents that a 
section.was included providing that none could be or-
dained Who had not been chosen by the local churcho 
Hbwev_er, the Baxterian emphasis is heard again when it 
is agreed that it is "ordinarily requisite" that a church 
consult with its neighbors before calling a pastor, 
and likewise "ordinarily requisite" that the pastors of 
neighboring churches concur in the ordaining of new 
pastors and take part therein. An echo of Baxter's 
struggle with the Independents, who vi.ewed their pastors 
as pastors of one given church only, appears when we 
hear that ordination is required only of men new to 
the ministry. Provision is made how ever for na like 
Solemn recommending him and his Labours to the Grace 
and Blessing of God, "2 when a man moves from one church 
to another. 
The third section of the agreement is virtually 
all Baxterian in mood. It provides machinery for the 
admonition and excommunication of those who by their 
1. Ibid. 1 pp. 1-5. 2 • Ibid • 1 p • 7 • 
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words or their lives make Christianity "odious."1 
The four,th section also is reminiscent or the Worcester-
shire Association. It pr-ovides for regular meetings o:f' 
the pastors, and the full intercommunion or a member or 
one church with all other churches in the agreement. 
We also recall Baxter 1s and the Independents• distrust 
of the power of synods when we read that no particular . 
church is ever to be subordinated to any other. 
The pastoral meetings are for conversation and communion, 
not ror regulation.2 The fifth heading deals with 
ruling l~y elders •~who labour not in word and doctrine. n3 
On this matter they determine to agree to disagree. 
They recognize the difference of opinion but express 
themselves as determined not to let that difference 
separate them. 
The sixth provision is a strange one. It is 
essentially a limitation on provision four. It provides 
that though the ministers may meet, they shall not meet 
regularly. Perhaps the Independents in the. new body 
feared that regular meetings would become synods which 
"1ould arrogate t·oo much authority to themselves. 4 
1. Ibid., pp. 8-10. 
3 • Ibid • J p • 13 • 
2. Ibid., pp. 10-12. 
4. Ibid .. 
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The seventh provision is not a compromise, so much as it 
is an attempt to· escape the charge of sedition. In 
essence it is an expression of submission to the civil 
mag1strate. 1 The eight_h provision was to settle the 
problem of creeds. It requires that "a~ Ol:H.treh. 
aeltno\vledge the Scriptures to be the work of God the 
perfect and only Ruie of Faith !Yll! Pra.etiee. "2 If 
this \vere a Baxterian statement we would expect him to 
go on to talk about the Apostles' Creed. The people 
who :formulated this agreement, however, seem to have 
felt the need for a modern statement of belief. Thus in 
addition to the statement above, a church is to assert 
one of the following: the doctrinal J?art of the 
Thirty-nine Articles, the Westminster Confession, the 
Shorter or tong~r Westminster Catechism, or the 
Savoy Confession of 1658.. Baxter 1s mature judgement 
was that these modern creeds tended to be dividing 
instruments. However, this expression is Baxterian at 
least in the sense that it provides for a variety of 
credal formulations, any one of which is acceptable.3 
1. Ibid. p~ 14. 2.-~ .. 
3. Ibid. I PP• 14-15. 
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The rinal provision of the plan deals with the 
attitude which members are to take towards those who are 
unable or unwilling to join them. Again a spirit of 
peace, characteristic of Baxter, breathes through the 
agreement. The members are advised to respect all 
Christians both within and without the.newly formed 
union. They are urged to endeavour the conversion of 
heathen, and to receive willingly all those who "appear 
to have the Essential Requirements of Church-Communion.nl 
We said of the Ecclesiastical Commission that 
Baxter was not bodily present, but that his spirit was 
operative. We may say the same of the Committee which 
prepared the.Heads of Agreement. There is no evi-
dence that he ever attended a meeting 1 but almost every 
provision adopts positions which he had worked out ov.er 
long years of controversy and negotiation. The Union 
of Nonconformist Ministers did not long survive Baxter's 
own death however. It split apart in a theological 
disagreement. However in spite of the ultimate frustrating 
of its purposes, the Heads of .&2:reement is a notable 
example of Baxterian moderation put to work in active 
church lif'e. 
l. Ibid. ' p • 16 • 
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4. The C~osing Years 
Were one to judse.from the total number of books 
published under Baxter's name from 1689-1691, one misht 
conclude that they must have been very active years for 
the author. However this judgement would be in error. 
Almost all of the books which appeared iri this period 
were earlier works heretofore unpublished. Baxter's 
health failed rapidly in his seventy-fifth year. Towards 
the end he had to give up his preaching and his lecture, 
which had been the joy of his life. Powicke comments 
truly "He seems to have done, and probably was unable 
[sic] to do, little more than revise •. or finish off, 
old MSS. as occasion arose. ttl 
In the three years following the Glorious Revolution 
seven works appeared which deal more or less directly 
with Baxter's concern over church reunion.· Two of 
these have already been mentioned as part of the story 
of the Act of Toleration and the London Association of 
Nonconformist Ministers.2 The remaining five books deal 
with two major concerns. Ori~ of these concerns is a 
study of the nature of a "National Church" and a dissuasive 
l. Fowicke, Baxter Under the Ct~oss, p. 180. 
2. The two books are Church Concord, Supra,p. 275, 
and R. Baxter •s Serice of t.he Subscribed Articles 1 
Supra, pp. 255-257. 
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against subjecting the Church of England to any non-
English authOrity.. The other concern is the defence 
of Baxter's own position and an explanation thereof. 
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i • ':Che ''Nat ion a 1 Church n 
Two books bear the burden of Baxter's message on this 
subject. Though both were published in 1691, one of 
them was almost entirely completed before the Revo-
lution.! The other appears to have been rewritten in 
the months just before its publication.2 The two books 
are part of one endeavor. Baxter was far from giving 
up his dreams of a united church, even though the Con-
vocation had been negative in its attitude. He used the 
concept of a "National Church" as a means of restating 
his conviction that he was still a member of the Church 
of England, properly so called. For him a "National 
Church" was uno other than a Christian Kingdom consisting 
of a Christian Sovereign, and Christian Subjects, 
worshipping God in confederate particular Churches."3 
.Such a "National Church 11 was instituted by Christ, he 
argues, because "the Kingdoms of this World are become 
the Kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ~"4 
The pastors of this "National Church11 are all the 
Christian pastors in the Kingdom. They are of different 
1. Richard Baxter, Against the·Revolt to a Foreign 
Jurisdiction (London: Thoo. Parkhurst, 1691). 
2. Richard Baxter, Of National Churches (London: 
Thomas Parkhurst, 1691). 
3 • Ibid ., p • 9 • 4. Revelation 11:15. 
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ramks, as the twelve and the seventy in the New Testament 
were of different ranks. But all the descendents of 
all ranks of pastors are pastors of the "National Church." 
Thus 
the present Orthodox Protestant Nonconformists are 
as truely Members of the Church of England, justly 
so called, as any Diocesans or Conf'ormists in the 
Land, and if they be not better confuted than hither-
to they have peen, they may truely be said to be 
the soundest, most judicious and most conscionable 
and the most peaceable Members of this Church.l 
The membe~s of the "National Church" are all those in 
the Kingdom, and their children, who have made profession 
of the Christian faith, have been baptized, and who 
have not nl.,lllified that baptism and that profession 
by heresy or a notorious life. 
In this connection it seems wise to comment a.bit 
further on Baxter's doctrine of the Church and its 
relation to his activities. It will be realized that 
the doctrine of the Church suggeet~d above is a very 
broad one. Unlike the Prelat:i.sts Baxter did 
not concieve that a true church had to be governed by 
an Episcopate in the Apostolic Succession. Unlike 
the Independents he did not unchurch all the unpurified 
churches. He believed a true church existed wherever 
sincere orthodox Christians gathered together for 
.. 
. . . ' . . . 
1. Baxter, Of National Churches, p. 29. 
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worship in the sight of God. We have noted above that 
for him the "Fundamentals of the Faith" consisted of 
a belief in the sole sufficiency of the Scriptures, and 
the gospel of Jesus Christ as summarily expressed in the 
Decalogue, the lord'~ Prayer, and the Apostles~ Creed.l 
Anyone who would delib$rately, voluntarily, seriously 
and comprehendingly make such a profession should be 
considered a melllber. of the Church until such time 
as his profession was disproved by ~alid evidence to the 
contrary. Wherever two or three.su~h Christians met 
together, there for Baxter was a true church. 
It is clear that this broad doctrine of the Church 
led him into trouble with the extreme parties. It led 
him to condemn the exclusiveness and separation of 
the Independents, 2 and to attack them for their refusal 
to take communion in th~ Parish churches .3 It likewise 
lead him to bitter controversy with the Prelatists for 
their exclusion of many from their services, even though 
the excluded were willing to affirm the uFundamentals 
of the Faith11 with full enthusiasm. This broad 
doctrine of the Church is the core of his whole church 
union endeavor, as it is also the key reason for his 
1. Supra, p. 38. 2. Supra, pp. 184-195. 
3. Supra, pp. 234-240. 
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Nonconformity. He was Nonconformist because the Church 
of England was demanding things not of the essence ~f 
the faith as ~onditions for church member~hip. Baxter 
sought church union by calling on the Church of England 
to give up its peripheral requirements, and he was 
willing that the Puritans should do likewise. 
We have commented above that the demands in the 
11 First .Address and Proposals 11 and at Savoy for changes 
in the practice of the Church of England were the 
things which Baxter thought would. be desirable for· a 
church union. 1 We have also noted the rapid retreat 
from these demands in the area of church government, 
litu~gy reform, and ceremonial o~~ervance in the following 
years to a minimum acceptable for comprehension ~ 2 A 
compar-ison of these two lists is instructive in the 
light of Baxter's doctrine of the Ohurch. 
When we examine the things thought desirable we 
find that most of them are peripheral matters having 
little to do with the .. Fundamentals of the Faith. n3 
This is particularly true of the request for the 
Ussher Reduction of Episcopacy, the demand for the 
2. Supra, p. ~73. 
3. Supra, .PP• 87-90, 105-111. 
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"alterations and additions 1"'to the liturgy and many 
of the specific reforms in the liturgy. They are 
primarily matters of convenience. By the time the 
1 
minimum acceptable had been worked out~ all of these 
peripheral matters had disappeared from the demands. 
Baxter had given up all his demands save that the 
Church of England give up its peripheral demands 
also. Thus the minimum acceptable involves the 
. dropping of oaths of ttassent and consent u in return for 
a subscription of the doctrine and sacraments of the 
Church--i.e .. the "Fundamentals of the Faith." 
It requires tha·t many of' the controverted ceremonies--
certainly peripheral matters--be made optional. It 
requires that the Anglicans recognize the validity of 
Presbyterian ordination. , This too is a demand on 
Baxter • s part that the Anglicans recognize the Noncon-
formist m~nistry as true ministers and their churches 
as true churches. Having given up all his awn peripheral 
demands,. he demands that the Prelates do likewise, 
so that they might _uni_te on the essential matters. 
Thus it would appear to be Baxter's broad inclusive 
doctrine of' the Church whichmotivates his church-
' 
1 .. Supra, pp. 167-174. 
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union endeavors, and which enables him to concede much 
to his opponents in externals without compromising hie 
. central position. 
Having commented on thE? pervasive influence of 
Baxter's doctrine of the Church, we should now turn 
to _a further pursuit of the discuss;ion of the "National 
Church. n In particular we must note his. ideas on the 
relation between the various national churches. 
He specifically-denies that the idea of a uNational 
Chqrch" implies a universal human church government,· 
either by Popes or by a council.. On the contrary such 
a universal church government seems to him to bear no 
commission :f'rom Christ. The model in his mind is the 
.Kingdom of' Israel, \~hich w.as in ess.ence both nation 
and church. Henceas :Mos~s and Aaron had no universal 
international sovereignty, ·but only sought to rule 
the church in Israel, we to-dl,iy should expect no inter-
national church government.1 
In fact the Roman qhurch itself is only a 
"National Church,n i.e. the Church of the Roman 
Enpire. The Pope was gi van preeminence over the 
imperial dominions.in.the same way. that the Archbishop 
1. Baxt-er, Of National Churches, pp. 48-49. 
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o~ Canterbury was given dominion over the British 
territories by the King of England. The Pope's 
pretensions to international sovereignty are the 
result of a misconception of his duties as head of 
a "national ch~rch."1 
The occasion of these outbursts in Baxter's late 
years was the conviction on his part that there was 
a design ~ong the Bishops to subject the English 
Church to Rome or to some other international organiz-
ation. He became convinced that those who .had :f'J:-ustrated 
his hopes o:f' harmony and peace in 1668 and 1675 were the 
sam.e men who had again ru-ined the chance for peace in 
1689. He believed the motive for their unpeaceahle 
endeavor was a desire to subvert the English "National 
Churchtt by subjecting it to a council in which the Pope 
would preside. He expected the move towards such 
subjection to be made at the next Convocation. His 
Against the Revolt to a Foreign Jurisdiction was 
addressed to Tillotson, but he hoped that the Dean 
of St. Paul's would in turn submit it to the Convocation. 2 
We may wonder how much influence a letter or book from 
1. Baxter, Against the Revolt to a Foreign Juris-
diction~ pp. 339-340. 
2. ~., unpaged preface, [p. 1]. 
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Baxter would have had on amy 09»vocation which could have 
,-
been elected in the last dec·ade of the seventeenth 
century. We may also feel that Baxter was the victim 
of' delusion in this ·fear, though he thought he had a 
lot of evidence to substantiate his chargee. In any 
case the matter never arose in Convocation. That 
body did not meet until ten years after Baxter 'e 
death, and seven years af'ter Tillotson's passing. 
When it did meet, other issues dominated its dis-
cussions. 
One should not gather from the comments above 
that Baxter no· lo:riger favored peaceful cooperation 
between "National Churches.u Obncord, cooperation, 
and intercommunion were all desirable ends. He was 
very much in favor of wise corl:'espondence and commu-ni-
cation between the churches •1 It was only the universal 
human sovereignty of a judicial and legislative type 
which he opposed. This he vi~wed as the usurpation 
of the prerogatives of Christ. 
1 • .I!21Q.., PP· 338-339 • 
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ii. Apologia Pro Vita Sua 
Three works primarily concern us in our discussion 
of Baxter •s 11 Apology 11 :for his own life.. Two of these 
are essentially histories of the English Nonconformity 
and were written for the most part before the Revolution. 
The Cain and Abel Mal·ignityl·· is, as the title suggests, 
a melancholy remembrance of the internecine strife of 
the last thirty years. It was largely a product of 
Baxter's imprisonment period in 1685-1686, and is 
understandably bitter. One can read the book :from cover 
to cover without coming on a new argument. Similar 
in intent and in style is The English ·Noncon:formity.2 
It was begun in 1683 as a further defence and develop-
ment of the Nonconformist Plea :for. Peace.3 It was 
published after the Revolution to clarify the position 
of the Nonconformists and defend them against their 
enemies. 
By f'ar the moat i-nteresting book o:f these last 
yeal:"s was the Penitent Confeasion .. 4 This book is self-
1. Richard Ba~er, Cain and Abel-Malignity (London: 
Tho. Parkhurst, 1689). 
2. Richard Baxter, The English Nonconformity 
(London: Tho. Parkhurst, 1689). 
3. Supra, pp. 200-211. 
4 •.. Richard ·Baxter, Richard Baxter•s Pe-nkent 
Confession (L6ridon·: Tho. Parkhurst, 1691). 
-~. 
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consciously modelled on Augustine's Confessions and 
Retractations .. As early as 168~ he seems to have pro-
jected such a wo;k.l ln February of 1690 he received a 
letter :f'rom one who signed himself Contianus D .. Minimis, 
and who urged such a_ confession. upon him. In ;Tune of' 1691, 
six months bef'ore his death,_ Baxter complied. There 
were forty-three separate things which he felt were 
worthy of his conf'ess1on. There is no need f'or us to 
mention all of them. However it is interesting to see 
what commissions and o~issions were resting on his 
conscience. 
First there are a number of' personal matters. 
One who is .f'amiliar with ~ugustine' s Coh:f'essions is 
immediately struck by Baxter's expression of penitence f'or 
childhood pranks inc-luding the robbery of a neighbor's 
:rruit trees. He also seems to have been upset by the 
memory of his unwillingness to attend long sermons 
until after hie fourteenth year and of his inclination .. to 
pick up the vile langl1age of his playmates. A subject 
of' concern in his later iife was "the Delight in feigned 
Histories called Romances .. t• 2 
1. Baxter, A Third Defence of the Cause of Peace, 
II, 151.-
2. Baxter, Richard Baxter's Penitent Oon:f'ession, 
pp. 8-9. 
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Again he repented of certain of his actions during 
the Commonwealth. Thus he is sorry that he believed 
too easily the reports of Charles I's evil character 
and that he did so little by way of saving the King's 
life. 1 Just what more he might of done, he does not 
see fit to explain. He repents of taking the Covenant 
himself, thou-gh he thought of it only as a military 
oath, binding only so l.ong as he was in the Army. 
However, i.f he-repents takin~ this oath, he does 
not repent refusing the Act of Uniformity's declaration 
that neither he nor any other was bound by said oath.2 
H~ is sorry also that he did not perceive the danger to 
the nation which Cromwell represented, tP,ough he 1a ;.not 
clear as to what:he could or would have done differently 
had he made such a perception.3 
The most important part of the book for our 
purposes has to do with certain of hie publications 
which we have consulted. Even here however, he is not 
repenting the ess ~nee of TtJhat he has said, but rather 
the 111mprudent, provoking works 11 which he used in too 
many of his writings.4 In particular he speaks of his 
1. Ibid., p. 11. 2. Ibid. 1 p. 23. 
3. Ibid., p. 24. 4. Ibid., p. 25. 
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books addressed to Dr. Stillingf'leet as "too contentious,"l 
though he is careful t9 assert tha:t he ):las not changed 
his mind on the matters at issue with Stillingfleet 
and his party. He thinks his Holy Commonwealth would 
have been better not written, because it was understood 
to be a brief' for democracy, which it was not. However 
the misunderstanding caused so much division, that he 
wishes he had never written it.2 He is also careful 
to note a mistranslation of' Ignatius which he had used 
in the Five Disputations and express his repentance for 
that as 'well.. 3 
We have spent considerable time discussing what 
may seem insignificant confessions of' repentance on 
Baxter's part. We hav.e done so to make it clear that 
Baxter, though writing a Penitent,Confession, never 
saw fit to ask forgiveness for his Nonconformity. His 
contentiousness, hie sharpness, his lack of' tact--
all of' these bore heavily upon him. But he died 
convinced that neither the main endeavor of his 
life for church unity on broad ecumenical principles, 
nor his long period of Nonconformity when such unity was 
l• Ibid.' p. 27. 
3. Ibid., p. 27. 
2. l121.Q.., p. 26. 
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refused, had been wrong. · Even at this late date he had 
not lost hope that chu.rch unity might be accomplished. 
The prefatory epistle of the book is addressed to 
Still1ngf1eet. Baxter urges: 
Use your Ipterest and Parts to the uttermost, 
·both in Parliament and Convocation, for the 
Strengthening of this Nation: and Church by Ce,ncord 
and necessary Amendment, and unlocking the doors of' 
the Parish-Churches to the lovers of Unity and Peaee.l 
1. Ibid., unpaged preface, [p. 1]. 
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5. Summary 
In the chapter just completed we have traced the 
events of Baxter's last years. He was not personally 
active due to ill health, but two plans for church 
union appeared which have decidedly B.axterian overtones. 
One of these plans sought the inclusion o.f the Noncon-
formists in the·Church of England. This plan or com-
prehension, prepared by an.Anglican Ecclesiastical 
Commission, was defeated by the Lower House of Con-
vocation. The second plan envisaged the cooperation or 
the two major bodies or Nonconformists in London--i.e. 
the Congregationalists and the Presbyterians of the 
Baxterian sort. This plan too failedt though on 
theological rather than ecclesiological grounds. 
Thus we have seen Baxter's great dreams frustrated. 
However as we examined the .writings of his late years we 
found no flagging or his convlction that the path 
he had urged the Church to walk was the right one. Bax-
ter's hopes were often cast down when plans .for reunion, 
which he had nurtured with the greatest care, were 
destroyed. But he never lost faith in tomorrow and the 
.future union Which might yet be accomplished. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
His great concern and vehement desire \vas for 
a Comprehension fit to include all peaceabJ.e, 
useful, sober Persons. And he thought it not 
impossible nor incongruous to fix upon Foundations 
large and strong enough, so as to take in all 
that might fitly contribute to Fublick Welfar!, 
into one good Constitution· and Establishment. 
Iit will be remembered that in the opening passages 
of this disse.rtation we suggested that at least four 
things would appear from the st.udy. Briefly stat ad 
these four were: (1) a descriptive historic.al survey 
of' Baxter te tliougp.t and activity in the area of' .church 
union; (2.) the reasons for his Nonconformity; (3) 
the changes in Anglican usage· deemed desirable by him 
and his party to achieve a comprehension; (4) the te);'JIIs 
deem_ed to be the minimu·m acceptable. changes in Anglican 
usage to achie~e such a comprehension. It seems ap-
propriate to arrange our Summary and Conclusions 
around these four subjects .. 
With respect to the first we have discovered the 
following things~ Baxter· began his work for concord and 
1. Matthew SylYester in an unpaged preface to 
Baxter, Religuiae Baxterianae, [p.p. 6-7]. · 
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church union long be~ore the Restoration. His concern 
appeared rirst in the local orga~ization known as the 
Worchestershire Association. This was a local society 
for the· cooperation of ministers of diverse governmental 
philosophies, and diverse doctrinal. positions. He was 
also concerned with t~e international aspects of ecumen-
ical. relations, as is evidenced by the Durie letters; 
but Baxter never favored one united international or 
supra-national church. During the Protectorate he began 
conversations withleaders of the Episcopal, Inde-
pendent, and Anabaptist parties. These conversations 
were generally promising and led him to hope that 
~uture accomodation would be relatively easily accom-
plished. 
At the Restoration o.f the Stuart dynasty, Baxter 
was thrown into the ~ore~ront of negotiations for a 
comprehension.· He served as a co-author of the 11First 
Address and Proposals,n as a petitioner to the King, 
as the leading negotiator for the Puritans at the Savoy 
Conference, as the author of the ReformedLiturgy there 
recommended and as the co-author of the 11Exceptions" to 
the liturgy there presented. In these documents of 
which he was eit.her·author Ol:" co-author, we find 
a statement of ·the terms tho.ught desirable to a com-
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prehension. The negotiations broke down, primarily 
because there was a strong group of' bisb.ops w}+o .did not 
want the Puritans in the Church, preferring outright 
schism to the division of' the Church against itself'. 
During the years of' persecution which followed 
Baxter took part·in several successive negotiations with 
this or that Episcopal leader looking to a comprehension. 
Twice full agreement was reached by the negot~ators, 
and a bill was drafted for presentation to Pa,rl1ament. 
In these bills, particularly that of' 1675t we f'ihd the 
minimum acceptable· terms to accomplish a comprehension. 
These irenic endeavors too. were frustrated by certairi 
of' the higher clergy of the Church of England working 
in cooperation with others Who desired no comprehension 
bill to be passed. 
In the years 1679-1684, followi~g the expiration 
of' the Press Act with its licensing provisions, Baxter 
participated in a series of bitter controversies with 
Anglican leaders and others. Books which were written 
as tools to bring about peace were misinterpreted or 
misunderstood and contributed to the ill-feeling between 
the Nonconformists and the Establishment. Baxter's 
own writings became quite bitter at times, and he 
succeeded in antag~>nizing many and rousing much opt:~osition 
to himself' personally and to the movement he led. 
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The attacks on Baxter resulted finally in his arrest and 
imprisonment on charges of sedition. 
Through the years of the Restol;'ation Baxter 
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also carried on sporadic negotiations with the Independents t 
looking to closer:_ cooperation and mutual assistance .. 
These negotiations were frustrated when Baxter felt 
obliged to take the Independents to task in the public 
prints for their .tendency to separation and for their 
withdrawal from parish communion. As a result bitterness 
against him increased among the Independents, as the 
years paesed. 
Baxter was released from prison during the period 
when James II was trying to woo the Dissenters in order 
to get their support for ·the toleration of Romanism. 
His health was broken, and the remaining years of his 
life were relatively inactive. The sheer worth of his 
proposals seems to have helped the raporochement of·the 
Conformists and Nonconformists'· however, l'lhen such 
rapprochement became desirable under King James. 
Following the Glorious Revolution he supported William 
and Mary. He registe~ed under the Act of Toleration 
and persuaded several dozen other Nonconformists to do 
likewise. 
In the closing years of his life two programs 
for greater cooperation ~ppeared which have decidedly 
Baxterian overtones. Though Baxter was not present 
at the negotiations which produced either of these 
' progra~ men who had been under his influence were 
instrumental in botn sets of conversations. One 
program provided for a·comprehension. · I<G was produced 
by an Eccl~siastical Comm.ission under the leadershi,p 
of Dean Tillotson, who had been chief Anglican nego-
tiator with Baxter in 1675. The second program was 
an agreement of the ~onconformist ministers of London 
of both Congregational and PresbYterian. persuasions to 
further cooperation among th~ms elves. Leaders in 
~ '. :.·. - . ' . 
this program were Sylvester and Bates, longtime 
,- .... 
friends and supporters of Baxter. Both of these plans 
. ~ , . ·.' 
failed--the scheme for comprehension because of the 
... 
fears of the. High Ohurch majority in the lower house 
' . . 
of Convocation; the plan for cooperation due to a 
theological dispute •. 
Thus Baxter 'a dream of one universal, catholic, 
national Church of England failed to materialize. In 
part Baxter was to blame. He made some important 
errors of judg~ment. The method of procedure he ~­
ployed at Savoy, and his trust in Charles II•s sin-
cerity are notable examples. MOreover in the heat 
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of argum~nt--as in the Bagshaw controversy--he said 
and wrote things which were unwise or untactful. 
Moreover he had a rather naive faith in his own rational 
powers. He appears to have believed that' .he could 
convince anyone to whom he could talk of the wisdom 
of the path which seemed so clear to him. The idea 
that men could start thinking with the same set of facts 
and come to radically opposed conclusions did not 
seem possible to him. So he was always surprised when 
others were not attracted by what seemed to him eminent-
ly rational and sensible arguments. However when we 
have said all this, we must still lay the blame for 
his failure to achieve what he desired primarily to 
two groups over which he had no control. The first 
is the Cavalier Parliament -~-which~.:. rem.embered what 
had been done in the years between 1640 and 1660 in 
the name of Puritan religion. Even had the clergy 
recommended a Bill of Comprehension to such a Parliament, 
it is doubtful if it would have passed. -The second 
group is the Prelates. Among them a.strong party 
was unwilling_to make any concessions at all to achieve 
peace. When Baxter met· with men .like Tillotson or 
Wilkins who really wanted peace .and comprehension, agree-
ment was easy • But always men of another temper 
frustrated their good intentions. 
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Under our second heading \'.ie·may say that we have 
discovered the. following about the chief grounds of Baxter's 
Nonconformit_y. Baxter t-iould have liked to ·.be· a··. · 
Conformist. In all probability he would have conformed 
in 1662 had theprayerbook of Elizabeth been reimposed 
without change and without additional oaths. Three 
things seem to the present author to have been the 
things which f'orced Baxter • s Nonconf'o rmity. First was 
the Anglican practice of making admittedly indifferent 
ceremonies such as kneeling a condition of' church 
membership and the expulsion ~f all who found these 
ceremonies ·objectionable. Second was the ref'usal to 
recognize any non..:.Episcopal ordination as valid. Third 
was a f'ormal requirement' of two oaths from all 
ministers..:.-the first an oath of "assent and cons-ent" 
to all contained in the Psalter1 the Book of' Common Prayer, 
and the Book of Ordination; and the second an oath 
never to try to change the government of the Church 
by any means whatsoever. · 
Baxter's rejection of' these three provisions of 
Anglican usage is· an outgrowth of his doctrine of the 
Church •. This doctrine in Baxter's writing is broad 
enough to enable him to call everyone a Christian who 
makes credible profession of faith in .the sufficiency 
of Scripture and in the·Goapel of Jesus Christ as 
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revealed therein, or as summarily expressed in the 
Decalogue, the Lord's Prayer and the Apostle's Creed. 
Since he viewed.every congregation o:f Christians of 
this sort as a true church·, he could not con:torm to the 
program of the Restoration Church of England. This 
program raised indifferent ceremonies to the status of 
essentials of the :fa.ith. It unfrocked all not ordained 
by an Episcopate in the Apostolic Succession. It 
unchurched all who could not give 11 unfeigned assent 
and consent" to the practice of theAnglican communion. 
When we turn to the third heading--the things deemed 
desirable--to obtain a comprehension--we find a long list, 
far too long tq be included hera in :full. Briefly, 
on various grounds, the following were demanded. On 
grounds o:f a_ncient church practice a system of interlocking 
synods was suggested to·replace the Prelatical Episco-
pal system. Bishops would have been retained, but only 
as presiding officers. The synods would be for the 
concord ·of ministers, and nothing would be done without 
the ministers• consent. O;n grounds of convenience 
an enormous number of uAlterations and Additions" to the 
prayer book was suggested. These were so extensive as 
to seem like a complete new liturgy to the Bishops. 
Primarily on grounds o:f expedience a lengthy list of 
"Exceptions n to the prayer book ~was·~~· urged. Thus he 
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urged making kneel:1.ng 1 the surplice, and the keeping of' 
Saints!.- Days optionalt not because. they are illegal in· 
themselves but because many conceive them to be evil 
practices and are unwilling to do them and so are kept 
:f"rom the Church~ The rewriting of' the responsals into 
one long prayer, the use o:t' the Xing James version 
throu_ghout the service, and the preparation of' a new 
metrical version of' the Psalms were urged as means o:t' 
impvoving the service. Other changes of' a similar sort 
might be cited. These are the things which were urged 
upon the Bishops as most desirable changes in order to 
comprehend the major part of the Puritan party. 
The discussions after the Act of Uniformity, 
looking to a comprehension bripg us to a consideration 
of' our f.ourth topic--the minimum acceptable terms for 
a comprehension. They are revealed most notably in the 
bil~ prepa]:'ed :for .P~rliament by Baxter and Tillotson as 
a result o~ their discussions in 1675. The bill provided 
for the end of the oath of 11 assent and consent, n while 
Baxter and his followers promised to subscribe to the 
doctrine and sacraments of the Church of England. It 
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also provided that some seven of the controverted cere~ 
monies and practices might be made optional. Furthermore 
the bill explicitly recognized the validity of Non-Episcopal 
ordination.. These were the only important cone essions 
demanded by Baxter. 
It will be noted that he abandoned.his demand·f'or 
major revision of' the church government. Indeed in the 
act of' 1675 he promised to take the oath of obedience 
to the Bishops. He abandoned his demand for major 
revisipn of the liturgy in return for the granting 
of a few optional ceremonies and practices. Baxter 
even agreed to ~ea_d this unrevised service :from the 
Book of Common Prayer at least twice a year. T.he 
change is very noteworthy and can be understood only in 
the light of Baxter·' s doctrine of the Church. 
We noted before that he was willing to recog~ize 
almost·any group of sincere and orthodox Christians 
meeting for worsh;tp as a true church. His test f'or 
orthodoxy~ though variously stated, was essentially 
a statement of belief' in the sufficiency of the Scriptures 
and in the Gospel of Christ revea,led therein, or as 
summarily expressed in the Decalogue, the I.ord's. 
Prayer, .and the Apostles• Creed. It was on some such 
grounds as this that he sought unity. These are the 
"fundamentals of the faithu or the "things ~neeeseapy" 
-
cited in hie famous motto, nunity in things necessary, 
Liberty in things unnecessary, and Charity in both.n 
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He was willing to give up all the earlier demands on the 
grounds that they were •~tb.ings unnecessary" or "indif-
ferent. tt However he insisted that the Anglicans also 
give up their ·insistance upon certain hthings unnecessary. n 
These are the strict imposition of the.prayer-book cere-
monies, the insistance that no orders but Episcopal 
ones are valid, and the oath of.' 11 ass ent and consent. 11 
He was seeking after cooperation and comprehension on 
the grounds of essential Christianity, and he was 
willing to give up all his. owri peripheral demands 
pr(jvided the Angl~cans would. do likewise •. 
Baxter lived in an era when narrowness of doctrine 
and spirit were the rule rather than the exception.· He 
resisted that mood to give expression to broad principles 
and an inclusive spirit •. He had to deal with many of. 
the same issues which frustrate the ecumenical movement 
in our own day--orders,. church government, rites and 
ceremonies, etc.. But through it all he maintained 
a breadth of vision and a dream of unity which would 
be notable in 1956, hut is altogether amazing when 
viewed against the backdrop of Restoration England. 
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ABSTRACT 
The study was conceived as an investigation of 
the thought and activity of Richard Baxter in the area 
of church union and coo~eration. The dissertation is 
based primarily on Baxter's autobiography, the extensive 
writings of Baxter himself dealing with this problem, 
and the v<ritings of Baxter's contemporaries. Secon-
darily it is based on the t-iorks. of Baxter's bio~raphers, 
the standard works on the history of Protectorate and 
Restoration England, and a number of special studies on 
various aspects of Restoration church·life. The method 
has been historical and descriptive. The author has 
not attempted to prove a point but rather to provide 
a correct chronological narrative of the development 
of one aspect of the thought and actions of perhaps the 
leading English churchman of his day·. 
In the course· or the study four things appeareQ,, 
which we may adopt as a !Deans of organizing this abstract. 
The four are the following: (1) a descriptive historical 
survey of Baxter's thought and activity in the church 
union area; (2) the reasons for his Nonconformity; 
(3) the. changes in Anglican usage he deemed desirable to 
achieve comprehension.o.-i.e. the inclusion of the Puritans 
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in the Establishment; (4) the terms he deemed the 
minimum acceptable to achieve a comprehension. We 
turn now to the first of these subjects. 
Baxter began hie l'iork for concord and church union 
long before the Restoration. In K1dderminster in 1652 
·he organized the Worcestershire Association, ·a local 
society for the cooperation of ministers of very diverse 
political, ecclesiological, and doctrinal positions. 
The Association was des~gned to enable these men to 
cooperate in the areas in which they were agreed, notably 
matters of local church discipline. Baxter's interest 
in international church cooperation v;as also aroused during 
the Protectorate, though he always opposed any universal 
church government of a supra-national sort. During the 
Protectorate, he also bega~ a series of promising con-
versations with leaders of the Episcopal, Independent, 
and Anabaptist parties. 
The Restoration ~hrew Baxter into the forefront 
of negotiations for a comprehension. He was author or 
co-author of the leading documents presented to the King 
and to the Savoy Conference as expressions of the Puritani!~' 
demands. In these documents he formulated a statement 
of what he believed were the most desirable terms if 
a compr·ehension were t'o be accomplished. The negotiations 
broke down, primarily because of the opposition of a group 
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of the Bishops 'tvho did not want the Puritans in the 
Church of England. 
During the years of persecution which followed, 
Baxter took part in several successive negotiations with 
leader-s of the E9isco:pal party, looking to a comprehension. 
Twice full agreemertt ~ias reached by the negotiators, and 
an Act of Comprehension was drafted for presentation 
to Parliament. In these.bills, particularly that of 
1675, we find the minimum acceptable terms to accomplish 
a comprehension. These ~renic endeavors too \vere 
.. 
frustrated by certain of the higher clergy of the Church 
of England. 
In 1679, following.the expiration of the Press 
Act with its licensing provisions, Baxter's pen was 
free once again. He published a veritable flood of 
books in the nex't five years \'zhich involved him in a 
series of bitter controversies. Books 't-Ihich he wrote 
with the most pacific intentions were misunder-stood or 
misinterpreted, and contributed to the ill fee~ing 
between the Nonconfor-mists and tJ:?,e Establishment. His 
own writings too became quite ·bitter at times~ and 
he succeeded mainly in cr-eating many new enemies. The 
attacks on him culminated in his· ar-rest and imprisonment 
on charges of sedition in 1685. Through the years of 
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the Restoration, Baxter carried on sporadic negotiations 
also with the Independents, looking to closer cooperation 
and mutual assistance. However, these negotiations 
were neither very profitable nor ultimately successful. 
Baxter was releas'ed in 1686, but his. health had 
been broken by the imprisonment. The. remaining years 
of hie life were thus relatively inactive so far as 
national affair-s were concerned. However, the sheer 
worth of hie proposals seems to have helped the 
raporochement of the Conformists and Nonconformists 
occasioned by the K5,ng 1 s Romanizing tendencies. 
Following the Glorious Revolution he supported the 
new monarchs, William and Mary. He registered under 
the Act of Toleration, and persuaded several dozen other. 
Nonconformists to do likewise. 
During the closing years of Baxter•s life two 
programs for greater cooperation appeared which have 
decidedly Baxterian over-tonest though Baxter ~as not 
present at the negotiations which produced them. One 
of them was a proposal of terms for a comprehension, 
recommended by an Ecclesiastical Commission of the Church 
of England to the Convocation o:f ~he Clergy. Dean 
Tillotson, leader of the Commission, had been one of 
the Anglican negotiators in the successful conversations 
with Be.xter in 1675 • The second was an agreement of 
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the Nonconformist ministers of london of both Congre-
gational and Presbyterian persuasions to further cooper-
ation among themselves. Two of Baxter•s most intimate 
friends, Mr. Sylvester and Mr. Bates, \"Jere members of 
the. association, and Baxter approved of its endeavors. 
Both of these plans failed--the scheme of comprehension 
because of the fears of the High Church majority in the 
lower house of Convocation, and the pla~ for cooperation 
because of a theological: controversy. Thus Baxter's 
dream of on~ unive~sal, catholic, national church in 
England failed to materialize. 
The second thing which appeared from this study 
was the reasons which Baxter gives for hie own Noncon-
formity. Baxter would have liked to be a Conformist. 
In all likelihood· he would have conformed in 1662 
had the prayerbook of Elizabeth been reimposed with-
... 
out additional oaths. Three things seem to the present 
author to have forced Baxter into Nonconformity. First 
was the Anglican insistence onmaking admittedly 
indifferent ceremonies such as kneeling at the com-
munion a condition of church membership and on expelling 
all who found these ceremonies objectionable. Baxter 
was personally willing to .kneel, but many were not; 
and it.seemed to him to be outrageous to expell people 
from the Church on such a minor issue. The second 
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\'Jas the refusal of the Anglicans to recognize the validity 
of non-Episcopal ordination. The third was ths require-
ment from all the miriisters of the Church of two oaths--
the first an oath of "unfeigned assent and consentu to 
all contained in the Psalter, the Book of Common Prayer, 
and the Book of Ordination; and the second an oath 
never to try to change the government of the Church by 
any msans whatsoever. It is Baxter 1 s doctrine of the 
. . 
Church which explains his stand on this issue. He 
was willing to call everyone a Christian who would make 
a credible adult profession of faith in the sufficiency 
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of Scripture, and in the Gospel of Christ as revealed there-
in, or as summarily expressed in the Decalogue, the Lor-d •e 
Prayer, and the Apostles' Creed. Wherever two or three 
such Christians met together for worship and nrut';ua:t·.:heJ,p, 
there· Baxter believ·ed was a Church. Thus Baxter had to 
refuse conformity to the Restoration Church of England. 
That church had raised indifferent ceremonies to· the 
status of essentials of the faith; and it expelled 
Christians who were willing to affirm the "Fundamentals 
of the Faith". but' 'could not do the ceremonies. Likewise 
that church unfrocked all who had not been ordained by 
an Episcopate in the Apostolic succession, however 
much their ministry may have been blessed by God, or 
however genuine their·. call to preach may have been. 
Our third heading~-the changes in Anglican usage 
deemed desirable in order to obtain a comprehension--
brings us to a long list of things which Baxter would 
have liked ~o see changed. On the grounds of ancient 
church practice a system or· interlocking synods \'Jas 
suggested to replace the Prelatical Episcopacy. Bishops 
would have become presiding, not administrative officers. 
On grounds of convenience an extensive set of "Alterations 
and Additions" to the prayer book was suggested. These 
were so extensive as to seem like a completely new 
prayer book to the Bishops. Primarily on the grounds 
of ·expediency--i. e. to satisfy the consciences of many 
Nonconformists--a lengthy list of "exceptions" to the 
liturgy was also urged. Thus it l>ias urged that kneeling, 
the Surplice, the keeping of Saints' days, and the like 
be made optional. This was not because they were 
actually thought to be illegal in themselves, but because 
many conceived them to be evil and were kept from the 
Church by their unwillingness to adopt them. The re-
writing of the responsals into one long prayer, the use 
of the King James version throughout the service, the 
preparation of a new metrical version of the psalms, 
and other changes were urged as a means of improving 
the morning service. These changes, and many more which 
might be cited,were urged on the Bishops at the Savoy 
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Conference as most desirable changes in order to 
comprehend the major part of the Puritan party. 
The fourth item of concern to us--i.e. the minimum 
acceptable terms to a comprehension--is best revealed in 
Baxter •s negotiations follo\t.iing 1662 when over 1800 mini-
sters were driven from the Church. The p~oposed Act of 
Comprehension of 1675 expresses them best. The bill 
provided for an abandonment of the oath of nassent and 
consent, •• though at th:e same time· Baxter and his fol-
lowers promised to subscribe to the doctrines and sacra-
ments of the Church of England. It also provided that 
some seven of the controverted ceremonies should become 
optional. Furthermore the bill explicitly recognized 
the validity of non-Episcopal ordination. 
It will be noted that Baxter had abandoned many 
of his demands. Again his doctrine of the ·Church 
explains his position~ We have noted above that his 
test for orthodoxy and true church membership ~ias a 
belief in the "Fundamentals of the Faith"--i.e. in the 
suffici,ency of ScriptureJ. and particularly in the 
Decalogue, the Lord •s Prayer, and the Apostles 1 Creed. 
He sought unity on the basis of these "Fundamenta-ls." 
Therefore he was willing to give up all the peripheral 
demands made in 1660-1661, such as extensive liturgical 
reform, and far-reaching changes in church government. 
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In return he demanded that the Anglicans give up their 
peripheral requirements as well--i.e. the oaths of 
"assent and consent," the belief that only ordination 
J 
by a Bishop in the Apostolic succession is legitimate, 
and the strict imposition of the prayer-book ceremonies. 
Baxter resisted the narro1rmess of spirit \'1hich 
characterized his age to give expression to broad 
principles and an inclusive spirit. Dealing with issues 
which remain matters of contention, he maintained a. 
breadth of vision and a dream of unity which would be 
notable in 1956, but which is altogether amazing when 
viewed against the backdrop of Restoration England. 
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